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Dear colleagues

We do what we can, and we can what we do !

To achieve the latter, WE WANT YOU to visit our annual meeting of the SGED-
SSED in Berne.
As president of our society, it is a great honor, very much indeed, to welcome all 
of you to another hopefully unforgettable meeting in post-surreal times.

 
In multilingual and - cultural Switzerland to organize such an annual meeting 
brings mountainous challenges. When climbing up such a steep endeavor, you 
find no paths, the paths are made by walking. The effort of walking before the 
talking was mainly done by

• Our dream team Ulli, Stephanie & Doris from the general secretary of our society
• Peter and his team in the program committee responsible for the outstanding program
• Charna and the members of her YIIG-committee to select the awardees for the Young Investigator Grants

My apologies to the numerous deserved-to-be-but-not-mentioned that work day-in and day-out so you can 
enjoy the meeting. 
 
I do not know any other annual meeting which offers in only 2 days such a broad and high-level selection of 
hormonal, metabolic and even climate topics.
 
Specifically, on the first day on November 17th we will enjoy top-notch presentations on thyroid cancer, 
Diabetes management including in- and out-patients, pro’s and con’s to prescribe SGLT-2 inhibitors in typ 1 
(sic!) diabetes, the impact of climate change on human health. 
 
The 25th gala diner will expose our metabolic reserves to a serious tolerance test.
 
On the second day, in memory of Albert Renold we will learn whether our mitochondria and nocturnal rhythm 
helped to cope with gala and hang-over, before we enjoy oral and poster presentations in basic and clinical 
research, respectively. Over lunch you can learn about latest developments in monetary compensation for our 
clinical work.

But wait, it does not end with the money, there is more!
Transgender and non-binary people are the topic of the plenary lecture and thereafter, prizes will be awarded. 
Finally, clinical update lessons will teach us on congenital adrenal hyperplasia, the differentiated use of 
radioiodine in thyroid cancer and the metabolic dysfunction associated with fatty liver disease.
 
Yes, we can . . . do better after the meeting. See you there.

Prof. Dr. med. Beat Müller
President SGED-SSED

Welcome of the president SGED
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Dear Colleagues

On behalf of the Scientific Committee of the Swiss Society of Endocrinology 
and Diabetology, I am delighted to welcome you to our Annual Meeting, 
which will be held on November 17 and Friday 18, 2022 at the Inselspital in 
Berne.

Here a succinct outlook on this year’s program:

The ASEMO (Swiss Association for the Study of Metabolism and Obesity) 
meeting will take place on Thursday morning. The SSED program starts on 
Thursday afternoon; it will be paralleled by the Swiss Obesity Meeting. 
Highlights of the SSED program include a plenary lecture (Dr. Mike Tuttle, 

New approaches for the therapy of thyroid nodules and cancer), a symposium on diabetes management 
in hospitalized patients, and a pro-and-con debate on the use of SGLT-2 inhibitors in patients with type 1 
diabetes mellitus.
On Thursday, the program will conclude with the General Assembly. A concomitant evening lecture for 
young academics by Dr. Ana Maria Vicedo Cabrera will address 
the impact of climate change on human health. In the evening we will then gather for our traditional dinner. 

The Friday program includes two plenary lectures (Dr. Joris Hoeks, Mitochondria, circadian rhythms and 
metabolism; Dr. Joshua Safer, Evaluation and medical treatment of transgender/nonbinary people), oral 
short presentations, clinical updates, and symposia supported by our generous sponsors

We are very much looking forward to seeing you soon in Bern!

For the Scientific Committee

Prof. Dr. med. Peter Kopp

Welcome of the Head of Scientific Committee
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09.00 Registration

 17th Annual Meeting ASEMO-SAMO (in cooperation with AKJ)  (Ettore Rossi)
 Update Lectures and New Issues
 Chairs: Philipp Gerber, Katharina Timper 
09.15 – 09.20 Welcome
09.20 – 09.55 «Dual and triple agonist therapeutics for diabetes and obesity:  

From discovery to drug approval» 
(Matthias Tschöp, Munich, DE)

09.55– 10.30 «Postprandial hypoglycaemia after bariatric surgery – current concepts and controversies» 
(Lia Bally, Berne, CH)

10.30 – 10.45 Coffee Break  (exhibition area)

10.45 – 11.30 Research Communications – 3 Oral Presentations (Ettore Rossi) 
Chair: Zoltan Pataky 
Abstract  92 
Abstract 90 
Abstract 103

11.30 – 12.05 Update Lectures and New Issues 
Chair: Yann Ravussin

 «Body weight regulation and implications for precision medicine» – virtual presentation 
(Michael Rosenbaum, New York, US)

12.05 – 12.15 Short Break
12.15 – 12.45 General Assembly ASEMO (members only) (Ettore Rossi)
12.15 – 12.45 Lunch  (exhibition area)

14.00 – 17.15 Swiss Obesity Alliance –  (Kursraum 1)
 Symposium Multidisciplinarity and Network in Obesity Treatment
14.00 – 14.10 Begrüssung und Einführung / Bienvenue et introduction 

(Doris Fischer-Taeschler, Baden, CH)
14.10 – 14.55 «Setting Up an Obesity Program» 

(Arya M. Sharma, Edmonton, CA)
14.55 – 15.10 «Presentation of the Results of the ACTION SCH Study» 

(Philipp Gerber, Zurich, CH)
15.10 – 15.25 «ALLOB Concept – Multidisciplinary Therapy Programs» 

(Dominique Durrer, Vevey, CH)
15.25 – 15.40 «Outcome Measure in Obesity Treatment» 

(Ralph Peterli, Basle, CH)

15.40 – 16.00 Coffee Break (exhibition area)

16.00 – 17.00 Case Presentations and Discussion (Kursraum 1)
 (Marco Bueter Zurich, CH)

17.00 – 17.15 Verabschiedung / Mot d‘adieu 
Doris Fischer-Taeschler, Baden, CH)

Program at a glance Annual Meeting 2022  
Thursday, 17th November Inselspital Berne

This event is kindly supported by the

Platinum Sponsors
2022

Goldsponsors: Amryt Pharmaceuticals DAC, HRA Pharma Switzerland, IBSA SA, Ipsen Pharma,  Kyowa Kirin GmbH, Medtronic (Schweiz) AG  
MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG, Pfizer AG, Recordati Rare Disease, Roche Diabetes Care (Schweiz) AG, UCB Pharma AG,  Ypsomed AG
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 Platinum Sponsor's Symposia  (Ettore Rossi)
12.45 – 13.15 «The Role of GIP in Type 2 Diabetes Therapy: Traditional Views and More Recent Findings» 

(Chairman Roger Lehmann / Presenter Michael A. Nauck)
13.15 – 13.45 «Die FreeStyle Libre Familie im Alltag von Arzt und Patient»
 (Gurpreet Anand, Zollikerberg, CH) 

Program at a glance Annual Meeting 2022  
Thursday, 17th November Inselspital Berne

14.00 – 14.05 Welcome  (Ettore Rossi)
14.05 – 14.45 Opening Plenary Lecture  

Chair: Peter Kopp
 «New approaches for the therapy of thyroid nodules and cancer» - virtual presentation 

(Mike Tuttle, New York, US)

14.45 – 16.15 Symposium Inpatient Diabetes Management - an urgent need (Ettore Rossi)
 Chairs: Jardena Puder, Christph Stettler   
 14.45 – 15.15 «Fully closed-loop glucose control in the hospital»  

 (Lia Bally, Berne, CH) 
 15.15 – 15.45 «The Northwestern model» - virtual presentation 

 (Amisha Wallia, Chicago, US)
 15.45 – 16.15 «Technological advances for in-hospital glucose monitoring» - virtual presentation  

 (Guillermo Umpierrez, Atlanta, US)

16.15 – 16.55 Coffee Break  (exhibition area)

16.55 – 17.30 Pro Contra Debate  (Ettore Rossi)
 Chair: Stefan Bilz
 SGLT-2-inhibitors - the perfect treatment for patients with type 1 diabetes 
 16.55 – 17.10 Pro: Markus Laimer, Bern
 17.10 – 17.25 Contra: Marc Donath, Basel
 17.25 – 17.30 Discussion

17.30 General Assembly (members only)  (Ettore Rossi)

17.30 – 18.15 Evening lecture for  young academics  (Kursraum 1)

 «The impact of climate change on human health» 
(Ana Maria Vicedo Cabrera, Berne, CH)

 Followed by Apéro (Inselspital upper floor)

19.30 Society Dinner

This event is kindly supported by the

Platinum Sponsors
2022

Goldsponsors: Amryt Pharmaceuticals DAC, HRA Pharma Switzerland, IBSA SA, Ipsen Pharma,  Kyowa Kirin GmbH, Medtronic (Schweiz) AG  
MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG, Pfizer AG, Recordati Rare Disease, Roche Diabetes Care (Schweiz) AG, UCB Pharma AG,  Ypsomed AG
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Program at a glance Annual Meeting 2022  
Friday, 18th November Inselspital Berne, 

07:30 Registration

 Platinum Sponsor's Symposia  (Ettore Rossi)

08.00 – 08.30 «Advancing digital transformation in diabetes care for improved patient outcomes» - virtual presentation 
(Christophe De Block, Antwerpen BE)

08.30 – 09.00 «Modern Lipid Management» 
(Gottfried Rudofsky, Olten, CH)

09.15 – 10.00  Albert Renold Lecture (Ettore Rossi)
 Chair: Charna Dibner

 «Mitochondria, circadian rhythms and metabolism» - virtual presentation 
(Joris Hoeks, Maastricht, NL) 

10.00 – 10.30 Coffee Break  (exhibition area)

10.30 – 12.30 Oral Presentations  (Kursraum 1) Oral Presentations  (Ettore Rossi) 
Session Basic / Clinical 1   Session Basic / Clinical 2 
(Metabolism / Diabetes)   (Endocrinology)

 8-9 talks      8-9 talks 
Chairs: Daniel Konrad, Stefan Bilz Chairs: Charna Dibner, Mathias Betz  

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch  (exhibition area)

12.30 – 13.30 Poster Session (Ettore Rossi) Tarifworkshop  (Kursraum 1)
  Bernd Schultes (St. Gallen, CH)
  Oliver Zwermann (Basel, CH)
  

13.30 – 14.15 Plenary Lecture   (Ettore Rossi) 
Chair: Amira Kraytem

 «Evaluation and medical treatment of transgender/nonbinary people» - virtual presentation
 (Joshua Safer, New York, US)

14.15 – 14.45 Prize Session  (Ettore Rossi)

14.45 – 16.30 Clinical Updates  (Ettore Rossi) 
Chairs: Stefan Fischli, Peter Kopp     
 14.45 – 15.15 «Congenital adrenal hyperplasia: from clinics to genetics»  
 (Anna Lauber-Biason, Fribourg, CH)

 15.15 – 15.45 «Use of radioiodine for differentiated thyroid cancer – the ESTIMABL data»  
 (Sophie Leboulleux, Geneva, CH)

 15.45 – 16.15 «Metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease (MAFLD) 2022»  
 (Annalisa Berzigotti, Bern, CH)

16.30 Apéro  (exhibition area)
This event is kindly supported by the

Platinum Sponsors
2022

Goldsponsors: Amryt Pharmaceuticals DAC, HRA Pharma Switzerland, IBSA SA, Ipsen Pharma,  Kyowa Kirin GmbH, Medtronic (Schweiz) AG  
MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG, Pfizer AG, Recordati Rare Disease, Roche Diabetes Care (Schweiz) AG, UCB Pharma AG,  Ypsomed AG
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Program at a glance Annual Meeting 2022  
Friday, 18th November Inselspital Berne

08.30 Registration

09.00 – 09.45 Key note lecture  (Auditorium Langhans)
 Chair: Marco Bueter

 «Weight Stigma» 
(Francesco Rubino, London, UK)

 Session 1
 Time to Debate – «Do we need metabolic surgery to treat T2DM?»   

Chair: Francesco Rubino

09.45 – 10.00 No:  Gottfried Rudofsky, Olten, CH

10.00 – 10.15 Yes: Beat Müller, Heidelberg DE/Basle CH

10.15 – 10.30 Discussion

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee Break   

 Time to Debate – «Will Bariatric Surgery Still be Needed in 10 Years toTreat Obesity?»   
Chairs: Michel Suter / Philipp Gerber

11.00 – 11.15 No:  Marc Donath, Basle, CH

11.15 – 11.30 Yes: Ralph Peterli, Basle, CH

11.30 – 11.45 Discussion

 Session 2

 Therapy for Postbariatric Weight Regain
 Chairs: Antonio Nocito/ Markus Müller

11.45 – 12.05 «GLP-1 Receptor Analogues toTreat Weight Regain After Bariatric Surgery» 
(Anders Boisen Jensen, St. Gall, CH)

12.05 – 12.25 «Limb length modification and pouch resizing for weight regain after RYGB –  
what is the evidence?» 
(Michel Suter, Rennaz, CH)

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch  (exhibition area)

 Therapy for Postbariatric Weight Regain (Auditorium Langhans)
 Chairs: Antonio Nocito/ Markus Müller 

13.30 – 13.50 «Banded RYGB vs Non-Banded RYGB - Results from a 5 Year Observational Study » 
(Jörg Zehetner, Berne, CH)

13.50 – 14.10 «Adipositas-Medikamente und Bariatrie - Welche Rolle spielt da (noch) die Ernährungstherapie?!» 
(Stephanie Tölle, Zollikerberg, CH)

 Session 3:  

 Cutting edge bariatric research in Switzerland 
(Chairs: Daniel Gero, Marko Kraljevic)

14.10 – 14.30 «What We Should Know About Postprandial Hypoglycemia» 
(Matthias Hepprich, Basle, CH)

14.30 – 14.50 «Comparative Cardiovascular Effectiveness and Safety of Gastric Bypass Versus Sleeve  
Gastrectomy: Results from a Population-Based Matched Cohort Study» 
(Alessia Wildisen, Aarau, CH)

14.50 – 15.10 «OAGB vs RYGB - Data from a RCT made in Switzerland» 
(Thomas Köstler, Schlieren ,CH)

15.10 – 15.20 Summary 
15.20 – 16.15 SMOB General Assembly (members only)

16.15 End of the Conference
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09.00 Registration 

 17th Annual Meeting ASEMO-SAMO (in cooperation with AKJ)  (Ettore Rossi)
 Update Lectures and New Issues
 Chairs: Philipp Gerber, Katharina Timper 
09.15 – 09.20 Welcome
09.20 – 09.55 «Dual and Triple Agonist Therapeutics for Diabetes and Obesity:  

From Discovery to Drug Approval» 
(Matthias Tschöp, Munich DE)

09.55– 10.30 «Postprandial Hypoglycaemia after Bariatric Surgery – Current Concepts and Controversies» 
(Lia Bally, Berne, CH)

10.30 – 10.45 Coffee Break  (exhibition area)
10.45 – 11.30 3 Oral Presentations (Ettore Rossi)
 Chair: Zoltan Pataky

10.45 Abstract 90 (S) – Bicycle Exercise and Lifestyle Intervention in Newly Diagnosed Diabetes - an interim 
analysis of the BELIFE Study 
Justus Fischer, Matthias Hepprich, Jonathan Mudry, Yoann Aubry, Beckey Trinh, Marc Y Donath (Basel)

11.00 Abstract 92 – Olfactory odour stimulation for metabolism control - the OLFAMET study  
Anouk Hoogkamer, Lolita Matiashova, Alexander Komai, Chery Kunz, Yanick Spaar, Judith Minder, Elias 
Zehnder, Selina Randegger, Milica Popovic, Katharina Timper 
(Basel)

11.15 Abstract 103 – Is prealbumine a good biomarker of lean mass loss after gastric bypass? 
Sara Santini, Nathalie Vionnet, Mohammed Barigou, Jerôme Pasquier, Lucie Favre (Lausanne)

11.30 – 12.05 Update Lectures and New Issues 
Chair: Yann Ravussin

 «Body Weight Regulation and Implications for Precision Medicine» – virtual presentation 
(Michael Rosenbaum, New York, US) 

12.05 – 12.15 Short Break (exhibition area)

12.15 – 12.45 General Assemly ASEMO-SAMO (members only) (Ettore Rossi)

12.15 – 12.45 Lunch (exhibition area)

Program of the 17th Annual Meeting ASEMO-SAMO  
(in cooperation with AKJ)
Thursday, 17th November 2022, Inselspital Berne
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Program of the Annual Meeting 2022 
Thursday, 17th November Inselspital Berne

14.00 – 17.15 Swiss Obesity Alliance –          (Kursraum 1)
 Symposium Multidisciplinarity and Network in Obesity Treatment
14.00 – 14.10 Begrüssung und Einführung / Bienvenue et introduction 

(Doris Fischer-Taeschler, Baden CH)
14.10 – 14.55 «Setting Up an Obesity Program» 

(Arya M. Sharma, Edmonton CA)
14.55 – 15.10 «Presentation of the Results of the ACTION SCH Study» 

(Philipp Gerber, Zurich CH)
15.10 – 15.25 «ALLOB Concept – Multidisciplinary Therapy Programs» 

(Dominique Durrer, Vevey CH)
15.25 – 15.40 «Outcome Measure in Obesity Treatment» 

(Ralph Peterli, Basle CH)

15.40 – 16.00 Coffee Break (exhibition area)

16.00 – 17.00 Case Presentations and Discussion (Kursraum 1)
 (Marco Bueter Zurich CH)
 ASEMO: Sarah Boehm, Zurich CH
 AKJ: Dagmar l'Allemand, St. Gall CH
 SMOB: Amanda Dirnberger, Basle CH
 Eurobesitas: Dominique Durrer, Vevey CH and Barbara Perrin-Cabrer, Lausanne CH

17.00 – 17.15 Verabschiedung / Mot d‘adieu 
(Doris Fischer-Taeschler, Baden CH)
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Program of the Annual Meeting 2022  
Friday, 18th November Inselspital Berne

08.30 Registration

09.00 – 09.45 Key note lecture  (Auditorium Langhans)
 Chair: Marco Bueter

 «Weight Stigma» 
(Francesco Rubino, London UK)

 Session 1
 Time to Debate – «Do We Need Metabolic Surgery to Treat T2DM?»   

Chair: Francesco Rubino

09.45 – 10.00 No:  Gottfried Rudofsky, Olten CH

10.00 – 10.15 Yes: Beat Müller, Heidelberg DE/Basle CH

10.15 – 10.30 Discussion

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee Break   

 Time to Debate – «Will Bariatric Surgery Still be Needed in 10 Years to Treat Obesity?»   
Chairs: Michel Suter / Philipp Gerber

11.00 – 11.15 No:  Marc Donath, Basle CH

11.15 – 11.30 Yes: Ralph Peterli, Basle CH

11.30 – 11.45 Discussion

 Session 2

 Therapy for Postbariatric Weight Regain
 Chairs: Antonio Nocito/ Markus Müller

11.45 – 12.05 «GLP-1 Receptor Analogues toTreat Weight Regain After Bariatric Surgery» 
(Anders Boisen Jensen, St. Gall CH)

12.05 – 12.25 «Limb length modification and pouch resizing for weight regain after RYGB –  
what is the evidence?» 
(Michel Suter, Rennaz CH)

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch  (exhibition area)

 Therapy for Postbariatric Weight Regain (Auditorium Langhans)
 Chairs: Antonio Nocito/ Markus Müller 

13.30 – 13.50 «Banded RYGB vs Non-Banded RYGB - Results from a 5 Year Observational Study » 
(Jörg Zehetner, Berne CH)

13.50 – 14.10 «Adipositas-Medikamente und Bariatrie - Welche Rolle spielt da (noch) die Ernährungstherapie?!» 
(Stephanie Tölle, Zollikerberg CH)

 Session 3:  

 Cutting edge bariatric research in Switzerland 
(Chairs: Daniel Gero, Marko Kraljevic)

14.10 – 14.30 «What We Should Know About Postprandial Hypoglycemia» 
(Matthias Hepprich, Basle CH)

14.30 – 14.50 «Comparative Cardiovascular Effectiveness and Safety of Gastric Bypass Versus Sleeve  
Gastrectomy: Results from a Population-Based Matched Cohort Study» 
(Alessia Wildisen, Aarau CH)

14.50 – 15.10 «OAGB vs RYGB - Data from a RCT made in Switzerland» 
(Thomas Köstler, Schlieren CH)

15.10 – 15.20 Summary 
15.20 – 16.15 SMOB General Assembly (members only)

16.15 End of the Conference

Organized by: Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Endokrinologie und Diabetologie | Rütistrasse 3a | CH-5400 Baden 
Tel. +41 (0)56 552 02 60 | office@sgedssed.ch  •   www.sgedssed.ch
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS «BASIC / CLINICAL» – ENDOCRINOLOGY
Friday, 18th November, 10.30 − 12.30, Room «Ettore Rossi»
Chairs: tbd 

10.30 Abstract 53 – Effects of the SGLT2-inhibitor Empagliflozin in Patients with Chronic 
Syndrome of Inadequate Antidiuresis (SIAD) - Results of a double-blind, randomized, 
 placebo-controlled, crossover trial  
Julie Refardt, Cornelia Imber, Rianne Nobbenhuis, Clara O. Sailer, Aaron Haslbauer, Cemile Bathelt, Sophie 
Monnerat, Deborah R. Vogt, Manfred Berres, Bettina Winzeler, Stephanie Bridenbaugh, Mirjam Christ-Crain 
(Basle, Koblenz)

10.45 Abstract 03 – New provocation test using MDMA (‘Ecstasy’) demonstrates oxytocin defi-
ciency in patients with central diabetes insipidus

 Cihan Atila, Rakithan Murugesu, Friederike Holze, Nimmy Varghese, Anne Eckert, Matthias E Liechti and 
Mirjam Christ-Crain (Basle)

11.00 Abstract 28 (S) – Phenotypes in a large international cohort of individuals with SF-1/
NR5A1 variants

 Chrysanthi Kouri, Grit Sommer, Idoia Martinez de Lapiscina, Lloyd Tack, Martine Cools, Christa E Flück, 
SF1next study group# (Berne, Barakaldo Spain, Ghent Belgium)

11.15 Abstract 77 (S) – VSD genetic diagnosis exploiting single-cell expression data and deep 
learning

 Isabel von der Decken, Hamid Azimi, Anna Lauber-Biason (Fribourg)

11.30 Abstract 71 – Deciphering the role of the SF-1/NR5A1 Gly146Ala polymorphism in DSD 
patients

 Idoia Martinez de LaPiscina, Chrysanthi Kouri, Rawda Naamneh Elzenaty, Grit Sommer, Luis Castaño,  
Christa E. Flück (Berne, Barakaldo Spain)

11.45 Abstract 25 (S) – Impact of adrenal steroids on metabolomics differences in patients with 
endocrine and primary hypertension 
Robin Knuchel, Zoran Erlic, Sven Gruber, Laurence Amar, Maria-Christina Zannaro, Anne Blanchard, Casper 
K Larsen, FRPA1, Paolo Mulatero, Martina Tetti, Alessio Pecori, Christina Pamporaki, Katharina Langton, 
Filippo Ceccato6 Aleksander Prejbisz, Christian Adolf, Hanna Remede, Livia Lenzini, Michael Dennedy, Jaap 
Deinum, Graeme Eisenhofer, Felix Beuschlein (Zurich, Paris France, Torino Italy, Dresden Germany, Padua 
Italy, Warsaw Poland, Munich Germany, Würzburg Germany, Nijmegen The Netherlands)

12.00 Abstract 75 – Zona glomerulosa derived Klotho effect on aldosterone synthesis in young 
mice

 Cong Tang, Arezoo Daryadel, Ye Xie, Dominique Loffing, David Breault , Johannes Loffing, Felix Beuschlein 
(Zurich, Boston United States)

12.15 Abstract 76 (S) – Investigating the role of glucagon and GLP-1 in cephalic phase insulin release
 Kelly Trimigliozzi, Sophia J. Wiedemann, Daniel T. Meier, Leila Rachid, Hélène Méreau, Marianne Böni-

Schnetzler, Marc Y. Donath (Basle)
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS «BASIC / CLINICAL» – METABOLISM / DIABETES
Friday, 18th November, 10:30 − 12:30, Room «Kursraum 1»
Chairs:  tbd

10.30 Abstract 01 – Maternal and fetal glucose metabolism in pregnancies with GDM: how does 
it affect offspring body composition

 Antoniou M.C., Quansah D.Y ., Mühlberg S., Gilbert L. Arhab A., Horsch A., Puder J.J (Lausanne)

10.45 Abstract 68 (S) – A potential role of liver-expressed ASK1 in body weight regulation
 Anne Goergen, Tenagne D Challa, Stephan Wueest, Daniel Konrad (Zurich)

11.00 Abstract 74 – The GLP-1 receptor agonist semaglutide improves hepatic steatosis, in-
flammation and fibrosis in a dietary mouse model of Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease 
(NAFLD)/nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)

 Emmanuel Somm, Elodie Perroud, Mengzhu Sun, Stephanie Hugues, Dongryeol Ryu, François R Jornayvaz, 
Karim Gariani (Geneva, Sungkyunkwan South Korea)

11.15 Abstract 49 (S) – Effects of GLP-1 agonists on consumption of alcohol in patients treated 
for smoking cessation

 Leila Sofia Probst, Sophie Monnerat, Sophia Lengsfeld, Cemile Bathelt, Andrea Meienberg, Thilo Burkard, 
Mirjam Christ-Crain, Bettina Winzeler (Basle)

11.30 Abstract 105 (S) – Inflammation in the exocrine pancreas impairs insulin secretion
 Laura Steiger, Axel de Baat, Leila Rachid, Hélène Mereau, Kelly Trimiglozzi, Joyce Carolina de Paula Souza, 

Marianne Böni-Schnetzler, Daniel Zeman, Marc Donath (Basle)

11.45 Abstract 57 (S) – Dietary Fiber Intake and its Association with Ultra-processed Food Con-
sumption in the General Population of Switzerland

 Katja A. Schönenberger, Valentina V. Huwiler, Emilie Reber, Stefan Mühlebach, Zeno Stanga, Giulia Pestoni, 
David Faeh (Berne, Basle, Zurich)

12.00 Abstract 78 – Fas (CD95) activation inhibits browning of white adipose tissue via the 
tumor suppressor p53

 Stephan Wueest, Pim P. van Krieken, Nils K. Konrad, Chiara Scaffidi, Christian Koch, Michael S. F. Wiedemann, 
Marcela Borsigova, Steffen Böttcher, Matthias Blüher, Daniel Konrad (Zurich, Leipzig Germany)

12.15 Abstract 59 – Metformin counteracts adverse metabolic effects of glucocorticoids in healthy 
subjects

 Susanne Thierry , Caspar Joyce Peterson, Tarik Delko, Vasco Iten, Michael Epstein, Michael Kühne, Christine 
Meyer-Zürn, Eleonora Seelig (Basle, Letchworth UK, Liestal)
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Friday, 18th November, 12:30 – 13:30 – Room «Ettore Rossi» 

CLINICAL
2 Central diabetes insipidus from a patients’ perspective: management, psychological co-morbidi-

ties, and re-naming of the condition - results from an international web-based survey
 Cihan Atila, Paul Benjamin Loughrey, Aoife Garrahy, Bettina Winzeler, Julie Refardt, Patricia Gildroy, 

Malak Hamza, Aparna Pal, Joseph G Verbalis, Christopher J Thompson, Lars G Hemkens, Steven J 
Hunter, Mark Sherlock, Prof Miles J Levy, Niki Karavitaki, John Newell-Price, John A H Wass, Mirjam 
Christ-Crain (Basle)

4 Resting Heart Rate Monitoring for Optimized Treatment of Hyperthyroidism
 Carole Stéphanie Baumann, Matthias Johannes Betz, Claudia Irene Maushart (Basle)

5 Sex differences in glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) analogue-assisted smoking cessation - a 
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial

 Fabienne Baur, Cihan Atila, Sophia Lengsfeld, David Coynel, Thilo Burkhard, Andrea Meienberg, 
Cemile Bathelt, Mirjam Christ-Crain, Bettina Winzeler (Basle)

6 Lipoprotein(a) levels in patients with diabetes mellitus enrolled in the SwissDiab study
 Stefan Bilz, Frida Renström, Michael Brändle (St Gall)

7 Cross-sectional analysis of the proportion of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus that meet 
current LDL-cholesterol, non-HDL-cholesterol and apoB targets in SwissDiab

 Stefan Bilz, Frida Renström, and Michael Brändle (St Gall)

8 Subacute Thyroiditis (SAT) after COVID-19 mRNA vaccine: two case reports and a review of the 
litterature

 Katharina Binz and Michael Messerli (Zurich)

9 Comparison of postpartum body composition measured by bio-impedance analysis and dual-
energy X-ray absorptiometry in post-gestational diabetes and healthy women

 E. Biolley, A. Hemmer, S. Umwali, J. Mareschal, E. Gonzalez Rodriguez, A. Arhab, D. Gendre, O. Fiam-
mingo, F. Sinutrel, L. Genton, C. Dibner, J.J. Puder, T.-H. Collet (Lausanne, Geneva)

10 Tirzepatide Improved Markers of Islet Cell Function (Fasting Glucagon and HOMA2-B) and Insu-
lin Sensitivity (Fasting Insulin and HOMA2-IR) Compared to Semaglutide in People with Type 2 
Diabetes

 Katelyn Brown, Laura Fernández Landó, Brandon Bergman, Melissa K. Thomas, Bing Liu, Clare Lee, 
Noémie Druelle (Indianapolis US, Vernier)

11 Case report type 1 diabetes: How and why this patient escaped good blood sugar control despi-
te being treated with hybrid closed loop insulin pump

 Brida Caviezel, Alexandra Mathys, Johanna Nagy, L.Villiger (Baden)

12 Paraganglioma of the filum terminale: A case report 
  Audrey Coquoz, Roman Trepp, Andriana Efthymiou (Berne)

13 Leveraging digital receipts to non-intrusively monitoring food purchase patterns in adults re-
ceiving anti-obesity treatment at a weight management specialist clinic

 N. Endner, M. Stoll, S. Zbinden, A. Journeaux, C. Joray, C. Kuhn, J. Wu, K. Fuchs, D. Herzig, S. Mayer, L. 
Bally (Berne, St Gall)

14 Accuracy of continuous glucose monitoring in patients after gastric bypass surgery during a 
solid mixed meal tolerance test

 Antonio Ferreira, Martina Vettoretti, Katja A. Schönenberger, Stephanie Ovbiye, Céline Stebler, 
Noah Näf, Natascha Potoczna, Andrea Facchinetti, David Herzig, Lia Bally (Berne, Padova Italy, Basle, 
Lucerne)
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15 Consumptive hypothyroidism in a malignant rhabdoid tumor of the kidney: a newly found as-
sociation

 Roberto Fiore, Stefano La Rosa, Silvia Uccella, Deborah Marchori, Peter A. Kopp (Lausanne, Varese Italy)

16 Management of dumping syndrome after bariatric surgery – A case report
 Silvia Freire, Clare Baragiola, Véronique L. Karsegard, Christina Lyko, Laurence Genton, Tinh-Hai 

Collet (Geneva, Fribourg)

17 Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy with radiolabeled somatostatin receptor agonists in pati-
ents with metastatic malignant insulinoma, a single- center retrospective study of a rare disease

 Liene Friebe, Martin T. Freitag, Damian Wild, Emanuel Christ (Basle)

18 Effects of Tirzepatide Versus Insulin Glargine 100 U/mL on Kidney Outcomes in Participants with 
Type 2 Diabetes in SURPASS-4

 Hiddo J L Heerspink, Naveed Sattar, Imre Pavo, Axel Haupt, Kevin L. Duffin, Zhengyu Yang, Russell 
J Wiese, Katherine R Tuttle, David Z I Cherney, Katja Drägert (Groningen Netherlands, Glasgow UK, 
Indianapolis USA, Spokane USA, Toronto Canada, Vernier)

19 Tirzepatide reduces appetite, energy intake and fat mass in people with T2D
 Tim Heise, J. Hans DeVries, Shweta Urva, Jing Li, Edward John Pratt Melissa K. Thomas, Kieren J. 

Mather, Julia Dunn, Axel Haupt, Zvonko Milicevic, Tamer Coskun, Noémie Druelle (Neuss Germany, 
Indianapolis USA, Vernier)

20 Quantitative dietary assessment in overweight and obese individuals: comparison between 24h 
dietary recall and a machine learning food application

 A. Hemmer, E. Biolley, J. Mareschal, S. Umwali, N.E. Phillips, D. Gendre, O. Fiammingo, F. Sinutrel, L. 
Genton, M. Salathé, C. Dibner, J.J. Puder, T.-H. Collet (Lausanne, Geneva)

21 Real-world effectiveness of remote lifestyle coaching with or without adjunctive liraglutide for 
weight management – insights from a Swiss cohort

 David Herzig, Tobias Larsen, Christos T Nakas, Felix Schirmann, Christoph Stettler, Lia Bally (Berne, 
Altendorf )

22 The effect of diabetologists` referral in patients with moderately controlled type 2 diabetes 
mellitus – the “Pit-stop study”

 Simone Hubacher, Stefan Zechmann, Fahim Ebrahimi, Emanuel Christ (Berne, Rheinfelden, Basle)

23 Change in parameters of blood fluid volume in patients with type II diabetes and established 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases or high cardiovascular risk under new SGLT2-inhibitor 
treatment

 Eva Kettig, Devine S. Frundi (Crans-Montana)

24 Prevalence of heart failure in diabetes - a SwissDiab study
 Laura Knaus, Marino Quarella, Frida Renström, Marc Buser, Micha T. Maeder, Michael Brändle (St 

Gall)

26 Survey: what are physicians' reservations against referring patients to the "TOASST" (Taper Or 
Abrubt Steroid STop) trial?

 Mathis Komminoth, Jonas Rutishauser (Baden)

27 Effects of empagliflozin on serum androgens levels in men without diabetes
 Christophe Kosinski, Olivier Salamin, Tiia Kuuranne, Raul Nicoli, Nelly Pitteloud, Anne Zanchi (Lau-

sanne)

29 Time requirements for perioperative glucose management using closed-loop versus standard 
insulin therapy: A time-motion study

 Gabija Krutkyte, Jonathan Roos, Daniel Schürch, Andreas Frei, Sophie Lagger, Matthias Schwenk-
glenks, Andreas Vogt, David Herzig, Lia Bally (Berne, Arlesheim, Zurich, Basle)
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30 Non-invasive wearable-based hypoglycemia detection in diabetes
 Vera Lehmann, Simon Föll, Martin Maritsch, Eva Van Weenen, Sophie Lagger, Caroline Albrecht, 

Elgar Fleisch, Felix Wortmann, Christoph Stettler, Thomas Züger (Berne, St Gall)

31 Similar discrepancy between HbA1c and GMI across different continuous and flash glucose 
 monitoring sensors

 Vera Lehmann, Michèle Rychen, Christoph Stettler, Thomas Züger (Bern)

32 Machine learning using driving behavior data detects moderate and mild hypoglycemia in the 
real car

 Vera Lehmann, Thomas Züger, Martin Maritsch, Michael Notter, Simon Schallmoser, Caterina 
Bérubé, Caroline Albrecht, Mathias Kraus, Stefan Feuerriegel, Elgar Fleisch, Tobias Kowatsch, Sophie 
Lagger, Markus Laimer, Felix Wortmann, Christoph Stettler (Berne, Zurich, Munich Germany, Erlan-
gen-Nürnberg Germany, St Gall)

33 Glucagon-like peptide-1 analogues: a new way to quit smoking?  
A randomised placebo-controlled study 

 Sophia Lengsfeld, Thilo Burkard, Andrea Meienberg, Nica Jeanloz, Tanja Vukajlovic, Katja Bologna, 
Michelle Steinmetz, Cemile Bathelt, Clara O. Sailer, Deborah R. Vogt, Lars G. Hemkens, Benjamin 
Speich, Sandrine Urwyler, Jill Kühne, Fabienne Baur, Linda N. Lutz, Tobias Erlanger, Mirjam Christ-
Crain (Basle, Stanford USA, Berlin Germany)

34 Case report: joung patient with concomitant secondary hyperthyroidism and primary 
 hypothyroidism.

 Barbara Lucchini, Sabrina Malandrini, Pierpaolo Trimboli (Bellinzona)

35 Spontaneous remission of atypical diabetes associated with systemic lupus erythematosus in 
an adolescent girl of African origin

 Fanny Luterbacher, Jean-Louis Blouin, Valerie Schwitzgebel (Geneva)

36 Health-related quality of life in a European sample of early-treated adults with classical PKU
 Stephanie Maissen-Abgottspon, Raphaela Muri, András Gellért Barta, Péter Reismann, Álvaro 

Hermida-Ameijeiras, Alessandro Burlina, Alberto Burlina, Chiara Cazzorla6 Jessica Caretta, Ismail 
Mucahit Alptekin, Michel Hochuli, Roman Trepp, Regula Everts (Berne, Budapest Hungary, Santiago 
de Compostela Spain, Bassano del Grappa Italy, Padua Italy, Ankara Turkey)

37 Greater Improvement in Insulin Sensitivity Per Unit Weight Loss with Tirzepatide Compared to 
Selective GLP-1 Receptor Agonism

 Kieren J Mather, Andrea Mari, Jing Li, Tim Heise, J. Hans DeVries, Shweta Urva, Tamer Coskun, Zvonko 
Milicevic, Axel Haupt, Melissa K Thomas, Noémie Druelle (Indianapolis USA, Rome Italy, Neuss Germa-
ny, Amsterdam Netherlands, Vernier)

38 Late diagnosis of childhood-onset hypophosphatasia in an adult with recurrent fractures: early 
treatment experience with asfotase-alfa

 Manuela Messikommer, Albrecht W Popp, Michel Hochuli (Berne)

39 Relationship between plasma sodium levels and serum bone markers in outpatients with a chro-
nic syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis - a predefined secondary analysis of the SANDx trial

 Sophie Monnerat, Julie Refardt, Christian Meier, Mirjam Christ-Crain (Basle)

40 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) reveals widespread abnormalities in cerebral white matter 
 independent from clinical features of early-treated adults with phenylketonuria

 Raphaela Muri, Stephanie Maissen-Abgottspon, Murray Bruce Reed, Rupert Lanzenberger, Roland 
Kreis, Michel Hochuli, Roman Trepp, Regula Everts (Berne, Vienna Austria)

41 White matter lesion load is unrelated to cognitive and metabolic status in adults with 
phenylketonuria 

 Raphaela Muri Stephanie Maissen-Abgottspon, Piotr Radojewski, Katarzyna Pospieszny, Michel 
Hochuli, Regula Everts, Roman Trepp (Berne)
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42 Frequency of hypoglycemia and associated symptoms in patients with post- bariatric 
 hypoglycemia

 Noah Näf, Alex Schneider, Katja Schönenberger, Antonio Ferreira, David Herzig, Lia Bally (Berne, 
Basle)

43 Innovative Machine Learning Based Algorithm for the Differentiation Between Diabetes 
 Insipidus and Primary Polydipsia in Clinical Practice

 Uri Nahum, Julie Refardt, Irina Chifu, Wiebke Kristin Fenske, Martin Fassnacht, Gabor Szinnai, Mirjam 
Christ-Crain, Marc Pfister (Basle, Wuerzburg Germany, Bonn Germany)

44 Impaired peripheral nerve conduction velocity in children and young adults with type 1 
 diabetes mellitus is associated with HbA1c, but not with Time in Range 

 Sarah Oberhauser, Dagmar l'Allemand, Katrin Heldt, Tiziana Gozzi, Aikaterini Stasinaki, Miriam Eilers, 
Jürg Lütschg, Philip Broser (St Gall, Basle)

45 Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Reach Glycemic Targets Faster with Tirzepatide Compared to 
 Semaglutide and Titrated Insulin Degludec

 Kevin M. Pantalone, Adie Viljoen, Rodolfo J. Galindo, Xuewei Cui, Ruth Huh, Laura Fernández Landó, 
Hiren Patel, Katja Drägert (Cleveland USA, Stevenage UK, Atlanta USA, Indianapolis USA, Vernier)

46 Does a 6-month time-restricted eating (TRE) intervention affect bone metabolism and health?
 M Papageorgiou, E Biver, J Mareschal, NE Phillips, A Hemmer, E Biolley, N Schwab, ENC Manoogian, 

E Gonzalez Rodriguez, D Aeberli, D Hans, C Pot, S Panda, F Naef, N Rodondi, S Ferrari, T-H Collet 
(Geneva, Lausanne, Berne)

47 Sustainability of HbA1c Control of Tirzepatide vs. Insulin Glargine in People with Type 2 Diabe-
tes and Increased Cardiovascular Risk (SURPASS-4)

 Ewan R Pearson, Stefano Del Prato, Imre Pavo, Denise R Franco, Zhengyu Yang, Russell J Wiese, Ste-
ven E Kahn5, Katja Drägert (Dundee UK, Groningen Netherlands, Indianapolis USA, Sao Paulo Brazil, 
Seattle USA, Vernier)

48 Potassium and Chloride in Differential Diagnosis of Thaizide Associated Hyponatremia
 Laura Potasso, Julie Refardt, Sophie Monnerat, Bettina Winzeler, Mirjam Christ-Crain (Basle)

50 Cardio-metabolic and mental health outcomes before and during the COVID- 19 pandemic in a 
cohort of women with gestational diabetes mellitus in Switzerland

 Dan Yedu Quansah, Leah Gilbert, Christophe Kosinski, Le Dizes Olivier, Antje Horsch, Katrien Benha-
lima, Emmanuel Cosson, Jardena J. Puder (Lausanne, Leuven Belgium, Paris France)

51 Effect of a complex interdisciplinary lifestyle and psychosocial continuous prepartum and 
postpartum intervention on metabolic and mental health outcomes in women with GDM: the 
MySweetheart trial

 Dan Yedu Quansah, Leah Gilbert, Amar Arhab, Elena Gonzalez Rodriguez, Didier Hans, Justine 
Gross, Stefano Lanzi, Antje Horsch, Jardena J. Puder (Lausanne)

52 Comprehensive evaluation of ten patient information booklets on thyroid cancer
 Grégoire Racine, Maria-Paraskevi Moschofidou,Roberto Fiore, Nathalie Rouiller, Yann Vuignier, Ales-

sandro Zordan, Peter A. Kopp, John O. Prior, Gerasimos P. Sykiotis (Lausanne)

54 A novel POR variant found in multiple under-virilized 46, XY DSD patients from Argentina, cau-
ses severe inhibition of CYP17A1 and CYP21A2 activities

 Maria Natalia Rojas Velazquez, Jimena Lopez Dacal, Nora Sanguineti, Katyayani Sharma, Roxana 
Marino, Natalia Perez Garrido, Elisa Vaiani, Gabriela Guercio, Paula Scaglia, María Esnaola Azcoiti, 
Agustín Izquierdo, Gabriela Sansó, Marcela Bailez, María Gabriela Ropelato, Alicia Belgorosky, Igna-
cio Bergadá, Rodolfo Rey, Romina Grinspon, Amit V Pandey (Berne, Buenos Aires Argentina)

55 Cardiac manifestations in adult patients with inherited metabolic disease: a retrospective 
 cohort study

 Flutura Sadiku, Tobias Rutz, Pierre Monney, Christel Tran (Lausanne)
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56 Nutritional correction strategies of low glucose values in patients with post- bariatric hypogly-
cemia – A randomized controlled three-arm crossover trial

 Katja A. Schönenberger, Antonio Ferreira, Céline Stebler, Noah Näf, Zeno Stanga, David Herzig, Lia 
Bally (Berne, Basle)

58 The burden of overweight and obesity in adult patients with phenylketonuria: a systematic review
 Aurel T. Tankeu, Despoina Pavlidou, Andréa Superti-Furga, Karim Gariani, Christel Tran (Lausanne, 

Geneva)

60 Characteristics of real-life continuous glucose monitoring profiles in patients with hypoglycae-
mia after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery

 Afroditi Tripyla, Francesco Prendin, David Herzig, Giacomo Cappon, Andrea Facchinetti, Lia Bally 
(Berne, Padova Italy)

61 Pancreatic polypeptide discriminates patients with and without postprandial hypoglycaemia 
after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery

 A. Tripyla, V. Lehmann, P. Eugster, E. Grouzmann, K. Kuenzli, T. Stauffer, A. Thomas, M. Thevis, J. Ze-
hetner, D. Giachino, P. Nett, D. Herzig, L. Bally (Berne, Lausanne, Cologne Germany)

62 Falsely elevated serum estradiol due to heterophile antibody interference: a case report
 Jessica Vaughan, Christof Schild, Andriana Efthymiou, Marie-Angela Schnyder (Berne)

63 No-Effect of physical activity in the management of Diabetes. The Colaus|Psycolaus study
 Gaël Vonlanthen, Pedro Marques-Vidal (Lausanne)

64 Covid-19 associated secondary adrenal insufficiency - a case report
 Thomas Vorburger, Niklaus Kamber (Chur)

65 Low protein intake in the healthy Swiss population – is there an association with sociodemogra-
phic and socioeconomic characteristics?

 Roxana Wimmer, Philipp Schuetz, Nina Kaegi-Braun (Aarau, Basle)

66 In situ profiling of enzymatic activities in human pancreatic islets provides new insights in   
type 2 diabetes status

 Yan Zhou, Nicolas Baez, Eyke Schöniger, Michele Solimena, Pierre Maechler (Geneva, Dresden 
 Germany)

99 Fine-needle aspiration of thyroid nodules: experience of 725 nodules from a tertiary center
 Maria Mavromati, Sophie Leboulleux (Geneva)

106 Listen to your patient and google the symptoms. A case of Barakat Syndrome.
 Umberto Spennato, Jennifer Siegwart, Britta Hartmann, Elisabeth Fischer, Cecilia Bracco, Beat Muel-

ler, Philipp Schuetz, Tristan Struja (Aarau)
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BASIC-EXPERIMENTAL

67 Inosine does not Increase Energy Expenditure in Healthy Volunteers
 Carole Stéphanie Baumann, Jaël Rut Senn, Claudia Irene Maushart, Matthias Johannes Betz (Basle)

69 From urine progenitor cells to induced pluripotent stem cells
 Linda Läderach, Mira Stürmlin, Anna Lauber-Biason (Fribourg)

70 Chronic colonization by the common mouse protozoa Tritrichomonas instigates a persistent 
inflammatory gut microenvironment, impacting glycemic control and insulin secretion

 Andy J. Y. Low, Angela J. T. Bosch, Lena Keller, Zihan Ding,Claudia Cavelti- Weder (Basle)

72 National Best Practice Recommendations for the Interprofessional Treatment of acute Diabetic 
Foot Syndromes

 B. Peter-Riesch, B. Chappuis, L. Blal, C. Ruob, M. Malgaroli, A. Khanna, A. Czock (Baden)

73 Quantifying personalised glucose and heart activity dynamics with wearable devices
 Nick Phillips, Tinh-Hai Collet, Felix Naef (Geneva, Lausanne)

79 Ablation of PC1/3 in POMC-expressing Tissues But Not in Immune Cells Induces Sepsis 
 Hypersensitivity

 Daniel T. Meier, Jana Möller, Marc Y. Donath (Basle)

89 Pathogenicity testing of twenty novel SF-1/NR5A1 variants in DSD patients 
 Rawda Naamneh Elzenaty, Idoia Martinez de LaPiscina, Chrysanthi Kouri, Grit Sommer, Lloyd Tack, 

Martine Cools, Christa E. Flück, SF1next study group (Berne, Barakaldo Spain, Ghent Belgium)

94 Targeting androgen production by post-translational regulation of CYP17A1 lyase activity
 Katyayani Sharma, Amit V Pandey (Berne)
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ASEMO - SAMO

80 Predictive lifestyle determinants for low protein intake: results from a nation-wide 
 cross-sectional study

 Andrea Audétat, Julia Binggeli, Philipp Schütz, Nina Kägi-Braun (Basle, Aarau)

81 Pasireotide as a treatment option in late dumping syndrome: A case report
 Sarah Boehm, Susanne Hess, Philipp Gerber (Zurich)

82 Immune cell phenotyping upon different weight loss strategies in obese mice
 Angela J.T. Bosch, Ioannis Lazaridis Lena Keller, Andy J.Y. Low, Claudia Cavelti-Weder (Basle)

83 Oral exposure to cigarette smoke condensate leads to an inflamed milieu in the gut and liver 
and affects metabolic health 

 Angela J.T. Bosch, Zora Baumann, Theresa V. Rohm, Neena Parayil, Lena Keller, Andy J.Y. Low, 
 Claudia Cavelti-Weder (Basle)

84 Nutritional messages in Men's Health® & Women's Health® magazines: it all depends   
where you live

 Hélène Burdet, Pedro Marques-Vida (Lausanne)

85 Let thy weight be a yoyo : Dietary recommandations from a French magazine
 Hélène Burdet, Paula Pereira, Pedro Marques-Vidal (Lausanne, Almada Portugal)

86 Eat healthily, but buy my supplements: the conflict between nutritional messages and adver-
tisements in a Swiss free magazine

 Hélène Burdet, Pedro Marques-Vidal (Lausanne)

87 Metabolic Consequences of Adipocyte-specific Deletion of IL-1 Receptor 1 in Mice
 Joyce de Paula Souza, Daniel T. Meier, Leila Rachid, Cheng Zhao, Marianne Böni-Schnetzler and 

Marc Y. Donath (Basle)

88 ACTION Switzerland: survey study assessing awareness, care and treatment in obesity manage-
ment among people with obesity and healthcare professionals in Switzerland

 Dominique Durrer, Gionata Cavadini, Doris Fischer-Taeschler, Gabriela Fontana, Patrick Pasi, Ralph 
Peterli, Philipp A Gerber (Vevey, Zurich, Baden, Basle)

91 Maternal depression and infant sleep in women with gestational diabetes
 L. Gilbert, V. Sandoz, D.Y. Quansah, J.J. Puder, A. Horsch (Lausanne)

93 Effects of prolonged isolated soluble dietary fibre supplementation in overweight and obese 
children, adolescents, and adults - Systematic Review with Meta-analysis

 Valentina V. Huwiler, Katja A. Schönenberger, Alexander Segesser von Brunegg, Emilie Reber, Stefan 
Mühlebach, Zeno Stanga, Maria L. Balmer (Berne, Basle)

95 RNAseq analysis of colonic immune cells reveals profound short-term and adaptive long-term 
changes upon high-fat diet feeding in mice   

 Lena Keller, Anastasiya Börsch, Jian Yang Low, Angela J. T. Bosch, Claudia Cavelti-Weder (Basle)

96 The effect of 12 months treatment with glucagon-like peptide 1-receptor agonists on weight 
regain following bariatric surgery: a real-world retrospective observational study 

 Ursina Küng, Anders B Jensen, Frida Renström, Stefan Aczél, Patrick Folie, Magdalena Biraima-Stei-
nemann, Stefan Bilz (St Gall)

98 Transient hyperglycemia during induction treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia in child-
ren – a literature review

 Philippe Martins Gomes, Valérie Schwitzgebel (Geneva)
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100 Intuitive eating behavior, diet quality, and metabolic health in the postpartum in women with 
gestational diabetes

 Dan Yedu Quansah, Sybille Schenk, Leah Gilbert, Justine Gross, Pedro Marques-Vidal, Elena Gonza-
lez Rodriguez, Didier Hans, Antje Horsch, Jardena J. Puder (Lausanne)

101 A retrospective descriptive analysis of real-world blood glucose control and insulin use in an 
inpatient setting

 Giulia Rathmes, Matthias Ernst, Claudia Cavelti-Weder (Zurich)

102 Is food insecurity a problem in Switzerland? – a cross-sectional study
 Maurus Rigling, Philipp Schuetz, Nina Kaegi-Braun (Aarau)

104 Empagliflozine for treatment of neutropenia in glycogen storage disease type 1b in an adult 
and a child

 Lilian Sewing, Martina Huemer, Gabor Szinnai, Emanuel Christ (Basle, Zurich)

Venue Plan
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03            S 
New provocation test using MDMA (‘Ecstasy’) demonstrates oxytocin 
deficiency in patients with central diabetes insipidus 
 
Author/Address of institution: 
Cihan Atila, Rakithan Murugesu, Friederike Holze, Nimmy Varghese, Anne Eckert, Matthias E 
Liechti and Mirjam Christ-Crain 
 
Background/Introduction: 
Arginine vasopressin (AVP) and oxytocin (OT) are both produced in the hypothalamus and 
released from the posterior pituitary. Central diabetes insipidus (cDI) results from AVP deficiency, 
leading to polyuria and polydipsia. Whether patients with cDI also have an additional OT deficiency 
remains unclear since basal measurement of OT is not reliable, and no OT provocation test is 
available. Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, ‘ecstasy’) leads to a marked acute increase 
in circulating OT levels in healthy adults and could therefore be useful as a novel provocation test 
to reveal an OT deficiency these patients. 
 
Methods: 
A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over study including 15 patients with cDI 
and 15 matched healthy controls, conducted at the University Hospital Basel. Participants 
presented at three different days at the study site; after psychological baseline evaluation 
participants were randomized to undergo either the placebo stimulation or MDMA stimulation first. 
Psychological baseline evaluation was performed using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), 
Toronto-Alexithymia-Scale 20 (TAS-20), and Becks’ Depression Inventory II (BDI). The primary 
objective was to investigate whether the OT response (measured at baseline and after 90, 120, 
150, 180, 300 minutes) to a single oral dose of MDMA (100mg) differentiates between patients with 
cDI and healthy controls. At the expected peak concentration of OT (after 150 minutes), emotion 
recognition was assessed using the Facial Emotion Recognition Test (FERT).  
 
Results: 
The median age [IQR] was 34 years [26-39] in patients with a BMI of 23.3 [21.0-25.6] and 35 years 
in healthy controls with a BMI of 23.0 [20.6-26.1]. In the psychological baseline evaluation, patients 
with cDI demonstrated a noticeable psychopathology compared to healthy controls, i.e., higher 
levels of anxiety (STAI score: 40 points [30-46] vs 28 points [25-31], p<0.01), alexithymia (TAS-20 
score: 47 points [37-59] vs 30 points [29-35], p<0.01), and depression symptoms (BDI score: 6 
points [3-17] vs 1 point [0-2], p<0.01).  
In healthy controls, the median OT level at baseline was 77 [59-94] pmol/ml and increased upon 
MDMA stimulation by 603 [335-914] pmol/ml; whereas, in patients with cDI, the OT level at 
baseline was 60 pmol/ml [51-74] and only increased by 66 [14-94] pmol/ml, resulting in a difference 
of 538 pmol/l (95%CI [359-716]; p<0.01) between both groups.  
At the expected peak concentration of OT, patients showed lower rates of correct emotion 
recognition of ‘angry’ and ‘fearful’ faces compared to healthy controls (p=0.04, p=0.03).  
 
Conclusion: 
We hereby prove for the first time an OT deficiency in patients with cDI using a novel biochemical 
and psychoactive provocation test. The OT deficiency correlated clinically with psychopathological 
findings. 

01           
Maternal and fetal glucose metabolism in pregnancies with GDM: how does it 
affect offspring body composition       
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Background/Introduction: 
The prevalence of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) in Switzerland is around 11%. GDM has a 
negative impact on the metabolic health of the offspring. Infants born to mothers with GDM have a 
higher risk of large for gestational age (LGA) and higher body fat at birth and of obesity over their 
lifespan. The objective of this study was to investigate the associations between maternal insulin 
resistance at the first GDM visit and fetal insulin at birth with the infant’s body composition at 6-8 
weeks and at 1-year of age. 
 
Methods: 
This study included 106 women with GDM and their offspring followed during pregnancy and up to 
one year postpartum at the Diabetes and Pregnancy Unit of the Lausanne University Hospital 
between 2016 and 2021.Maternal demographic and metabolic health parameters were assessed 
at the first GDM visit (24-32 weeks of GA). At birth, cord blood insulin and glucose were measured. 
At 6-8 weeks and 1–year, offspring’s anthropometric parameters including weight, fat mass, BMI, 
and skinfolds were assessed. 
 
Results: 
Mean maternal age was 32.48±5.62 years and mean GA at birth was 38.7±1.8 weeks.  We found 
a positive longitudinal association between maternal insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) at the first GDM 
visit and the child’s fat mass (p=0.046) and sum of skinfolds (p=0.037) at 6-8 weeks postpartum. 
Furthermore, fetal cord blood insulin, but not glucose, was positively associated with the child’s 
weight, fat mass, sum of skinfolds and BMI at 6-8 weeks postpartum (all p≤0.042). One-year data 
are being currently analyzed.  
 
Conclusion: 
Maternal insulin resistance during pregnancy is prospectively associated with the infant’s body fat 
at 6-8 weeks postpartum. Cord blood insulin is a good predictor for infant weight, BMI z-score, and 
sum of body fat 6-8 weeks later. Intervention programs during pregnancy may help reduce the 
offspring's hyperinsulinism at birth with beneficial effects on body composition in the short term and 
possible beneficial metabolic effects in the long term.  
(At the meeting, we will also present also present 1-year data.)  
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Central diabetes insipidus from a patients’ perspective: 
management, psychological co-morbidities, and re-naming of the condition 
- results from an international web-based survey 
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Background/Introduction: 
Central diabetes insipidus (cDI) is a rare neuroendocrine condition. Data on treatment-related 
side-effects, psychological co-morbidities, and incorrect management are scarce. The aim of this 
survey was to investigate patients’ perspectives on management and complications of cDI, 
psychological co-morbidities, patients’ perspectives on the degree of knowledge and awareness of 
the condition amongst healthcare professionals, and views for re-naming cDI to avoid confusion 
with ‘diabetes mellitus’(DM). 
 
Methods: 
A cross-sectional web-based anonymous survey, developed by endocrinologists and patient 
representatives, assessing management of cDI, psychological co-morbidities, and level of 
awareness amongst healthcare professionals.  
 
Results: 
In total, 1034 patients with cDI participated, 47%(n=488) with isolated posterior and 53%(n=546) 
with combined anterior/posterior pituitary dysfunction. Main aetiologies were idiopathic 
30%(n=315) and tumours/cysts (pre-surgical 21%(n=217), post-surgical 25%(n=254)). 
Among patients on desmopressin therapy, 26%(95%-CI [0·24-0·29];n=273/994) experienced 
hyponatraemia leading to hospitalisation. Patients who routinely omitted/delayed desmopressin to 
allow intermittent aquaresis had a significantly lower prevalence of hyponatraemia compared to 
those not aware of this approach (OR 0·55; 95%-CI [0·39-0·77]; p=0·0006). During hospitalisation, 
around one in seven patients (95%-CI [0·10-0·16]; n=71/535) did not receive desmopressin while 
in a ‘nil by mouth’/’nil per os’ state without intravenous fluid replacement and reported symptoms of 
dehydration. In total, 64%(95%-CI [0·61-0·67];n=660) reported lower quality of life and 
36%(95%-CI [0·33-0·39];n=369) recognised psychological changes subjectively related to their 
cDI. Eighty percent (95%-CI [0·77-0·82];n=823) encountered a situation where cDI was confused 
with DM by healthcare professionals, and 85%(95%-CI [0·83-0·88];n=884) supported re-naming of 
the condition; the most favoured being ‘vasopressin deficiency’ or ‘AVP deficiency’. 
 
Conclusion: 
This is the largest survey of patients with cDI, reporting a high prevalence of treatment-related 
side-effects, mismanagement during hospitalisation, psychological co-morbidities, and a clear 
support for re-naming the condition. Our data are the first to demonstrate the value of routinely 
omitting/delaying desmopressin to reduce the risk of hyponatraemia. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Hyperthyroidism is a common disease mostly caused by Graves’ disease (GD) with an annual 
incidence of 15-50 cases/100’000 people. A higher heart rate (HR) is a hallmark of elevated thyroid 
hormone (TH) levels. We conducted a prospective observational study with wearable fitness 
trackers for continuous HR monitoring to evaluate the correlation between the resting HR and TH 
levels and the relevance of continuous HR montioring for clinical management of patients with GD. 

 
Methods: 
The study is currently ongoing and 14 outpatients with newly diagnosed or relapsed GD starting 
ATD therapy have already been recruited for this prospective observational study. Patients were 
invited to the endocrine outpatient clinic at the University Hospital Basel for five visits with an 
interval of three to five weeks each. At inclusion, they received a wearable fitness tracker for 
continuous HR monitoring during the course of the study. At each visit we measured clinical 
parameters, downloaded data from the wearable device, performed an ECG as well as blood 
sampling to determine TH levels (TSH, fT3, fT4). Additionally, we assessed symptoms with a 
questionnaire (hyperthyroid symptom scale). ATD dose was adjusted after each visit depending on 
the measured TH levels. 

 
Results: 
The baseline characteristics of all 14 patients at the inclusion visit were the following: n=14, (f=12, 
m=2); mean age 37.6±14.0 years with a mean resting HR of 80.9±11.3 bpm. In all participants 
TSH was suppressed. The peripheral TH were elevated with a mean fT4 of 37.6±21.4 pmol/l and a 
mean fT3 of 15.5±9.0 pmol/l. After initiating ATD treatment TH decreased significantly over the 
course of the study, fT4 dropped to 14.1±6.5 pmol/l (p=0.0043) and fT3 fell to 5.2±2.2 pmol/l 
(p=0.0029). The resting HR decreased to 67.9±10.5 bpm (p=0.0005), p for trend: <0.0001. Levels 
of fT4 and fT3 correlated significantly with resting HR when analyzed over all participants (R2=0.67 
and R2=0.71, respectively; p<0.0001). 
We fitted a nonlinear function to the resting HR and TH data. In 10 of the 14 patients a very good fit 
of the exponential function was achieved for fT4 (R2 0.80 to 0.99) as well as for fT3 (R2 0.78 to 
0.99). In one of the four other patients the model fit only moderately well for fT4 and fT3 (R2=0.68 
and R2=0.62, respectively) probably due to COVID during the course of the study. Two patients 
experienced short periods of hypothyoidism, one patient did not reach euthyroid hormone levels 
due to compliance. 

 
 
Conclusion: 
With our data we can demonstrate a strong relation between TH levels and continuously monitored 
resting HR in patients with GD. In the future continuous monitoring of the resting HR with wearable 
fitness tracker could be an additional help to guide ATD dosing in these patients because these 
wearables display a simple, cheap and widely available method for continuous HR monitoring. 

 
 

S = contribution of a student
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Background/Introduction: 
Women become addicted to nicotine faster than men, and cessation poses a greater challenge to 
women, leading to higher relapse rates. Sex differences in craving, reward processing and greater 
concerns about post-cessational weight in women have been postulated as possible explanations. 
Our group recently showed that the GLP-1 analogue dulaglutide reduces post-cessational weight 
gain. In this substudy, we examined sex differences in smoking cessation under dulaglutide and 
placebo treatment. We hypothesized that women compared to men might profit more from the 
weight-reducing treatment with dulaglutide in terms of smoking abstinence rates. 

 
Methods: 
This is a predefined secondary analysis of a placebo-controlled, double-blind, parallel-group, 
superiority, single-center randomized trial including 255 daily smokers (155 females, 100 males). 
Participants received weekly dulaglutide or placebo injections for 12 weeks in addition to 
standardized smoking cessation care. Smoking status was self-reported and confirmed by end- 
expiratory carbon monoxide measurement. We analyzed sex differences after 12 weeks of 
dulaglutide / placebo treatment in weight change, abstinence rates and craving assessed by a 
visual analogue scale (VAS, minimum 1, maximum 10) as well as the German version of the 
Questionnaire on Smoking Urges (QSU-G). Additionally, fMRI was performed in a subset of 
participants and craving and neuronal activity in response to smoking cue videos were examined 
for sex differences. 

 
Results: 
Median [IQR] age at inclusion was 42 [32,53] years in females and 44 [34,53] years in males. 
Mean (SD) BMI was 26.0 (5.0) kg/m² and 29.3 (5.1) kg/m², respectively. After 12 weeks, 61% of 
females in the dulaglutide and 65% in the placebo group were abstinent, compared to 66% of male 
dulaglutide recipients and 64% in the placebo group. Under dulaglutide, difference in weight 
change between females and males was -0.6kg (95%-CI [-0.4,1.7], p = 0.240) compared to 0.1kg 
(95%-CI [-0.8,1.0], p = 0.841) under placebo. Median change in craving (VAS) was similar in both 
sexes, while females showed a stronger reduction in QSU-G scores compared to males 
(difference: 17 points, 95%-CI [8,27], p<0.001) independent of smoking status (interaction term: 
p=0.400) or treatment (interaction term: p=0.132). Data of the fMRI substudy are currently being 
analyzed and will be presented at the annual meeting. 

 
Conclusion: 
Our data showed similar abstinence rates and post-cessational weight changes in females and 
males and provided no evidence for a sex-dependent effect of dulaglutide on abstinence rates or 
weight. Females lowered QSU-G scores more than males, which rather speaks against a stronger 
nicotine dependence in women. It will be interesting to see whether women respond differently to 
smoking cue videos in the fMRI substudy. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Elevated concentrations of lipoprotein(a) [Lp(a)] are recognized as an independent risk factor for 
coronary artery disease, ischemic stroke and calcific aortic valve stenosis. In current clinical guide-
lines, levels above 500 mg/L are considered an atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
risk-enhancing factor. Considering an already increased cardiovascular risk, patients with diabetes 
mellitus and elevated Lp(a) might specifically benefit from Lp(a)-lowering therapies. Here, we 
studied the epidemiology of Lp(a) in patients with type 1 (T1DM) and type 2 diabetes mellitus 
(T2DM) enrolled in the Swiss Diabetes Registry (SwissDiab).    

Methods: 
SwissDiab is a multicenter longitudinal observational study of outpatients with diabetes in tertiary 
diabetes care at the Cantonal Hospital of St. Gallen and Basel, Bern, Geneva, and Zürich Univer-
sity Hospital. Participating patients with a study visit 01.01.2021 or later were included in the cur-
rent analysis. In case more than one visit was available, the most recent was used, unless missing 
data justified the inclusion of a previous visit. Patients were advised to arrive fasted (>8 hrs), and 
Lp(a) was measured according to routine methods at the laboratory medicine at each hospital. To 
assess if elevated Lp(a) levels were linked to general demographic or clinical characteristics, linear 
regression analysis was used to determine the association with diabetes type, age, sex, glycemic 
control (defined by HbA1c), kidney function (defined by estimated glomerular filtration rate [eGFR] 
determined by the CKD-EPI equation), and statin therapy.   

Results: 
In total, 656 patients were eligible for analysis, of which 116 (17.7%; DM1, n=80; DM2, n=36) were 
excluded due to missing Lp(a). Of the 220 patients with T1DM, median (IQR) age was 43.2 
(31.4-58.0) years, diabetes duration 15.5 (9.0-24.0) years, HbA1c 7.1 (6.6-7.9)%, eGFR 99 
(86-112) ml/min/1.73m2, 37.3% were females, and 31.4% were on statin therapy. Of the 320 pa-
tients with T2DM, median age was 65.9 (58.0-73.6) years, diabetes duration 14.0 (9.0-21.0) years, 
HbA1c 7.2 (6.6-7.9)%, eGFR 82 (59-94) ml/min/1.73m2, 25.9% were females, and 84.1% were on 
statin therapy. As expected, the distribution of Lp(a) was skewed with a mean and median of 214 
mg/L and 71 mg/L in T1DM and 223 mg/L and 87 mg/L in T2DM, with the 80th percentile at 400 
and 344 mg/L, respectively. Lp(a) levels >300 and >500 mg/L were observed in 23.6% and 15.5%, 
and 23.4% and 15.0% of patients with T1DM and T2DM, respectively. As diabetes type was shown 
not be associated with Lp(a) levels (P-value=0.74), the remaining analyses were done based on 
the total sample size (n=540). In univariate linear regression analysis, age, sex, HbA1c, and eGFR 
were not significantly associated with Lp(a) levels (all P-values >0.05), whereas patients on statin 
were found to have 79 mg/L (95% CI: 24, 134) higher Lp(a) compared to patients not on statin 
therapy (P-value=0.005). Adjusting for age and sex further strengthened the result (135 mg/L (95% 
CI: 68, 202), P-value <0.0001). This observation has been reported elsewhere, although the un-
derlying mechanism remains to be determined.  
Conclusion: 
As in subjects without diabetes, a considerable proportion of patients with T1DM and T2DM has se-
verely elevated Lp(a) levels. The observed lack of association between general demographic or clinical 
variables and elevated Lp(a) levels supports the current view that the trait is primarily genetically de-
termined. Since subjects with increased Lp(a) may benefit from targeted therapies, screening for Lp(a) 
is warranted in patients with diabetes mellitus and intermediate and high cardiovascular risk.  
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Background/Introduction 
Recent evidence indicate that residual atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk in 
statin-treated patients is best predicted by plasma apolipoprotein B (apoB) levels, a measure of the 
number of circulating atherogenic lipoproteins, including triglyceride-rich lipoproteins, that are not 
captured by low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C). Subsequently, the use of apoB and 
non-high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (non-HDL-C), has been advocated for both risk stratifica-
tion and therapeutic monitoring in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in most recent European guide-
lines on ASCVD risk prevention. The aim of this study was to assess the proportion of patients with 
T2DM that reach currently recommended LDL-C, non-HDL-C and apoB targets in the Swiss Dia-
betes Registry (SwissDiab). 

Methods  
SwissDiab is a multicenter longitudinal observational study of outpatients with diabetes in tertiary 
diabetes care at the Cantonal Hospital of St. Gallen and Basel, Bern, Geneva, and Zürich Univer-
sity Hospital. Participating patients with T2DM and a study visit 01.01.2021 or later were included 
in the current analysis. In case more than one visit was available the most recent was used, unless 
missing data justified the inclusion of a previous visit. Patients were advised to arrive fasted (>8 
hrs), and HDL-C, LDL-C, total cholesterol, triglycerides, and ApoB were measured according to 
routine methods at the laboratory medicine at each hospital. In addition to directly measured 
LDL-C [LDL-C(m)], LDL-C was also calculated based on the Friedewald equation [LDL-C(cal)]. 
Only patients with all four lipid parameters (LDL-C(m), LDL-C(cal), non-HDL-C, and ApoB) were 
included in the analysis. ASCVD risk category and lipid targets were determined based on the 
2019 European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines.       

Results 
Of 356 eligible patients, 53 (14.9%) were excluded due to missing data. Of the 303 patients in-
cluded, the median (IQR) age was 66.7 (59.5-73.8) years, diabetes duration 15.0 (9.0-22.0) years, 
HbA1c 7.2 (6.6-7.9)%, 26.7% were females, and 87.1% were prescribed lipid-lowering therapy 
(85.2% statin). Based on the 2019 ESC guidelines, 90.8% of the patients were in the very high 
ASCVD risk category with recommended LDL-C, non-HDL-C, and apoB targets at <1.4 mmol/L 
(and >50% reduction), <2.2 mmol/L and <0.65 g/L, with the remaining 9.2% in the high risk cate-
gory, with targets at <1.8 mmol/L (and >50% reduction), <2.6 mmol/L, <0.8 g/L, respectively.  
Recommended LDL-C targets were met by 3.6% [LDL-C(m)] and 21.5% [LDL-C(cal)] of patients. 
ApoB and non-HDL-C targets were met by 44.9% and 32.0%, respectively, and 53.1% [LDL-C(m)] 
and 48.5% [LDL-C(cal)] did not meet any of the lipid targets. Only 3.6% [LDL-C(m)] and 13.9% 
[LDL-C(cal)] of the patients met all three lipid targets. The ApoB and non-HDL-C, but not the 
LDL-C target were met by 26.4% [LDL-C(m)] and 16.2% [LDL-C(cal)], whereas 14.9% [LDL-C(m)] 
and 13.2% [LDL-C(cal)] of the patients only met the ApoB target. 

Conclusion 
Currently recommended LDL-C targets were met by a small minority of the patients with T2DM en-
rolled in SwissDiab, whereas a substantially higher proportion reached apoB and non-HDL-C targets. 
The method used to determine LDL-C levels had a considerable impact on the proportion of patients 
considered at target, which could subsequently influence the clinical decision making regarding li-
pid-lowering therapy. Further research is needed to inform the optimal strategy to guide ASCVD risk 
reduction and lipid-lowering treatment in patients with T2DM in tertiary care.      
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Subacute Thyroiditis (SAT) after COVID-19 mRNA vaccine: two case reports 
and a review of the litterature 
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Background/Introduction: 
SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE-2 receptors which are abundant on endocrine cells of pancreas, 
thyroid, testes, ovaries, adrenals and pituitary. The thyroid is of particular interest since thyroid 
cells have a high density of ACE-2 receptors and the thyroid is frequently involved in COVID-19. 
While the euthyroid sick syndrome is the most frequent manifestation of COVID-19 (and involves 
pituitary and thyroid), also autoimmune thyroiditis, silent thyroiditis and SAT have been described. 
Interestingly there are increasing numbers of case reports of SAT following SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination. Aethiopathogenesis is unknown. 
We discribe two cases of SAT occuring 11 and 26 days after the second and first dosage of 
Spikevax®, respectively, occuring in otherwise healthy women without preceding history of viral 
infection or thyroid disease. 

 
Methods: 
We report two cases of SAT occuring in timely correlation to the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine 
Spikevax®. Infomed consent was obtained before publication. Furthermore, we present an 
overview of the present litterature on this topic. 

 
Results: 
Both cases were women aged 49 and 39, respectively. The diagnosis of SAT was based on clinical 
and sonographic findings and supported by typical laboratory findings. Both cases had significant 
disease with sick leaves and several medical visits due to SAT. In case one SAT occurred 11 days 
after the second vaccine and symptomatic thyroid dysfunction developed. The patient revovered 
within six months. In case two SAT occurred 26 days after the first immunisation and she 
recovered within two months completely without significant thyroid dysfunction. Patient 1 was 
treated with Prednison whereas patient 2 received CoAmoxicillin for 7 days. 
The two case reports show that there is uncertainty in diagnostic and treatment of SAT among the 
medical community. Even if these two cases could be only coincidences, there is increasing 
evidence for a causal relationship in the growing litterature. 

 
Conclusion: 
We describe two cases of SAT occuring 11 or 26 days after a second or a first dose of the COVID- 
19 mRNA vaccine Spikevax®. Even if further studies are necessary to prove a causal relationship 
and to understand aetiopathogenesis, it is important to know these potential complication in order 
to diagnose, treat and counsel patients correctely. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Central diabetes insipidus (cDI) is a rare neuroendocrine condition. Data on treatment-related 
side-effects, psychological co-morbidities, and incorrect management are scarce. The aim of this 
survey was to investigate patients’ perspectives on management and complications of cDI, 
psychological co-morbidities, patients’ perspectives on the degree of knowledge and awareness of 
the condition amongst healthcare professionals, and views for re-naming cDI to avoid confusion 
with ‘diabetes mellitus’(DM). 
 
Methods: 
A cross-sectional web-based anonymous survey, developed by endocrinologists and patient 
representatives, assessing management of cDI, psychological co-morbidities, and level of 
awareness amongst healthcare professionals.  
 
Results: 
In total, 1034 patients with cDI participated, 47%(n=488) with isolated posterior and 53%(n=546) 
with combined anterior/posterior pituitary dysfunction. Main aetiologies were idiopathic 
30%(n=315) and tumours/cysts (pre-surgical 21%(n=217), post-surgical 25%(n=254)). 
Among patients on desmopressin therapy, 26%(95%-CI [0·24-0·29];n=273/994) experienced 
hyponatraemia leading to hospitalisation. Patients who routinely omitted/delayed desmopressin to 
allow intermittent aquaresis had a significantly lower prevalence of hyponatraemia compared to 
those not aware of this approach (OR 0·55; 95%-CI [0·39-0·77]; p=0·0006). During hospitalisation, 
around one in seven patients (95%-CI [0·10-0·16]; n=71/535) did not receive desmopressin while 
in a ‘nil by mouth’/’nil per os’ state without intravenous fluid replacement and reported symptoms of 
dehydration. In total, 64%(95%-CI [0·61-0·67];n=660) reported lower quality of life and 
36%(95%-CI [0·33-0·39];n=369) recognised psychological changes subjectively related to their 
cDI. Eighty percent (95%-CI [0·77-0·82];n=823) encountered a situation where cDI was confused 
with DM by healthcare professionals, and 85%(95%-CI [0·83-0·88];n=884) supported re-naming of 
the condition; the most favoured being ‘vasopressin deficiency’ or ‘AVP deficiency’. 
 
Conclusion: 
This is the largest survey of patients with cDI, reporting a high prevalence of treatment-related 
side-effects, mismanagement during hospitalisation, psychological co-morbidities, and a clear 
support for re-naming the condition. Our data are the first to demonstrate the value of routinely 
omitting/delaying desmopressin to reduce the risk of hyponatraemia. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Hyperthyroidism is a common disease mostly caused by Graves’ disease (GD) with an annual 
incidence of 15-50 cases/100’000 people. A higher heart rate (HR) is a hallmark of elevated thyroid 
hormone (TH) levels. We conducted a prospective observational study with wearable fitness 
trackers for continuous HR monitoring to evaluate the correlation between the resting HR and TH 
levels and the relevance of continuous HR montioring for clinical management of patients with GD. 

 
Methods: 
The study is currently ongoing and 14 outpatients with newly diagnosed or relapsed GD starting 
ATD therapy have already been recruited for this prospective observational study. Patients were 
invited to the endocrine outpatient clinic at the University Hospital Basel for five visits with an 
interval of three to five weeks each. At inclusion, they received a wearable fitness tracker for 
continuous HR monitoring during the course of the study. At each visit we measured clinical 
parameters, downloaded data from the wearable device, performed an ECG as well as blood 
sampling to determine TH levels (TSH, fT3, fT4). Additionally, we assessed symptoms with a 
questionnaire (hyperthyroid symptom scale). ATD dose was adjusted after each visit depending on 
the measured TH levels. 

 
Results: 
The baseline characteristics of all 14 patients at the inclusion visit were the following: n=14, (f=12, 
m=2); mean age 37.6±14.0 years with a mean resting HR of 80.9±11.3 bpm. In all participants 
TSH was suppressed. The peripheral TH were elevated with a mean fT4 of 37.6±21.4 pmol/l and a 
mean fT3 of 15.5±9.0 pmol/l. After initiating ATD treatment TH decreased significantly over the 
course of the study, fT4 dropped to 14.1±6.5 pmol/l (p=0.0043) and fT3 fell to 5.2±2.2 pmol/l 
(p=0.0029). The resting HR decreased to 67.9±10.5 bpm (p=0.0005), p for trend: <0.0001. Levels 
of fT4 and fT3 correlated significantly with resting HR when analyzed over all participants (R2=0.67 
and R2=0.71, respectively; p<0.0001). 
We fitted a nonlinear function to the resting HR and TH data. In 10 of the 14 patients a very good fit 
of the exponential function was achieved for fT4 (R2 0.80 to 0.99) as well as for fT3 (R2 0.78 to 
0.99). In one of the four other patients the model fit only moderately well for fT4 and fT3 (R2=0.68 
and R2=0.62, respectively) probably due to COVID during the course of the study. Two patients 
experienced short periods of hypothyoidism, one patient did not reach euthyroid hormone levels 
due to compliance. 

 
 
Conclusion: 
With our data we can demonstrate a strong relation between TH levels and continuously monitored 
resting HR in patients with GD. In the future continuous monitoring of the resting HR with wearable 
fitness tracker could be an additional help to guide ATD dosing in these patients because these 
wearables display a simple, cheap and widely available method for continuous HR monitoring. 
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Background/Introduction: 
There is no specific information on early cardiovascular risk reduction under treatment with 
SGLT-2-inhibitors. The purpose of this predefined sub-analysis of the PUSH study was to 
evaluate the extent of early cardiovascular risk reduction in patients with high cardiovascular 
risk during in-patient rehabilitation. 
 
Methods: 
The sub-analysis population included, as of June 2019, 76 high risk patients between the 
age of 40 and 79 treated during a period of 28 days in an in-patient rehabilitation setting. The 
patients were divided in 2 groups: the first group consisted of patients with inadequately 
controlled type II diabetes who were newly administered an SGLT-2-inhibitor of either 
canagliflozin 100 mg, or dapagliflozin 10 mg, or empagliflozin 10 mg. The second group was 
made of patients with adequately controlled type II diabetes mellitus patients with high 
cardiovascular risk without SGLT-2-inhibitors in their medication. In both groups, the blood 
pressure or lipid lowering medication were established according to recommended standards 
of medical care (1). High cardiovascular risk was arbitrarily defined as a ten year 
cardiovascular risk score above 20 % upon admission (baseline) using the ACC/AHA 
cardiovascular risk assessment (ASCVD) equation (2).  
 
Results: 
Mean age of the SGLT-2-inhibitor group was 70.9 ± 8.7 years vs. 70.3 ± 8.7 years of the 
non-SGLT-2-group. Baseline cardiovascular risk assessment using the ASCVD equation in 
percentage showed no significant difference between the 2 groups; SGLT-2-inhibitor group 
(n= 41): 41.4 ± 14.8 % vs. 41.3 ± 13.9 % of the non-SGLT-2-group (n = 35); p = 0.97 for 
inter-group difference. After 4 weeks of regular planned physical activity during in-patient 
rehabilitation, the absolute cardiovascular risk reduction between admission and 4 weeks 
was - 6.9 ± 3 % (p = 0.026) in the SGLT-2-group vs. - 4 ± 3.4 % in the non-SGLT-2-group (p 
= 0.24); see figure 1. This significant reduction in cardiovascular risk in the SGLT-2-group 
was more likely associated with a treat-to-target reduction in systolic blood pressure 
(reduction of mean systolic pressure from 139.4 mmHG to 127.5 mmHG; p = 0.0001) than 
with decrease in total cholesterol levels (reduction of mean total cholesterol from 4.4 mmol/l 
to 4.0 mmol/l; p = 0.15); see figures 2 and 3. 
 
Conclusion: 
The Early CRUSH analysis found that the addition of an SGLT-2-inhibitor in the medication 
of high-risk patients undergoing regular physical activity is associated with a measurable 
reduction in the cardiovascular risk in the short term. This reduction was more associated 
with a reduction in systolic blood pressure than with a decrease in total cholesterol levels. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Postpartum weight retention plays a role in obesity development with an increased risk of further 
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). However, body weight does not provide information on body 
composition. Fat-free mass (FFM) and fat mass (FM) can be determined using Dual-Energy X-ray 
Absorptiometry (DXA), the clinical gold standard. Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is easier, 
faster and non-irradiant, but not validated for postpartum period. We compared body composition 
measured by BIA and DXA, and assessed its evolution in the postpartum period between post- 
GDM women and healthy controls (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04642534). 

 
Methods: 
We included 16 post-GDM women and 15 healthy controls. GDM was diagnosed at 24-32 
gestational weeks according to the International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study 
Groups consensus criteria. The postpartum body composition was measured by BIA Nutriguard-M 
(Data Input GmbH) at 6-10 weeks (baseline) and 7 months postpartum (follow-up). The DXA was 
done at follow-up with Lunar iDXA (GE Healthcare). After descriptive statistics (mean ± SD), we 
compared body composition by BIA vs. DXA with paired t-tests. Changes in body composition 
were assessed by univariate linear regression with a significance level at 0.05. 

 
Results: 
The mean age was 33.8 ± 3.6 years in post-GDM women and 30.3 ± 5.7 in controls (p=0.05). The 
mean BMI was 28.6 ± 5.6 kg/m2 in post-GDM women vs. 24.8 ± 4.5 in controls at baseline 
(p=0.046). FFM was significantly higher when measured by DXA compared to BIA (+4.0 ± 3.0 kg, 
p=0.0001, n=16) both in post-GDM women and controls, but FM was not significantly different (-1.4 
± 3.4 kg, p=0.11). Postpartum weight did not evolve during follow-up differently between controls 
and post-GDM women, and similarly for FM and FFM (all p ≥ 0.31). 

 
Conclusion: 
In our study postpartum FM and FFM evolved similarly in post-GDM women and healthy controls. 
These preliminary results show that both body composition measurement methods give similar 
results of FM but not of FFM in postpartum women. Further studies are needed to validate BIA in 
postpartum women. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP) achieved significantly greater HbA1c and weight reductions with all doses (5mg, 
10mg and 15mg) vs semaglutide 1 mg (SEMA) in a Phase 3 trial of 1879 people with type 2 
diabetes (T2D) on background metformin (mean age 56.6 years; T2D duration 8.6 years; baseline 
HbA1c 8.3% [67 mmol/mol]] BMI 34.2 kg/m^2) (SURPASS-2). 

 
Methods: 
Changes in fasting markers of islet cell function and insulin sensitivity were assessed by mixed 
model repeated measures in the modified intent-to-treat population. 

 
Results: 
At 40 weeks, all TZP doses improved HOMA2-B, calculated with C-peptide, as indicated by a 
significant increase by 97-120% on average with TZP, compared to 84% with SEMA. 
Fasting glucagon levels, adjusted for fasting serum glucose, significantly decreased by 53-55% on 
average with TZP 10 and 15 mg doses compared with SEMA (48%). All TZP doses improved 
insulin sensitivity as reflected by a significant decrease by 16-24% on average of HOMA2-IR, 
calculated with insulin, compared to a decrease by 5% with SEMA. Fasting insulin levels were also 
significantly reduced by 9-21% on average with all TZP doses compared to an increase of 0.6% 
with SEMA. 

 
Conclusion: 
GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist TZP significantly improved markers of islet cell function and insulin 
sensitivity compared to selective Glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists SEMA in people with 
T2D. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Hybrid closed-loop (HCL) insulin pumps adjust the basal insulin rate and correct blood sugar levels 
through automatical and direct access via bluetooth on a continues glucose monitoring (CGM) 
system. The device releases bolus insulin according to the amount of carbohydrates recorded by 
the patient. If no carbohydrates are entered, the blood sugar will only be adjusted slowly through 
the automatic correction system to a fixed individual low level. Therefore a higher rise and delayed 
correction of blood sugar is inevitable. 
HCL pumps are known to improve the blood sugar and reduce hypoglycemia in most patients. 
However, some patients escape these effects maintaining poor glycemic control. One of the 
reason for this is illustrated in our patient below. 

 
Methods: 
The described patient was chosen because he is in the minority of patients whose blood sugar 
levels improve only slightly after switching from conventional to HCL pump. We carefully evaluated 
the reasons for this, using data from our software program VitodataTM as well as the patients’ 
blood sugar curve from Medtronic database software CareLinkTM. 
The patient received care in the Institute Diamon for more than 13 years. He gave written 
consent. 

 
Results: 
The characterized male patient was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes in 1995 and has had a 
constant fear of low blood sugar after experiencing a hypoglycaemic event some years after 
diagnosis. Therefore he tried to keep a continuous high blood sugar, especially during the night, 
when checking the blood sugar is more of a challenge. 
After switching from insulin pump Medtronic 640GTM to hybrid closed loop system Medtronic 
670GTM the patients blood sugars improved slightly, especially during the night. However an 
optimal control could not be achieved. He escaped the benefit of the insulin pump particularly 
during the day by inserting fewer or no carbohydrates to the system despite eating more. During 
the night the effect was less pronounced, as the system automatically corrected the blood sugar 
and the patient could eat no carbohydrates. 

 
Conclusion: 
Fear of hypoglycemia is a very common problem among people with type 1 diabetes. 
Hypoglycemic events may traumatize them for life. These patients are known for keeping the blood 
sugar on a high level. Patients with fear of hypoglycemia quickly understand how to escape the 
effect of a HCL pump and keep their blood sugar on a high level. Multidisciplinary treatment, 
including psycological support is crucial to ensure omptimal benefit from the HCL pump. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Primary paragangliomas of the filum terminale are extremely rare, slow-growing 
neuroendocrine tumors arising from ectopic sympathetic neurons. A review of the literature in 
2021 could encounter only 320 cases of paragangliomas of the cauda equina or filum 
terminale.  
 
Methods: 
We describe the clinical presentation, imaging, laboratory findings, and short-term follow-up 
of a patient with a paraganglioma of the filum terminale.  
 
Results: 
A 49-year-old man presented with a six-month history of gradually progressing lower back 
pain. The neurological evaluation was normal, and he had no sphincter dysfunction. Sagittal 
spinal MRI demonstrated an intradural oval-shaped lesion at L3/L4, measuring 1.2 x 1.2 x 
2.2 cm, with total spinal stenosis. There was no sign of hormonal secretion with normal free 
plasma metanephrine. Chromogranin A was normal as well. 
Microsurgical resection of the mass under intraoperative neuromonitoring was performed. 
Macroscopically, the anatomopathological examination showed an encapsulated tumor with 
a solid appearance. Microscopy revealed uniform cells arranged in large lobules, known as 
"Zellballen". Immunohistochemical testing was positive for Synaptophysin and Chromogranin 
A, and the sustentacular cells were positive for S100, a typical finding in paraganglioma. 
Finally, the negative reaction of tumor cells to GFAP marker confirmed paraganglioma. The 
pain regressed immediately and entirely after surgery. MRI confirmed the total excision of the 
lesion. Genetic testing did not show any pathogenic variant. 
 
Conclusion: 
Paraganglioma of the filum terminale is a rare pathology arising from ectopic sympathetic 
neurons. It becomes symptomatic by local compression and is mostly non-secretory. 
Magnetic resonance imaging is essential in diagnosing but is nonspecific. Only 
histopathological study can distinguish it from neurinomas. Total excision is possible in 
nearly all cases. Distant and locoregional disseminations are rare. The clinical course is 
generally benign, and symptoms usually resolve soon after resection. Genetic testing and 
long-term clinical and radiological follow-up are recommended for all patients. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Food purchases are reflective of people’s food literacy and have been related to dietary intake. In 
Switzerland, large amount of food purchase data are retrievable from customer loyalty scheme 
(e.g. Cumulus for Migros and Supercard for Coop). In principle these data have the potential to 
provide detailed, objective and actionable information about people’s food purchase patterns 
without the need for active user input. Thus, supermarket digital receipts have the potential to 
provide prospective, objective information about food shopping behaviour. Here, we assessed the 
change about large parts of individual food shopping behaviour in adults receiving anti-obesity 
treatment over a 28- day period at a weight specialist clinic. 

 
Methods: 
Adults with BMI ≥30kg/m2 or BMI ≥28kg/m2 and related comorbidities, regularly using loyalty cards 
and willing to share their data were included. Participants’ food purchase data were aggregated 
over 28 days before and after initialisation of anti-obesity treatment (lifestyle modification 
with/without adjuvant pharmacotherapy) at the obesity clinic of the University Hospital Bern. In the 
present study, food purchase data were collected only and not used for nutritional counselling. We 
analysed the relative change of purchases within 16 pre-defined major food categories from 
baseline (pre-treatment). Only food categories with ≥8 purchased food items per period of interest 
were considered. Additionally, we assessed the change in the Nutri-Score, an indicator of the 
general nutritional quality, of the overall purchase. Data were summarised using descriptive 
statistics. 

 
Results: 
The analysis was performed based on collected data belonging to seven adults (2 male, age 
38.3±9.0 y, BMI 37.2±7.1 kg/m2). In total, 167 and 401 food items were purchased in the 28 days 
before and after treatment, respectively. Before treatment onset, the food category "milk and dairy 
products" accounted for the greatest proportion of total purchases (24.0%), whilst "vegetables" had 
the largest share (23.9%) after 28- day of treatment. The food categories that increased over 28 
days of treatment were: "Grains, legumes and potatoes" (+30.1%; 4.8% vs 6.2%), "vegetables" 
(+29%; 18.6% vs 23.9%) and "fruits" (+21,2%; 13.2% vs 16.0%). Conversely, decreases were 
observed for "sweets" (-53.2%; 4.8% vs 2.2%), "convenience food" (e.g., prepared meals, 
sandwiches, fast food; -32.4%; 4.8% vs 3.2%), “milk and dairy products" (-17.7%; 24.0% vs 19.7%) 
and "meats and sausages" (-16,7% ; 6.3% vs 5.5%). 
Before treatment, the overall purchase was rated with a Nutri-Score of "C" (3.7±8.3 points), 
whereas the overall Nutri-Score changed to "B" (2.1±7.4 points) after 28 days of obesity care. 

 
Conclusion: 
This preliminary analysis suggests that the initialisation of a medical supervised anti-obesity 
treatment is likely to induce a shift towards more favourable food choices in the supermarket. In 
addition, digital receipts of food purchases may open new avenues for the delivery of personalised, 
scalable and timely dietary interventions in obesity prevention and care. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) may offer great pormise in supporting daily self- 
management of patients suffering from postprandial hypoglycaemia after gastric bypass (PBH). 
However, the rapid and extreme postprandial glycaemic fluctuations in this population may 
challenge the performance of currently available CGM systems. Here, we evaluated the accuracy 
of the Dexcom G6 CGM system in individuals with PBH in a dynamic postprandial condition. 

 
Methods: 
Nineteen adults with biochemically confirmed PBH (74% female, mean±SD age 45.9±12.5 years, 
BMI 26.4±4.9kg/m2, HbA1c 5.3±0.5%) were fitted with the Dexcom G6 sensor ≥1 day prior to the 
experiment. Participants ingested a solid mixed-meal (584 kcal, 85g carbohydrates, 21g fat, and 
15g protein). Reference blood glucose (BG) values were measured at baseline and at regular 
intervals post-meal using a point-of-care glucose analyzer (Accuchek Inform II and Biosen C-line). 
Standard metrics for sensor accuracy were calculated on a participant/sensor level overall, at 
baseline (fasting BG), at peak and nadir BG and at different rates of change (ROC) of 
rising/decreasing BG (<0.8, 0.8-2.5, >2.5mmol/L per 30min). 

 
Results: 
A total of 449 CGM/reference pairs were analysed. Following meal intake, peak and nadir BG were 
10.1±1.3 and 2.6±0.8mmol/L, respectively, with a ROC between -5.7±1.2mmol/L and 
6.9±1.8mmol/L over 30min.The overall mean absolute relative difference (MARD) was 
18.3±14.6%. MARD was lowest during fasting steady state conditions (9.8±12.9%) and highest 
(23.4±15.6%) at greatest rate of fall in BG (>2.5mmol/L per 30min). Across all ROC categories, 
there was a significant positive bias, suggesting systematic CGM overreading. CGM overestimated 
peak BG by 0.7±2.7mmol/L and nadir BG by 0.6±0.5mmol/L (mean signed relative difference was 
9.2±20.1% and 20.6±17.1%, respectively). 

 
Conclusion: 
The high BG dynamics in PBH patients challenge the performance of current CGM systems with a 
systematic overestimation of BG and highest discrepancies during rapid lowering of BG. To fully 
exploit the potential of the technology, future CGM technologies may be better tailored to the 
specific needs of PBH patients. 
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Background/Introduction: 

Consumptive hypothyroidism is a rare paraneoplastic condition most commonly associated 
with infantile hemangiomas. It is caused by overexpression of deiodinase type 3 (D3), 
which leads to preferential conversion of thyroxine to the metabolically inactive reverse 
triiodothyronine (rT3), paralleled by a decrease of the biologically active T3. 
Methods: 

A 46-year-old male patient with previously normal thyroid function was diagnosed with a 
renal carcinoma with rhabdoid differentiation. He was treated with sunitinib, followed by the 
immune checkpoint inhibitors ipilimumab and nivolumab, and he developed primary 
hypothyroidism secondary to thyroiditis. Substitution with unusually high doses of 
levothyroxine as high as 4.3 µg/kg/day did not normalize his thyroid function. Poor 
compliance was refuted because there was no improvement after observed administration. 
He had no malabsorption. Although tyrosine kinase inhibitors can increase the expression 
of D3, this effect tends to be modest. Therefore, the suspicion of tumor-related 
consumptive hypothyroidism was raised and supported by low free T3 and elevated rT3 
levels. The therapy could not be further modified because the patient opted for palliative 
care and passed twelve days later.  
Immunohistochemistry of the tumor from a sample obtained prior to systemic therapy 
documented abundant expression of D3 corroborating the diagnosis of consumptive 
hypothyroidism. 
 
Results: 

Immunohistochemistry of the tumor from a sample obtained prior to systemic therapy 
documented abundant expression of D3 corroborating the diagnosis of consumptive 
hypothyroidism. 
 
Conclusion: 

This observation extends the spectrum of malignancies overexpressing D3. Although rare, 
increased awareness for this paraneoplastic syndrome is key, if persistent hypothyroidism 
cannot be explained by compliance issues or malabsorption. Substitution with high doses 
of levothyroxine, and combination therapy with liothyronine, can correct hypothyroidism in 
these patients. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Dumping syndrome is a possible complication of oesophageal and gastric surgery for oncological 
indication or bariatric surgery, which result from undigested food passing too quickly from the 
stomach into the small intestine. Two forms are usually described. (1) The early dumping 
syndrome appears within the first hour after a meal and is thought to be related to fluid shift from 
the intravascular compartment into the intestinal lumen due to the osmotic power of nutrients and 
involves gastrointestinal and vasomotor symptoms. (2) The late dumping syndrome is related to 
the rapid arrival of carbohydrates into the small intestine, an increase in glycemia, an 
overactivation of the incretin GLP-1 followed by hyperinsulinemia causing a sudden drop in blood 
glucose with typical symptoms of hypoglycemia (reactive hypoglycemia, RH) one to four hours 
postprandially. This clinical case illustrates the difficulties to reach a diagnosis and the fine line 
between the two forms of the dumping syndrome. 

 
Methods: 
A 52 year-old woman with stage II obesity (BMI 36.8 kg/m2) had a gastric bypass surgery seven 
years ago. She had had a brief dietary consultation pre-operatively but no follow-up afterwards. 
She lost 27 kg after surgery and reached a BMI of 27.3 kg/m2. 
During the consultation, she described repeated postprandial discomfort with tiredness, dizziness, 
sweating and palpitations a few minutes after meals that disappear when lying down. She also 
reported craving at distance from meals, corrected by carbohydrate intake. 

 
Results: 
Careful history suggested a combined diagnosis of early and late dumping syndrome. Continuous 
glucose monitoring (Dexcom) confirmed significant post-prandial glycemic fluctuations consistent 
with RH. However, symptoms appearing within one hour after meals were specific enough for an 
early dumping syndrome. We thus concluded that the patient had both forms of the dumping 
syndrome. 
Management of the dumping syndrome relies on dietary adaptations : eating slowly, chewing well, 
reducing the amount of ingested food at each meal, postponing fluid intake to at least 30 minutes 
after meals and limiting foods with high glycemic index. 
The patient had few dietary consultations focusing on eating habits and behavior. Several 
unfavourable elements were addressed (eating fast, under stress, too much food in the meal, 
drinking and eating simultaneously, too many carbohydrates). According to the literature, if the 
dietary adaptations are not enough, several treatments can be tried like somatostatin for both 
forms, acarbose (currently unavailable) or GLP-1 agonists (case report) / GLP-1 antagonists (still 
under study) for RH. However, the changes made to her eating habits were enough to solve the 
problem. 

 
Conclusion: 
The dumping syndrome is a common consequence of oesophageal and stomach surgery. Two 
forms can often co-exist and in both forms the dietary management is the cornerstone of 
therapeutical management. In patients with the dumping syndrome who do not respond to dietary 
interventions, pharmacological therapy could be considered. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP) achieved significantly greater HbA1c and weight reductions with all doses (5mg, 
10mg and 15mg) vs semaglutide 1 mg (SEMA) in a Phase 3 trial of 1879 people with type 2 
diabetes (T2D) on background metformin (mean age 56.6 years; T2D duration 8.6 years; baseline 
HbA1c 8.3% [67 mmol/mol]] BMI 34.2 kg/m^2) (SURPASS-2). 

 
Methods: 
Changes in fasting markers of islet cell function and insulin sensitivity were assessed by mixed 
model repeated measures in the modified intent-to-treat population. 

 
Results: 
At 40 weeks, all TZP doses improved HOMA2-B, calculated with C-peptide, as indicated by a 
significant increase by 97-120% on average with TZP, compared to 84% with SEMA. 
Fasting glucagon levels, adjusted for fasting serum glucose, significantly decreased by 53-55% on 
average with TZP 10 and 15 mg doses compared with SEMA (48%). All TZP doses improved 
insulin sensitivity as reflected by a significant decrease by 16-24% on average of HOMA2-IR, 
calculated with insulin, compared to a decrease by 5% with SEMA. Fasting insulin levels were also 
significantly reduced by 9-21% on average with all TZP doses compared to an increase of 0.6% 
with SEMA. 

 
Conclusion: 
GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist TZP significantly improved markers of islet cell function and insulin 
sensitivity compared to selective Glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists SEMA in people with 
T2D. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Metastatic insulinoma is a very rare disease (1: 10 mio.). Severe hypoglycemia is one of the 
dominant clinical symptoms potentially leading to significant morbidity and death. Due to its rarity 
there is currently very limited information about the therapeutic efficacy of peptide receptor 
radionuclide therapy (PRRT) with 90Y- and/or 177Lu-DOTATOC for the clinical control of 
hypoglycemia. The aim of this long-term retrospective study comprising 22 years was to evaluate 
the therapeutic efficacy of PRRT for improving hypoglycemic events, change of medication after 
PRRT and to calculate overall PFS and OFS in order to compare with existing data on gastro- 
enteropancreatic neuro-endocrine tumors. 

 
Methods: 
Inclusion criteria were: histologically proven somatostatin receptor positive metastatic malignant 
insulinoma and at least 2 cycles of 90Y and/or 177Lu-DOTATOC therapy from January 1, 2000 to 
March 21, 2022. Hypoglycemic episodes were classified: score 0 – no hypoglycemic episodes; 
score 1 – some hypoglycemic events requiring a conservative treatment with optimization of 
nutrition; score 2 – severe hypoglycemia requiring a hospitalization and combined medication 
and/or history of hypoglycemic coma. The frequency of hypoglycemic episodes before and after 
the therapy was analyzed. The time of benefit was defined as a time range of less hypoglycemic 
episodes in observation period compared to a baseline. Information on the medications regularly 
taken to stabilize blood sugar levels before and after therapy was recorded. The progression-free 
survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) was calculated. 

 
Results: 
26 patients with a total of 106 therapy cycles were finally included. The average observation period 
was 21.5 months (range 2.3-107.4 months). Prior to the first cycle of therapy, 81% (n=21) of the 
patients had hypoglycemia score 2, 19% (n=5) score 1. Following PRRT 81% of patients (n=21) 
had a decrease, the remaining patients (5 of 26 patients) showed a stable situation regarding 
hypoglycemic events. There were no cases of worsening of the hypoglycemic symptoms during the 
observation period. Average time of benefit in the observation period was 17.2 months (range 0- 
70.2). The hypoglycemic score improved by an average of 68% following PRRT. In 58 % (n=15) of 
the patients a reduction of the hypoglycemic medication was achieved after PRRT. The median OS 
and PFS after first cycle of PRRT was 19.7 months (95% CI[6.5; 32.9]) and 11.7 months (95% 
CI[4.9;.18.5]), respectively.Two patients were excluded from the OS calculation due to missing 
data. 

 
Conclusion: 
To our knowledge, we present the largest study cohort in patients with malignant insulinoma 
treated with Somatostatin-targeted PRRT as last-line therapy, showing significant efficacy in 
symptom reduction and reduction of anti-hypoglycemic medication. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP, 5, 10, 15 mg/week), a GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist, reduced HbA1c levels more 
than titrated daily insulin glargine (iGlar) in people inadequately controlled on oral diabetes 
treatments with type 2 diabetes (T2D) and high cardiovascular risk (median study duration 85 
weeks). Here, we compared progression to pre-specified kidney endpoints between TZP and iGlar. 

 
Methods: 
Composite kidney outcomes in SURPASS-4 were analysed: endpoint 1 (eGFR [CKD-EPI] decline 
≥40% from baseline, renal death, progression to ESRD, new onset macroalbuminuria) and 
endpoint 2 (endpoint 1 without new onset macroalbuminuria). Data were examined within the entire 
study population, and in subgroups defined by baseline SGLT2i use, UACR ≥30 mg/g, eGFR <60 
mL/min/1.73m^2 and in those at high risk for kidney related outcomes, defined as eGFR <75 
mL/min per 1.73 m^2 and macroalbuminuria, or eGFR <45 mL/min per 1.73 m^2. 

 
Results: 
At baseline, participants (N=1995, age 63.6 years, HbA1c, 69.7 mmol/mol [8.5%]) had a mean 
eGFR of 81.3 mL/min per 1.73 m^2; 17% had eGFR <60 mL/min per 1.73 m^2, 28% 
microalbuminuria (UACR 30-300 mg/g) and 8% macroalbuminuria (UACR >300 mg/g). During the 
treatment period to 104 weeks, in the entire study population, TZP participants experienced 
significantly fewer renal outcomes versus iGlar (HR [95% CI] = 0.58 [0.43, 0.80]), especially new 
onset of macroalbuminuria (0.41 [0.26, 0.66]) was reduced, while the new onset of eGFR decline ≥ 
40% (0.86 [0.56, 1.33]) was not significantly different between groups. Also, participants with 
UACR ≥30 mg/g, eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73m2, and those at high cardiovascular risk had fewer renal 
outcomes following treatment with TZP compared to iGlar (0.46 [0.30, 0.70], 0.43 [0.21, 0.89], 0.57 
[0.25, 1.29], respectively). Renal outcomes on TZP versus iGlar were similar for participants on 
SGLT-2i or not at baseline (0.66 [0.35, 1.27] or 0.56 [0.39, 0.80], respectively). 

 
Conclusion: 
In people with T2D and high cardiovascular risk, TZP reduced markers of diabetic kidney disease. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP), a GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist (RA) has shown superior improvement in 
glycemic control and body weight than the selective GLP-1RA, semaglutide (SEMA). Rodent 
models indicate that GIPRA augments GLP-1RA induced food intake suppression and causes 
body weight loss, mainly by reducing fat mass. 

 
Methods: 
This randomized, double-blind, parallel study compared the effects of TZP 15 mg (N=45), SEMA 1 
mg (N=44) and placebo (N=28) on energy intake (assessed by an ad libitum lunch), appetite 
(visual analog scale [VAS] ratings of hunger, satiety, prospective food consumption [PFC], and 
fullness) and body composition (air displacement plethysmography) at baseline and at 28 wks of 
treatment. 

 
Results: 
At 28 weeks, reductions in body weight from baseline were observed with TZP 15 mg (-11.2 kg) 

and SEMA 1 mg (-6.9 kg), and significantly differed between treatment groups (-4.3 kg [95% 
confidence interval [CI]: -6.8, -1.9]; p<0.001). Reductions in fat mass from baseline were also 
observed with TZP 15 mg (-9.7 kg) and SEMA 1 mg (-5.9 kg), and significantly differed between 
treatment groups (-3.8 kg [95% CI: -6.2, -1.4]; p=0.002). Energy intake reductions from baseline 
observed with TZP 15 mg (-348.4 kcal) and SEMA 1 mg (-284.1 kcal) did not differ between 
treatment groups (-64.3 kcal [95% CI: -160.3, 31.7]; p=0.187). TZP reduced overall appetite by 
increasing satiety with decreased PFC (all p<0.05). Appetite ratings did not differ between TZP and 
SEMA. 

 
Conclusion: 
TZP achieved greater weight loss than SEMA, mostly driven by fat mass loss. Clinically meaningful 
reductions in appetite and energy intake with both TZP and SEMA were observed. These effects 
can not totally explain the additional weight loss with TZP. As appetite and energy intake reduction 
were not significantly different between treatments; additional mechanisms might contribute to 
weight loss with TZP. Ongoing studies will further elucidate the mechanism of weight loss with 
TZP. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In clinical practice, quantitative food intake is often assessed by 24h dietary recall (24R). With the 
advent of new technologies, smartphone food applications (app) abound and may have a place in 
clinical practice. Given the underreporting of dietary intake especially in obesity, we compared a 
food app assisted by machine learning versus a 24R for quantitative dietary assessment in 
individuals with overweight and obesity. 

 
Methods: 
We included adults with body mass index (BMI) of 25.0-34.0 kg/m2. Dietary intake over 24h was 
assessed with (i) 24R performed by a dietician using a photobook for portion estimation and a 
nutrition software database (PRODI EXPERT®) and (ii) machine-learning food app 
(MyFoodRepo®) where participants sent pictures, barcodes and text description of consumed food 
and drinks. These entries were reviewed remotely by dieticians and completed by a chat function 
with the participant when needed. Wilcoxon rank tests were used to compare energy and 
macronutrient intake between both methods. Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare dietary 
intake in overweight (BMI 25.0-29.9 kg/m2) and obese (BMI ≥30.0 kg/m2) persons. Significance 
level was set at p<0.05. 

 
Results: 
We included 40 individuals (83% female, mean age 40.0 ± 6.9 years, BMI 29.5 ± 2.3 kg/m2, 52% 
with obesity). Overall, no significant difference was found between the two methods neither for 
energy nor macronutrient intake. Reported energy intake was significantly higher with the app 
compared to 24R in obesity (median +203 kcal [IQR 496]) and lower in overweight (median -201 
kcal [IQR 643], p=0.04). No significant difference was reported for protein, carbohydrate and lipid 
intake between both tools in overweight and obesity. 

 
Conclusion: 
These preliminary results show that both quantitative dietary assessment methods are comparable 
for energy and macronutrient intake. Further research is required to understand the difference in 
energy intake estimation between individuals with overweight and obesity. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Global rates of obesity are increasing at an alarming rate, including in Switzerland. Two recent 
developments, remote lifestyle coaching using digital health apps and GLP-1 based treatments, 
offer promising avenues for weight management. While previous studies explored the isolated 
effects of both strategies, the efficacy of the combination of pharmacotherapy plus remote lifestyle 
coaching has not yet been investigated. Using real-world data of a newly established 
interdisciplinary service model, we investigated the efficacy of the GLP-1 analogue liraglutide 
(Saxenda®), in combination with remote lifestyle coaching using the Oviva app for weight loss. 

 
Methods: 
Anonymized data of a Swiss patient cohort receiving 1:1 remote lifestyle coaching (tailored 
nutrition and physical activity advice by a dietitian) via the Oviva app with (Ov+Lira group) or 
without (Ov-Only group) adjunctive liraglutide. The Ov-Only comparison group was built by 
matching age, baseline weight, body mass index (BMI), number of remote coaching sessions and 
sex to the Ov+Lira group using a nearest neighbor algorithm. Documented weights were derived 
from in-clinic measurements (baseline) or remote scales (follow-up). Liraglutide was prescribed at 
the discretion of the treating physician and the injected dose was documented in the Oviva app. 

 
Results: 
Data of a total of 78 Ov+Lira and 77 Ov-Only patients were analysed (mean±SD age 44.8±11.6 
years, baseline weight 107.0±21.4 kg and BMI 37.7±5.5 kg/m2, 72 % female). Mean±SD weight 
loss at 8M was 14.3± 5.5kg (12.6±6.3%, N=15) with Ov+Lira vs 7.2±7.7kg (6.7±6.7%, N=39) with 
Ov-Only. Greater weight loss with Ov+Lira was observed throughout the treatment period (all 
p<0.01): difference to Ov-Only -6.1kg [95% CI -4.8 to -0.8], -7.0kg [-7.6 to -2.8] and -7.1kg [-10.1 to 
-4.1] at 4, 6 and 8M, respectively. At 4M (1st reimbursement decision milestone), weight loss ≥5% 
was achieved in 80.8% of the Ov+Lir patients and in 53.2% of the OV-Only patients (p<0.001). 

 
Conclusion: 
Adjunctive pharmacotherapy with liraglutide significantly enhances the effectiveness of remote 
lifestyle coaching with a two-fold greater weight loss achieved at 8M of treatment, indicating 
increased effectiveness for the combination of pharmacological and digital treatments. Insights 
from this growing Swiss cohort will provide valuable insights for the design and delivery of 
personalized, scalable, and digitally enhanced weight management service models. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In recent years, diabetes care and treatment has increasingly become more complex due to the discovery 
of new antidiabetic drugs. The big variety of molecules (e.g. GLP-1-analoga and SGLT-2-inhibitors) make 
it challenging for general practitioners (GP) to gain enough experience with every available anti-diabetic 
drugs, keep the overview and choose the appropriate drug for a given patient. In this setting a 
diabetologist` referral could be a gamechanger. In this symbolically named “Pit-stop” study we assessed 
the effect of such a time-limited referral on the treatment of patients with moderately controlled type 2 
diabetes. 
 
Methods: 
We performed a retrospective cross-sectional study among patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, who 
have been referred from GPs to secondary care (diabetologist at the GZO Rheinfelden) to readjust their 
treatment. Data between 01.01.2019 and 31.12.2020 were recorded. We compared HbA1c and drug 
treatment at baseline until the last consultation and documented the duration of treatment transfer from 
GP to diabetologist.  
 
Results: 
We included 245 patients, median age 66 years, 159 (64.9%) men, median BMI 30.7 kg/m2, mean HbA1c 
at baseline was 8.3%. At baseline 166/ 68% had metformin, 34/ 13.9% had GLP-1, 39/ 15.9% had SGLT2, 
26/ 10.6% had sulfonylurea and 136/ 55.5% had either basal or basal/bolus insulin.  
Median HbA1c changed significantly by 1.3% between the first and last consultation, which were on 
average 153 days (5.1 months) apart.   
At the last consultation 155/ 64.6% had metformin, 114/ 46.5% had GLP-1 (+32.6%), 72/ 29.4% had 
SGLT2 (+13.5%), 17/ 6.9% had sulfonylurea (-3.7%) and 132/ 53.9% had either basal or basal/bolus 
insulin (-1.6%). Main changes were addition of GLP-1 and SGLT-2 as well as reduction of sulfonylurea 
insulin use.  
 
Conclusion: 
In patients with moderately controlled type 2 diabetes a diabetologists referral significantly improved 
HbA1c in less than 6 months. This was mainly archived by targeted administration of the new antidiabetic 
drugs leading to reduction of insulin and sulfonylurea use.   
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Background/Introduction: 
The glycosuria effect of SGLT2 inhibitors (SGLT2is) is linked to a diuretic and natriuretic effect that 
activates compensatory increases in fluid intake to stabilize body fluid volume (BFV). It is unclear 
whether fluid loss as a result of recommended physical activity promotes relevant dehydration 
under SGLT2is. Sonographic inferior vena cava (IVC) diameter measurement and blood urea 
nitrogen (BUN)/creatinine ratio are frequently employed clinically to estimate BFV.The purpose of 
this analysis was to evaluate the change in BUN/creatinine ratio and IVC measurements 
(expiratory diameter of IVC, inspiratory diameter of IVC, collapsibility index [CI]) after 4 weeks of 
new treatment with SGLT2is treatment in patients with established atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease (ASCVD) or high cardiovascular (CV) risk. 

 
Methods: 
300 consecutive patients with type II diabetes (T2D) and established ASCVD or high CV risk 
undergoing inpatient rehabilitation with regular physical activity were categorized to 2 groups 
according to their glycemic conditions. Group I consisted of participants with inadequately 
controlled T2D with mean fasting plasma glucose (FPG) of ≥ 7 mmol/L and subsequently received 
de novo treatment with an SGLT2i; group II comprised of participants with adequately controlled 
T2D with mean FPG of < 7 mmol/L under standard of care medication without SGLT2is. The 
measurements of the end-expiratory diameter of IVC, end-inspiratory diameter of IVC, and CI were 
performed offline by an assessor blinded to study group assignments. BUN/creatinine ratio was 
calculated using the fasting serum values of urea and creatinine after conversion accordingly. 

 
Results: 
The mean age was 69.6 ± 10.3 years. At week 4, in group I we found a significant decrease in the 
end-expiratory diameter of IVC from 12.9 ± 4.7 mm to 11.7 ± 4.2 mm, P = 0.01 and end-inspiratory 
diameter of IVC from 6.6 ± 5 mm to 4.9 ± 3.7 mm, P = 0.0002, with concomitant 6.6% increase in 
the CI (52.6 ± 24.8 % to 59.2 ± 21.4 %, P = 0.03). In group II, there were no significant changes in 
IVC measurements at week 4. BUN/creatinine ratio did not change significantly in both groups at 
week 4 (19.6 ± 3.7 at baseline vs. 19 ± 6.6 at week 4, P = 0.5 for group I and 19.7 ± 6.6 at baseline 
vs. 19.4 ± 5.9 at week 4, P = 0.3 for group II). 

 
Conclusion: 
In this cohort of patients with T2D and established ASCVD or high CV risk, treatment with SGLT2is 
was associated with a change in BFV measured as decrease in vena cava inferior diameter and an 
increase in its collapsibility. However despite concomitant moderate to vigorous intensity physical 
activity, these changes at week 4 neither exceeded the 60% collapsibility index cut-off nor the 
BUN/creatinine ratio cut-off of 20 which are considered as cut-offs of clinically relevant 
dehydration. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 inhibitors (SGLT2i) has been shown to significantly reduce the 
risk of hospitalization for heart failure (HF) and death from cardiovascular causes in patients with 
diabetes and HF. Accordingly, diabetes guidelines recommend SGLT2i as first-line therapy in the 
presence of HF (currently specifically HF with reduced ejection fraction). However, because the 
diagnosis of HF is challenging it often remains undetected, and the prevalence in diabetes is 
unclear. The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of HF in patients with diabetes 
enrolled in the Swiss Diabetes Registry (SwissDiab) and the proportion prescribed SGLT2i, to help 
determine the need to reinforce clinical guidelines and establish regular screening of HF. Here we 
present some preliminary results. 

 
Methods: 
SwissDiab is a multicentre longitudinal observational study of outpatients with diabetes in tertiary 
care. The current study was conducted at the Cantonal Hospital of St.Gallen. All patients with a 
SwissDiab study visit between 28.09.2020 and 31.03.2022 were screened for HF based on a 
standardized protocol including measurement of NT-proBNP. Patients with ≥1 risk factor and/or 
symptom of HF and an NT-proBNP ≥125 ng/L were referred to the Division of Cardiology for 
echocardiography and a clinical evaluation of HF, further stratified as HF with preserved (HFpEF), 
mildly reduced (HFmrEF), or reduced (HFrEF) left ventricular ejection fraction. Patients with 
prevalent HF or coronary heart disease and an echocardiogram within the last two years were not 
re-evaluated and the relevant data were collected from the patient records. Screening for HF was 
based on the diagnostic algorithm established by the European Society of Cardiology. (BASEC no, 
PB_2016-01449) 

 
Results: 
Out of 555 patients with diabetes, 25 were excluded due to missing data (the majority due to 
insufficient or unavailable external echocardiograms), leaving 530 patients (type 1 diabetes (T1D), 
n=168; type 2 diabetes (T2D), n=315; other, n=47) available for analysis. The median (IQR) age 
was 60.9 (49.0-69.0) years, n=162 (30.6%) were females, diabetes duration 14.0 (8.0-21.0) years, 
HbA1c 7.1 (6.6-7.8)%, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 2.6 (2.1-3.2) mmol/L, and n=114 (21.5%) 
were current smokers. 

 
In total, HF was present in n=59 (11.1%) of patients (T1D, n=4 [2.4%]; T2D, n=50 [15.9%]; other, 
n=5 [10.6%]) of which n=33 (55.9%, T1D=3; T2D=25; other=5) with HFpEF, n=8 (13.6%, all T2D) 
with HFmrEF, and n=18 (30.5%,T1D=1; T2D=17) with HFrEF. The median age of patients with HF 
was 73.2 (64.7-76.2) years, n=12 (20.3%) were females, diabetes duration 20.0 (14.0-26.0) years, 
HbA1c 7.2 (6.7-7.9)%, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 2.3 (1.8-2.8) mmol/L, and n=9 (15.3%) 
were current smokers. Of the 59 patients with HF, n=19 (32.2%) were prescribed SGLT2i (HFpEF, 
n=7 [21.2%]; HFmrEF, n=2 [25.0%]; HFrEF, n=10 [55.6%]), all of which had T2D. 

 
Conclusion: 
The results indicate that roughly one in ten patients enrolled in SwissDiab at the Cantonal Hospital 
of St. Gallen have HF, and one in six patients with T2D. Patients with HFrEF (around 30% of 
cases) primarily have T2D, of which >50% were prescribed SGLT2i, as compared to 32% overall. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP, 5, 10, 15 mg/week), a GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist, reduced HbA1c levels more 
than titrated daily insulin glargine (iGlar) in people inadequately controlled on oral diabetes 
treatments with type 2 diabetes (T2D) and high cardiovascular risk (median study duration 85 
weeks). Here, we compared progression to pre-specified kidney endpoints between TZP and iGlar. 

 
Methods: 
Composite kidney outcomes in SURPASS-4 were analysed: endpoint 1 (eGFR [CKD-EPI] decline 
≥40% from baseline, renal death, progression to ESRD, new onset macroalbuminuria) and 
endpoint 2 (endpoint 1 without new onset macroalbuminuria). Data were examined within the entire 
study population, and in subgroups defined by baseline SGLT2i use, UACR ≥30 mg/g, eGFR <60 
mL/min/1.73m^2 and in those at high risk for kidney related outcomes, defined as eGFR <75 
mL/min per 1.73 m^2 and macroalbuminuria, or eGFR <45 mL/min per 1.73 m^2. 

 
Results: 
At baseline, participants (N=1995, age 63.6 years, HbA1c, 69.7 mmol/mol [8.5%]) had a mean 
eGFR of 81.3 mL/min per 1.73 m^2; 17% had eGFR <60 mL/min per 1.73 m^2, 28% 
microalbuminuria (UACR 30-300 mg/g) and 8% macroalbuminuria (UACR >300 mg/g). During the 
treatment period to 104 weeks, in the entire study population, TZP participants experienced 
significantly fewer renal outcomes versus iGlar (HR [95% CI] = 0.58 [0.43, 0.80]), especially new 
onset of macroalbuminuria (0.41 [0.26, 0.66]) was reduced, while the new onset of eGFR decline ≥ 
40% (0.86 [0.56, 1.33]) was not significantly different between groups. Also, participants with 
UACR ≥30 mg/g, eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73m2, and those at high cardiovascular risk had fewer renal 
outcomes following treatment with TZP compared to iGlar (0.46 [0.30, 0.70], 0.43 [0.21, 0.89], 0.57 
[0.25, 1.29], respectively). Renal outcomes on TZP versus iGlar were similar for participants on 
SGLT-2i or not at baseline (0.66 [0.35, 1.27] or 0.56 [0.39, 0.80], respectively). 

 
Conclusion: 
In people with T2D and high cardiovascular risk, TZP reduced markers of diabetic kidney disease. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In clinical practice, quantitative food intake is often assessed by 24h dietary recall (24R). With the 
advent of new technologies, smartphone food applications (app) abound and may have a place in 
clinical practice. Given the underreporting of dietary intake especially in obesity, we compared a 
food app assisted by machine learning versus a 24R for quantitative dietary assessment in 
individuals with overweight and obesity. 

 
Methods: 
We included adults with body mass index (BMI) of 25.0-34.0 kg/m2. Dietary intake over 24h was 
assessed with (i) 24R performed by a dietician using a photobook for portion estimation and a 
nutrition software database (PRODI EXPERT®) and (ii) machine-learning food app 
(MyFoodRepo®) where participants sent pictures, barcodes and text description of consumed food 
and drinks. These entries were reviewed remotely by dieticians and completed by a chat function 
with the participant when needed. Wilcoxon rank tests were used to compare energy and 
macronutrient intake between both methods. Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare dietary 
intake in overweight (BMI 25.0-29.9 kg/m2) and obese (BMI ≥30.0 kg/m2) persons. Significance 
level was set at p<0.05. 

 
Results: 
We included 40 individuals (83% female, mean age 40.0 ± 6.9 years, BMI 29.5 ± 2.3 kg/m2, 52% 
with obesity). Overall, no significant difference was found between the two methods neither for 
energy nor macronutrient intake. Reported energy intake was significantly higher with the app 
compared to 24R in obesity (median +203 kcal [IQR 496]) and lower in overweight (median -201 
kcal [IQR 643], p=0.04). No significant difference was reported for protein, carbohydrate and lipid 
intake between both tools in overweight and obesity. 

 
Conclusion: 
These preliminary results show that both quantitative dietary assessment methods are comparable 
for energy and macronutrient intake. Further research is required to understand the difference in 
energy intake estimation between individuals with overweight and obesity. 
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Background/Introduction 
Patients with different forms of endocrine hypertension (EHT) (primary aldosteronism [P], Cushing 
syndrome [CS], pheochromocytoma/paraganglioma [PPGL]) are linked with several metabolic 
alterations contributing to their comorbidities and increased cardiovascular risk compared to patients 
with primary hypertension (PHT). Recently, targeted metabolomics demonstrated distinct metabolomics 
pattern in patients with EHT compared to PHT. Since concomitant hormonal dysfunctions have been 
described in EHT cases, it remains unclear whether the observed metabolomic differences are related 
to the disease-defining hormonal excess (i.e. cortisol for CS, aldosterone for PA and catecholamine for 
PPGL). Therefore, we wanted to study the impact of the disease defining hormonal excess and the 
concomitant adrenal steroid hormones on the identified metabolomic differences in patients with EHT. 
 
Methods 
Retrospective European multicenter study (ENSAT-HT) of 263 (mean age 49 years, 50% females) 
patients, of which are 99 with PA, 37 with CS, 69 with PPGL and 58 with PHT. Both targeted 
metabolomics as well as adrenal steroid profiling have been performed in each patient concomitantly. 
Multiple linear regression analyses including age, sex, as well as body mass index (BMI) and diabetes 
mellitus (DM) were performed for each discriminating metabolite with the disease-defining hormone and 
studied adrenal steroids. 
 
Results 
A significant correlation between metabolites and adrenal steroids could be shown. Especially in 
patients with PA, aldosterone was not the most influencing steroid, but cortisol and cortisone had a 
major impact on the metabolomic pattern. In CS cortisol had less an impact than concomitant adrenal 
steroids such as 11-deoxycorticosterone. However, in PPGL the catecholamine excess had the biggest 
effect on the metabolome profile, but adrenal steroids played a significant concomitant role. 
 
Conclusion 
A significant correlation between adrenal steroids and metabolomic alterations in patients with EHT 
compared to PHT could be identified. In patients with CS and PA the majority of the metabolomic 
differences were associated with non-disease defining adrenal steroids.      
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Background/Introduction: 
The "TOASST" randomized controlled trial evaluates the clinical noninferiority of rapid termination 
after prolonged (≥ 28 days) glucocorticoid treatment compared to a tapering regime over 4 weeks 
in patients with clinically stable inflammatory disorders. The primary outcome measure is a 
composite of time to first occurrence of hospitalization, death, unplanned open-label glucocorticoid 
therapy, or adrenal crisis. Follow-up is 6 months. After enrolment of 296 of the planned 573 
patients, the inclusion rate has not met our expectations at the majority of trial sites. We therefore 
aimed to identify reasons for non-referral among local PIs and physicians treating potentially 
eligible patients. 

 
Methods: 
We sent out 162 questionnaires to colleagues in 18 hospitals across Switzerland and analyzed the 
returned answers using IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 28.0.0.0, IBM Cop. 2006). Question 1 
inquired the physician's medical speciality, question 2 asked whether the colleague had referred 
patients, and question 3 evaluated the reason for non-referral, with multiple answers possible. We 
used descriptive statistics and the Pearson-Chi-Square test to test for correlations between field of 
speciality and answering the questionnaire, referral and reasons for non-referral respectively. 

 
Results: 
63 of 162 questionnaires (38.8%) were returned. Specialities of answering physicians were evenly 
distributed between Internal Medicine, Gastroenterology, Nephrology, Pneumology and 
Rheumatology (9.5 - 14.3%). The largest fraction of returned questionnairs (20.6%) came from 
Hemato-Oncology. 15 (23.8%) of the replying physicians had not referred a participant. Reasons 
for non-referral were the following: fear of relapse, 3 (4.8%); inclusion criteria not met, 11 (17.5%); 
guidelines recommend tapering below the study's inclusion threshold of 7.5 mg prednisone- 
equivalent daily, 2 (3.2%); insufficient time for the trial, 5 (7.9%); no knowledge of the trial,1 (1.6%); 
other, 3 (4.8%); no answer, 38 (60.3%). Interestingly, nobody named fear of adrenal insufficience 
as a reason for non-inclusion. We found no significant correlation between medical speciality and 
referral practice (p = 0.407) as well as speciality and reason for non-referral (p = 0.084). 

 
Conclusion: 
Non-endocrinological factors prevented physicians from referring patients to the trial, while 
potential hypocortisolism was not considered a relevant drawback. Although our data are of limited 
significance due to a low return rate of the questionnaires, more effort will be put into rigid 
prescreening of potential study participants at trial sites by dedicated staff. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Sodium-glucose cotransporter (SGLT) 2 inhibition is a well-known target for type 2 diabetes 
treatment, chronic heart failure, and kidney disease. SGLT2 is encoded by SLC5A2 (Solute Carrier 
Family 5 Member 2), which is highly expressed in the kidney cortex (x36.9). Notably, SLC5A2 is 
expressed in the testes (x8.1), where glucose uptake could be crucial for androgen production and 
spermatogenesis. We hypothesized that the SGLT2 inhibitors treatment could interfere with 
testosterone production in healthy men. 

 
Methods: 
This is a post-hoc analysis of a double‐blind, randomized, placebo‐controlled study, in 27 healthy 
men who received empagliflozin 10mg once a day during 4 weeks. All weight categories were 
included: 15 normal weight, 15 overweight, 15 obese. In each group, 5 were randomized to the 
placebo and 10 to the empagliflozin. Serum samples were analyzed using an ultra-high- 
performance LC (UHPLC)–MS/MS method for quantification of total testosterone (TT) and 
dihydrotestosterone (DHT). TT and sex hormone-binding globulin were used to calculate free 
testosterone (FT). 

 
Results: 
No significant changes were observed in total serum TT (∆ 2.1 nmol/L; p>0.1), DHT (∆ 0.03 
nmol/L; p>0.1) and FT (∆ 0.35 nmol/L; p>0.1) after one month of empagliflozin. 

 
Conclusion: 
The use of a highly selective SGLT2 inhibitor, empagliflozin, in men without diabetes did not 
change serum androgen levels, regardless of BMI category. Studies on seminiferous tubule 
function in healthy men are ongoing to further clarify the role of SGLT2 in spermatogenesis. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Loss of function variants in Steroidogenic Factor 1 (SF-1) lead to a broad spectrum of phenotypes, 
but data on the whole spectrum are currently lacking. We aimed to investigate the phenotype of 
individuals with SF-1 variants in a large international cohort. 

 
Methods: 
We identified individuals with SF-1 variants through the international I-DSD network and through 
contacting researchers from previous publications on SF-1. Collaborators from 29 centres 
retrospectively entered phenotypic data according to the I-DSD registry and the Human Phenotype 
Ontology project in a REDCap database. 

 
Results: 
Of 164 individuals, 115 (70%) had comprehensive phenotyping data and 49 (30%) had basic 
phenotyping data (family members discovered during genetic work up of their affected child). 
Median age at follow-up was 13.5 years (range 0-54 years). 129 (79%) were 46,XY, 33 were 
46,XX (20%), and two were 47,XYY or 47,XXY (1%). Most (117/164, 71%) had differences of sex 
development (DSD), including 95/164 (58%) with disorders of gonadal development, 17/164 (10%) 
with non-specific XY DSD, 1/164 (1%) with disorders of androgen action, 4/164 (2%) with other 
types of DSD, and 47/164 (29%) had no DSD. One third (51/164) had external genitalia that were 
typical for their chromosomal sex, in 6/164 (4%) the phenotype of external genitalia differed mildly 
and in 75/164 (46%) severely from chomosomal sex, and 32/164 (20%) had external genitalia 
typical for the opposite chomosomal sex. 
Of 115 individuals with comprehensive data, we had sufficient information on overall health for 
101/115 (89%). One third (33/101) of individuals had health problems which were not DSD-related. 
Most (54/115, 47%) were tested with single gene analysis, followed by gene panels (37/164, 32%), 
WES/WGS (20/115, 17%) and array CGH (4/115, 3%). Additional variants in other genes were 
found in 29/115 individuals (25%). 

 
Conclusion: 
More than half of the individuals with SF-1 variants had severely affected external genitalia, and 
almost one third of individuals had other health problems. Only half of individuals were tested with 
advanced genetic methods (panel, WES/WGS) for additional variants. Comprehensive gene 
profiling will allow to assess genotype-phenotype correlation and identify likely disease-causing 
variants in additional genes that might explain the broad phenotype. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Growth hormone (GH) is a member of the somatotropin/prolactin family of hormones and plays 
an important role in human physiology. Mutations in GH1 gene cause isolated growth hormone 
deficiency. Several disease-causing mutations from patients with IGHD have been reported. The 
most frequent cause of familial growth hormone deficiency (GHD) is Type II autosomal dominant 
GHD (isolated GHD type II) due to several heterozygous GH1 mutations. These mutations have 
been shown to (a) produce shorter isoforms of GH that does not bind to growth hormone 
receptor, (b) cause diminished secretion of GH or (c) result in misfolded GH protein. 
 
Methods: 
Method: Genomic DNA from patients with familial GHD was enriched for the coding exons using 
hybrid capture technology and GH1 was sequenced using Next Generation Sequencing 
technology. The p.A34T mutant protein was expressed in bacteria and binding to GHR was 
studied by surface plasmon resonance technology. Computational prediction of transcription 
indicated alternative splicing is likely to produce a shorter GH variant with skipping of exon 3 in 
GH1. Mammalian cell based studies incorporating transfection of whole GH1 gene containing 
exons/introns were used to study transcription effects. RNA was isolated from cells transfected 
with WT and mutant GH1 gene and analyzed by RT PCR using primers in 2nd and 5th exon of 
GH1 gene that could identify all possible isoforms of GH1 mRNA.  
 
Results: 
GHD was identified in three female siblings aged 3.25-6.33 years (Ht SDS -3.21 to -1.13, peak 
GH 2.9-6.6 ng/mL); their mother had previously been diagnosed with GHD at at age 12.33 years 
(Ht SDS -3.44, GH peak &lt 2 ng/mL). Sequencing of GH1 identified a heterozygous variant 
(c.178G>A; p.Ala34Thr) that had not been previously described, and was not found in the Broad 
ExAc dataset representing >60,000 children without severe childhood-onset disease. Functional 
studies using whole gene transfection shoed that this mutation leads to alternate splicing 
resulting in increased production of the smaller 17.5kD isoform of GH due to missing exon 3.  
 
Conclusion: 
The presence of a heterozygous GH1 variant (c.178G>A, p.Ala34Thr) in four individuals with 
GHD suggests that this is a novel cause of IGHD type II. Production of the smaller 17.5 kD GH 
isoform results in poor binding to GHR and competition with the normal GH protein, explaining 
the dominant negative phenotype.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Hypoglycemia is one of the most dangerous acute complications of diabetes mellitus and is 
associated with an increased risk for driving accidents. We developed and tested a non-invasive 
machine learning (ML) approach detecting hypoglycemia during real car driving based on driving 
behavior (CAN) data, exclusively (i.e., no measurement of glucose). 

 
Methods: 
We conducted two consecutive, interventional studies in individuals with type 1 diabetes driving in 
a real car (Volkswagen Touran, supervised by driving instructor) on a closed test-track. In study 1 
(n=21), we collected CAN data while driving in eu- and moderate hypoglycemia (blood glucose 
[BG] 2.0 – 2.5 mmol/L). In study 2 (n=10), we collected CAN data in the same car but in eu- and 
mild hypoglycemia (BG 3.0 – 3.5 mmol/L). We first developed and tested our ML approach in 
moderate hypoglycemia using CAN data, and, then we applied it to mild hypoglycemia to evaluate 
its early warning potential. 

 
Results: 
In study 1, mean venous BG in eu- and hypoglycemia was 6.4±0.7 mmol/L and 2.4±0.3 mmol/L 
(p<0.001), respectively. In study 2, the corresponding mean venous BG values were 
6.1±0.7 mmol/L and 3.4±0.2 mmol/L, respectively. Our ML approach detected moderate and mild 
hypoglycemia with good accuracy (area under the receiver operating characteristics curve 
[AUROC] of 0.79±0.12 and 0.77±0.11, respectively). 

 
Conclusion: 
We propose an innovative ML-based approach to detect moderate and mild hypoglycemia non- 
invasively from driver behavior, thereby improving traffic safety in people with diabetes. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Inpatient glucose management according to guidelines is time-intensive, thereby contributing 
substantially to the high workload of hospital staff and, consequently, costs. Fully automated 
closed-loop systems administer insulin autonomously, without the need for staff input. Here, we 
compared the time required for perioperative glucose management using fully automated closed- 
loop (FCL) versus standard insulin therapy during hospitalization for elective abdominal 
surgery. 

 
Methods: 
Using a time-motion design, we quantified the time requirements of tasks involved in glucose 
monitoring and insulin administration according to a process analysis for both treatment modalities 
during the following 3 periods of care: intraoperative, intermediate care unit, general wards. Time 
data was captured with a dedicated time-tracking software by shadowing hospital staff. Each task 
was quantified 20 times. Average time for tasks were multiplied by their standard frequency (as 
defined using guidelines) to compute the cumulative staff time required for blood glucose 
management for each period of care. Total time requirements per hospital stay were calculated for 
major (pancreatic) and minor (sleeve gastrectomy) elective surgery to account for different care 
settings. 

 
Results: 
FCL insulin therapy reduced the time required for perioperative glucose management by more than 
half compared with standard insulin therapy, across all assessed care periods (range 2.5 to 2.7). 
Time savings were most pronounced for periods with intravenous insulin in the standard treatment 
setting. For major abdominal surgery total time requirements per patient per stay were 298.5 min. 
and 753.9 min. using FCL and standard insulin therapy, respectively. For minor abdominal surgery 
total time required for perioperative glucose management was 76.7 min. and 130.1 min. for FCL 
and standard insulin therapy, respectively. 

 
Conclusion: 
The use of fully automated closed-loop insulin delivery for perioperative glucose management 
leads to substantial time savings. Thus, fully closed-loop may reduce nursing workload and 
maintain continuity and quality of care in periods of hospital staff shortages. 
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Background/Introduction: 
We aimed at developing a non-invasive wearable-based hypoglycemia detection system for people 
with diabetes using machine learning (ML). 

 
Methods: 
We prospectively collected continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and wearable data in individuals 
with insulin-treated diabetes. CGM data was recorded using a daily calibrated Dexcom G6 system. 
Wearable data was collected using two smartwatches: the Garmin vivoactive 4s (heart rate, heart 
rate variability and activity) and the Empatica E4 (electrodermal activity). Data was collected over a 
period of 4 to 12 weeks in each participant, depending on their willingness to proceed in the study. 
We trained and evaluated personalized ML models to detect hypoglycemia (<3.9 mmol/L) based 
on wearable data. To investigate the potential of personalized ML, we relied on two ML 
approaches that reveal the upper and lower bound of wearable-based hypoglycemia detection. 
CGM data served as ground truth for the ML modelling process. Performance of the ML models is 
reported as the area under the receiver operator characteristics curve (AUROC). 

 
Results: 
We recruited 30 participants (age 53.4±16.6 y, 22 male; 21 T1DM, 4 T2DM, T3DM; 19 MDI, 11 
CSII; HbA1c 7.1±0.7 %). 65.5 % of the data was collected in euglycemia (3.9 – 10.0 mmol/L), 2.2 
% in hypoglycemia (<3.9 mmol/L) and 32.3 % in hyperglycemia (>10.0 mmol/L). The personalized 
ML modelling approach requires at least two positive events (i.e., hypoglycemia) per participant to 
avoid training and testing on the same positive event. This resulted in n=19 participants included in 
the hypoglycemia model. The personalized ML models achieved an AUROC of 0.79±0.13 (upper 
bound) and 0.63±0.09 (lower bound) in detecting hypoglycemia. 

 
Conclusion: 
We propose a novel personalized ML approach to detect hypoglycemia non-invasively from 
wearable data (i.e., without the need to measure glucose). This has the potential to complement 
existing methods for hypoglycemia detection, thereby improving self-management of people with 
diabetes. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The glucose management indicator (GMI) is frequently used to complement or substitute HbA1c, 
especially in telemedicine. Several studies reported relevant discrepancies between HbA1c and 
GMI, however, studies comparing this discrepancy across different continuous and flash glucose 
monitoring (CGM/FGM) sensors are limited. We aimed (1) to assess the general discrepancy 
between HbA1c and GMI at our center, and (2) to compare the discrepancy between HbA1c and 
GMI across different CGM/FGM sensors. 

 
Methods: 
Between 02/2020 and 09/2021, we retrospectively included patients with diabetes mellitus if (1) a 
30-day CGM/FGM read out with at least 70% sensor use was available, and (2) a corresponding 
HbA1c value was measured (DCA Vantage, Siemens) at the same day as the CGM/FGM read out 
was done. GMI values were collected from the preceding 30-day glucose profile reports. We 
computed the absolute difference between HbA1c and GMI and considered an absolute difference 
of ≥0.5% as clinically relevant. Additionally, we stratified the analysis using three sensor groups: 
(a) «Medtronic» including the Guardian 3 sensor (calibrated at least twice daily), (b) «Dexcom G6», 
and (c) «Freestyle» including Freestyle Libre 1 and 2 sensors. Absolute difference between HbA1c 
and GMI was compared between the three sensor groups using ANOVA and the chi-square test. 

 
Results: 
We included 94 patients (69 T1DM, 12 T2DM, 13 other DM; age 46.3±16.2; 55 male). 30 patients 
used a Medtronic, 30 a Dexcom G6 and 34 a Freestyle sensor. Mean CGM/FGM use was 
92.0±6.8 %. Mean HbA1c was 7.06±0.80 %, and mean GMI was 7.05±0.86 % (p=0.83). Mean 
absolute difference between HbA1c and GMI was 0.44±0.39 % and 36 % of the patients showed 
an absolute difference of ≥0.5 %. Mean absolute difference for the Medtronic, Dexcom G6, and 
Freestyle sensor groups were 0.32±0.30 %, 0.49±0.36 %, and 0.51±0.45 %, respectively 
(p=0.065). Corresponding proportions of patients showing an absolute difference of ≥0.5 % were 
20 %, 43 %, and 44 % (p=0.082), respectively. 

 
Conclusion: 
Overall, we found a substantial discrepancy between HbA1c and GMI in over one third of the 
patients. Therefore, in addition to GMI, other parameters of glycemic control should also be 
considered for therapeutic decisions. The discrepancy across the sensor groups was not 
significantly different, but tended to be lowest for the manually calibrated Medtronic sensor 
compared to the factory calibrated Dexcom G6 and Freestyle Libre sensors. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The "TOASST" randomized controlled trial evaluates the clinical noninferiority of rapid termination 
after prolonged (≥ 28 days) glucocorticoid treatment compared to a tapering regime over 4 weeks 
in patients with clinically stable inflammatory disorders. The primary outcome measure is a 
composite of time to first occurrence of hospitalization, death, unplanned open-label glucocorticoid 
therapy, or adrenal crisis. Follow-up is 6 months. After enrolment of 296 of the planned 573 
patients, the inclusion rate has not met our expectations at the majority of trial sites. We therefore 
aimed to identify reasons for non-referral among local PIs and physicians treating potentially 
eligible patients. 

 
Methods: 
We sent out 162 questionnaires to colleagues in 18 hospitals across Switzerland and analyzed the 
returned answers using IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 28.0.0.0, IBM Cop. 2006). Question 1 
inquired the physician's medical speciality, question 2 asked whether the colleague had referred 
patients, and question 3 evaluated the reason for non-referral, with multiple answers possible. We 
used descriptive statistics and the Pearson-Chi-Square test to test for correlations between field of 
speciality and answering the questionnaire, referral and reasons for non-referral respectively. 

 
Results: 
63 of 162 questionnaires (38.8%) were returned. Specialities of answering physicians were evenly 
distributed between Internal Medicine, Gastroenterology, Nephrology, Pneumology and 
Rheumatology (9.5 - 14.3%). The largest fraction of returned questionnairs (20.6%) came from 
Hemato-Oncology. 15 (23.8%) of the replying physicians had not referred a participant. Reasons 
for non-referral were the following: fear of relapse, 3 (4.8%); inclusion criteria not met, 11 (17.5%); 
guidelines recommend tapering below the study's inclusion threshold of 7.5 mg prednisone- 
equivalent daily, 2 (3.2%); insufficient time for the trial, 5 (7.9%); no knowledge of the trial,1 (1.6%); 
other, 3 (4.8%); no answer, 38 (60.3%). Interestingly, nobody named fear of adrenal insufficience 
as a reason for non-inclusion. We found no significant correlation between medical speciality and 
referral practice (p = 0.407) as well as speciality and reason for non-referral (p = 0.084). 

 
Conclusion: 
Non-endocrinological factors prevented physicians from referring patients to the trial, while 
potential hypocortisolism was not considered a relevant drawback. Although our data are of limited 
significance due to a low return rate of the questionnaires, more effort will be put into rigid 
prescreening of potential study participants at trial sites by dedicated staff. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Loss of function variants in Steroidogenic Factor 1 (SF-1) lead to a broad spectrum of phenotypes, 
but data on the whole spectrum are currently lacking. We aimed to investigate the phenotype of 
individuals with SF-1 variants in a large international cohort. 

 
Methods: 
We identified individuals with SF-1 variants through the international I-DSD network and through 
contacting researchers from previous publications on SF-1. Collaborators from 29 centres 
retrospectively entered phenotypic data according to the I-DSD registry and the Human Phenotype 
Ontology project in a REDCap database. 

 
Results: 
Of 164 individuals, 115 (70%) had comprehensive phenotyping data and 49 (30%) had basic 
phenotyping data (family members discovered during genetic work up of their affected child). 
Median age at follow-up was 13.5 years (range 0-54 years). 129 (79%) were 46,XY, 33 were 
46,XX (20%), and two were 47,XYY or 47,XXY (1%). Most (117/164, 71%) had differences of sex 
development (DSD), including 95/164 (58%) with disorders of gonadal development, 17/164 (10%) 
with non-specific XY DSD, 1/164 (1%) with disorders of androgen action, 4/164 (2%) with other 
types of DSD, and 47/164 (29%) had no DSD. One third (51/164) had external genitalia that were 
typical for their chromosomal sex, in 6/164 (4%) the phenotype of external genitalia differed mildly 
and in 75/164 (46%) severely from chomosomal sex, and 32/164 (20%) had external genitalia 
typical for the opposite chomosomal sex. 
Of 115 individuals with comprehensive data, we had sufficient information on overall health for 
101/115 (89%). One third (33/101) of individuals had health problems which were not DSD-related. 
Most (54/115, 47%) were tested with single gene analysis, followed by gene panels (37/164, 32%), 
WES/WGS (20/115, 17%) and array CGH (4/115, 3%). Additional variants in other genes were 
found in 29/115 individuals (25%). 

 
Conclusion: 
More than half of the individuals with SF-1 variants had severely affected external genitalia, and 
almost one third of individuals had other health problems. Only half of individuals were tested with 
advanced genetic methods (panel, WES/WGS) for additional variants. Comprehensive gene 
profiling will allow to assess genotype-phenotype correlation and identify likely disease-causing 
variants in additional genes that might explain the broad phenotype. 
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Background/Introduction: Quitting smoking is difficult due to barriers such as nicotine craving and 
post-cessation weight gain. Recent animal study findings suggest a role of glucagon-like peptide-1 
(GLP-1) in the pathophysiology of addiction in addition to appetite regulation and weight control. We 
hypothesized that a pharmacological intervention with GLP-1 analogues during smoking cessation may 
improve smoking quit rates and reduce post-cessation weight gain.  
 
Methods: We conducted a single-center, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel group, 
superiority study. The interventions consisted of a 12-week treatment phase with dulaglutide 1.5 mg 
once weekly or placebo subcutaneously, in addition to standard of care including behavioural 
counselling and varenicline pharmacotherapy. The primary outcome was self-reported and 
biochemically confirmed point prevalence abstinence rate at week 12. Secondary outcomes included 
change in weight, nicotine craving and glucose metabolism.    
 
Results: Of 255 randomized patients, 63% (80/127) in the dulaglutide and 65% (83/128) participants in 
the placebo group were abstinent after 12 weeks of treatment (difference in proportions [95%CI] 
-1.9[-10.7, 14.4]%, p=0.859). Dulaglutide clearly decreased post-cessation weight (-1kg (SD 2.7)), while 
weight gain was seen on placebo (+1.9kg (2.4)), especially in quitters (+2.1kg (2.3)). The 
baseline-adjusted difference in weight change between groups was -2.94 (95% CI[-3.59, -2.3]kg, 
p<0.001). HbA1c level declined on dulaglutide treatment (baseline-adjusted median difference in HbA1c 
between groups -0.25[-0.36, -0.14]%, p<0.001). Craving declined during the treatment phase without 
any difference between the groups. 
 
Conclusion: Dulaglutide had no effect on smoking quit rates, but prevented post-cessation weight gain 
and decreased HbA1c levels. GLP-1 analogues may play a  role in future cessation therapy targeting 
metabolic parameters such as weight and glucose metabolism.  
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Background/introduction:  
Thyrotropin-secreting pituitary adenomas (TSH-omas) account for about 1-2% of all pituitary adenomas 
and present with signs and symptoms of hyperthyroidism. The coexistance of autoimmune 
hypothyroidism and TSH-omas can cause a delay in the diagnosis of the latter with increasing TSH-omas 
diagnosed a the stage of invasive macroadenomas (1).   
 
Case presentation:  
A 22-year-old patient was referred to our endocrinology clinic after the diagnosis of a pituitary 
macroadenoma discovered in the context of visual field disorders (campimetric examination with 
bitemporal defect with involvement of the upper nasal quadrant in the left eye). The MRI showed an 
expansive lesion sized 14x19x22mm and impinging on the chiasma optic nerve. The patient was 
asymptomatic with no clinical signs of hyper- or hypothyroidism. The pre-operative laboratory evaluation 
showed an elevated TSH with low fT4 value (TSH 132 mU/l N: 0.270-4.200, fT4 3.4 pmol/l N: 12.0-22.0), 
a low IGF-1 (103 mcg/l N: 137-370) and a hyperprolattinemia (965 mU/l N: 86-324). The other pituitary 
axes were intact. Following the suspicious primary hypothyroidism, TPOAb were found to be elevated 
and the ultrasound was typical for chronic autoimmune thyroiditis. The patient underwent transnasal 
endoscopic removal of pituitary adenoma under hydrocortison and levothyroxine substitution. Histology 
showed the expression of PIT1 and TSH, allowing the diagnosis of TSH-secreting pituitary adenoma to 
be made. The course was characterised by complete normalisation of pituitary axes and prolactin. TSH 
value was normal under levothyroxine replacement. In view of patient's young age and presence already 
of a macroadenoma, a "Familial Isolated Pituitary Adenomas" (AIP/FIPA) was planned to be excluded. If 
AIP proves to be negative, searching for MEN 1 and CDKN1B genes is considered (2). 
 
Conclusion: 
The diagnosis of TSH production by the adenoma was invalidated pre-operarively by the presence of a 
chronic auto-immune thyroiditis (3). The co-existence of a TSH-secreting pituitary adenoma and an 
autoimmune thyroid disease is a rare constellation, but should be considered in the case of discordant 
thyroid function values and non-response to levothyroxine replacement therapy in the case of primary 
hypothyroidism. In the presence of a pituitary adenoma and an elevated TSH, despite the presence of 
chronic autoimmune thyroiditis, a TSH-omas have to be excluded (4). 
 
1. P. Beck-Peccoz, A update on TSH-secreting pituitary adenomas, Journal of Endocrinological 
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Background :  
Diabetes in youth classically falls into three categories: type 1 (T1D) and type 2 (T2D) or 
monogenic diabetes (MD). Here we aim to elucidate the origin of an atypical diabetes form. 

Methods: 
We performed genetic analysis by exome sequencing of diabetes genes and examined the T1D 
genetic risk score (GRS). 

Case Presentation 
An adolescent girl of African descent on immunomodulating therapy for systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) got admitted with diabetic ketoacidosis. She had positive anti-insulin 
antibodies, and we diagnosed T1D. We started insulin therapy, and added Metformin due to 
obesity and insulin resistance. After discharge, the family discontinued insulin because of cultural 
beliefs. Five months later, despite glucocorticoid therapy and weight gain, HbA1c and glycemia 
had normalized without anti-diabetic treatment. Exome analysis did not reveal variants involved in 
MD. The GRS was below the 1st centile. 

Conclusion 
Here is a complex form of reversible diabetes. Anti-insulin antibodies and SLE suggest an 
autoimmune origin supported by overlapping HLA risk haplotypes. We hypothesize that a decrease 
in SLE activity, supported by the drop of SLE antibodies, could have influenced the remission of 
diabetes and that SLE treatment helped to abort the developing T1D. GRS doesn’t support this 
hypothesis but doesn’t rule out T1D as it was only developed for Caucasians. We excluded T2D 
because remission should not have occurred with weight gain and glucocorticoid therapy. In the 
future, the recently developed ancestry-tailored GRS will improve the prediction of T1D and lead 
to a better understanding of the different underlying disease mechanisms. 
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Introduction: 
Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a rare inborn error of metabolism affecting the metabolism of 
Phenylalanine (Phe). Small and heterogeneous samples lead to discrepant findings in terms of 
health-related quality of life (QoL) in early-treated adults with classical PKU, and little is known 
about factors affecting health-related QoL. Hence, we aimed to investigate health-related QoL in a 
large European sample of early-treated adults with classical PKU and its association with 
demographic, metabolic, and cognitive characteristics. 
 
Methods:  
This cross-sectional study included 124 early-treated adults with classical PKU from Switzerland, 
Italy, Spain, Hungary, and Turkey. All participants completed the PKU quality of life questionnaire 
(PKU-QoL), a questionnaire specifically designed to evaluate the impact of PKU and its treatment 
on QoL in individuals with PKU. In addition, information about concurrent Phe values, demographic 
(age, sex), and cognitive variables (IQ) were collected.  
 
Results:  
The majority of the domains assessed revealed little or no impact of PKU and the overall impact of 
PKU on health-related QoL across the whole sample was small. Tiredness was the most affected 
symptom, and the supplements' taste was considered a main issue for individuals with PKU. 
Further, participants were concerned about the guilt if dietary protein restrictions were not followed 
and were most worried about high Phe levels during pregnancy. Lower IQ (r = -.448, p = .005) and 
higher concurrent Phe values (r = .196, p = .046) were significantly associated with a higher overall 
impact of PKU. Further, the overall impact of PKU was higher for women than for men (U = 1315.50, 
p = .012). 
 
Conclusion:  
For a majority of the domains assessed in the PKU-QoL, the impact of PKU on health-related quality 
of life was considered to be low. These results likely reflect the advances of patient care during the 
past decades coming along with a successful prevention of severe adverse long-term outcomes. 
However, a special focus should be given to patients with lower IQ, higher concurrent Phe values, 
or women, as these variables were associated with a higher overall impact of PKU.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP), a novel GIP/GLP-1 agonist, improved fasting measures of insulin sensitivity 
partially attributable to weight loss in Phase 2 studies. Studies in mice demonstrated that GIP 
receptor agonism with TZP improved insulin sensitivity independent of weight loss. 

 
Methods: 
To further evaluate insulin-sensitizing actions of TZP, we measured insulin sensitivity with 
hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamps (M-value) in a 28-week double-blind randomized controlled 
trial comparing effects of TZP 15mg with placebo or semaglutide 1mg (SEMA), a selective GLP- 
1RA, all subcutaneous QW. Linear regression was used to compare relationships of change in M- 
value versus change in weight across treatment groups. 

 
Results: 
Change in M-value was related to absolute change and % change in weight. Slopes of linear 
relationships with absolute and % weight change differed between TZP and SEMA (absolute 
change: p=0.015; % change: p=0.03). Larger negative slopes were observed for TZP compared 
with SEMA on change in M-value related to absolute change and to % change in weight. 

 
Conclusion: 
These results suggest that TZP may provide greater improvement in insulin sensitivity than a 
selective GLP-1RA per unit weight loss, most evident in subjects with greater weight loss. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Hypophosphatasia (HPP) is a rare inherited disorder of bone metabolism caused by loss of function 
mutations in the ALPL gene. This leads to a reduced activity of the tissue non-specific isoenzyme of 
alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP) resulting in extracellular accumulation of its endogenous substrates, 
mainly of inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi), Pyridoxal 5’ phosphate (PLP) and phosphoethanolamine (PEA). 
The inability to generate phosphate from PPi inhibits bone mineralization, resulting in rickets or 
osteomalacia as well as dental problems. In some patients, relative deficiency of pyridoxal with a resulting 
defect in Gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA) metabolism in the CNS leads to neurological manifestations 
such as seizures. Overall, the clinical spectrum of the disorder is very heterogeneous and depends on 
the age at presentation. Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with recombinant alkaline phosphatase 
(asfotase-alfa) is available for treatment of individuals with a confirmed diagnosis of pediatric-onset HPP. 
 
Methods: 
We describe the clinical and laboratory findings of a patient with childhood-onset hypophosphatasia 
diagnosed in adulthood, including results of treatment with asfotase-alfa. 
 
Results: 
A 53-year old man was hospitalized with subtrochanteric and intertrochanteric femoral fractures left after 
a standing fall and, as an incidental finding, an insufficiency fracture of the right proximal femur. 
Consequently, the patient was dependent on crutches with a markedly limited quality of life (QoL) 
because of slowed recovery and persistent pain. The medical history revealed various bone fractures in 
the past after inadequate trauma and poor bone healing. Furthermore craniosynostosis, dental problems 
as well as a short stature and a waddling gait have existed since childhood. Additionally, ancient 
radiologic findings from childhood revealed curved tubular bones. Current laboratory evaluation showed 
a reduced alkaline phosphatase (AP) (16 U/l [ref 40 – 129 U/l]) immediately after surgical treatment of 
the femur fractures as well as a markedly elevated PLP (1400 nmol/l [ref 10 – 289 nmol/l]) and an elevated 
urinary PEA (40 mmol/molCr [ref < 6 mmol/molCr]). The subsequent genetic analysis revealed two 
compound heterozygous mutations of the ALPL gene confirming the suspected diagnosis of HPP. 
Enzyme replacement therapy with asfotase-alfa was started to enhance bone healing and to reduce the 
risk of bone fracturing in future, with the overall goal to improve QoL. After 4 months of treatment, 
advanced fracture healing with consolidation of the bilateral femur fractures was observed radiologically. 
Furthermore, PLP and urinary PEA levels normalized under ERT, a distinct proof of biochemical efficacy 
of ERT. The six-minutes walk test significantly improved (428 m before and 585 m under ERT) with 
associated improved patient-reported QoL.  
 
Conclusion:  
Rapid improvement of bone healing with consolidation of fractures as well as significant improvement of 
patient-reported QoL and biochemical normalization of PLP und PEA were observed in this patient soon 
after starting ERT, suggesting that ERT is effective even in late-diagnosed patients with clearly 
symptomatic childhood-onset HPP. Therefore awareness of HPP in patients with suggestive clinical 
findings is important.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Hyponatremia is the most common electrolyte disorder encountered in clinical practice and is 
associated with increased mortality and morbidity, including an increased risk for osteoporosis and 
fragility fractures. Preclinical studies suggest that hyponatremia upregulates osteoclasts. In a 
previous analysis of 88 hospitalized patients with a syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis (SIAD), 
we observed that hyponatremia normalization after 4 days had a positive impact on osteoblasts 
function. 

 
Methods: 
This is a secondary analysis of a double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled trial investigating the 
effect of 4-week treatment with empagliflozin 25mg/day as compared to placebo in 14 outpatients 
with chronic SIAD (SANDx Trial, NCT03202667). The primary objective was to investigate the 
relationship between the change in bone formation index (BFI), defined as PINP/CTX, and the 
change in plasma sodium levels. Secondary objectives included the relationship between the 
change in the osteoblasts markers procollagen type 1 N (P1NP) and osteocalcin and the 
osteoclasts markers C-telopeptide crosslink (CTX), and the change in plasma sodium levels over 
the treatment period. Mixed linear models were built with the bone markers as dependent 
variables, the patients as random effect and the following fixed effects: serum cortisol, 25-OH 
vitamin D and bone marker concentration at baseline, age, gender, smoking status, antiresorptive 
treatment as well as treatment allocation and sequence. 

 
Results: 
Seven out of the 14 outpatients with a chronic SIAD were female (median [IQR] age 71.5 years 
[64.5, 76.8]). At baseline, median [IQR] CTX concentration was 0.41 ug/L [0.25, 0.62], median 
[IQR] osteocalcin was 15.90 ug/L [13.30, 23.20] and median [IQR] P1NP was 63.50 ug/L [36.09, 
68.83]. The calculated median BFI [IQR] was 161.25 [106.28, 202.73]. Plasma sodium 
concentration was not associated with a change in BFI (β = 5.47; 95%-CI: -3.30, 14.24, p = 0.230), 
CTX (β = 0.0067; 95%-CI: -0.0019, 0.015, p = 0.143) or osteocalcin (β = 0.47; 95%-CI: -0.36, 1.29, 
p = 0.298) but a sodium increase of 1 mmol/L was associated with an increase of 2.03 ug/L in 
P1NP (95%-CI: 0.50, 3.55, p = 0.013). Treatment with empagliflozin was not a predictor for 
changes in BFI or bone formation markers, but was associated with a decrease of -0.055 ug/L in 
CTX (95%-CI: -0.11, -0.0048, p = 0.0391). There was no interaction between plasma sodium 
concentration and empagliflozin. 

 
Conclusion: 
An increase in plasma sodium levels in outpatients with chronic SIAD was associated with an 
increase in P1NP, a surrogate marker of osteoblasts function. The impact of this treatment on the 
incidence and resolution of osteoporosis in patients with chronic hyponatremia needs further 
research. 
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Introduction:  
Pediatric patients with Phenylketonuria (PKU) regularly present with white matter (WM) 
abnormalities, regardless of the treatment state. In spite of some efforts to study PKU-related WM 
changes across different age spans, it is still uncertain if these changes persist into adulthood and 
if they relate to patients’ past and present dietary management or cognitive profile. Therefore, we 
investigated the WM structure in adult PKU and its relationship to concurrent brain and blood Phe 
levels, metabolic control during development, and cognitive performance. 
 
Methods:  
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was performed on 30 adults with early-treated PKU (median 
age=35.5 years) and 54 demographically comparable healthy controls (HC) (median age=29.3 
years). Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean, axial, and radial diffusivity (MD, AD, RD) were 
estimated using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) on a whole-brain level and in predefined 
regions-of-interest (ROI) of major WM tracts. All participants underwent a neuropsychological 
evaluation assessing performance in executive functions, attention, fine motor control, and 
processing speed. Brain Phe levels were measured using semi-LASER single-voxel spectroscopy. 
In patients only, concurrent plasma Phe levels were assessed before the MRI examination, and 
Phe levels during development were collected to estimate metabolic control for the age spans of 
0-5, 6-12, 13-17, and 18+ years, as well as their lifespan. Rank-biserial (rrb) and Spearman (rs) 
correlation coefficients indicate effect sizes for analyses on group differences and associations, 
respectively. All comparisons were corrected for multiple testing using false discovery rate (FDR). 
 
Results:  
TBSS revealed widespread reductions in FA, MD, and AD values in adults with PKU when 
compared to HCs. On a ROI level, reductions were most pronounced in the optic radiation (rrb=.43 
to .77, pFDR<.001), anterior, superior, and posterior corona radiata (rrb=.30 to .89, pFDR<.05), and 
corpus callosum (rrb=.33 to .62, pFDR<.05). Despite significant group differences in cognition 
(|rrb|=.25 to .45, pFDR<.005), no correlation between cognitive functions and WM alterations in 
patients were found. Similarly, despite a strong relationship between blood and brain Phe levels 
(rs=.84, pFDR<.001), neither of the two measures nor past metabolic control showed a significant 
association to WM abnormalities. 
 
Conclusion:  
Adults with early-treated PKU showed aberrant diffusion metrics in most major WM tracts, which 
were, however, unrelated to cognitive abilities and metabolic control. The present findings highlight 
the prominent cerebral consequences of PKU but also point to an independent role of WM 
abnormalities from the clinical manifestations of early-treated adults with PKU. 
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Background/introduction:  
Thyrotropin-secreting pituitary adenomas (TSH-omas) account for about 1-2% of all pituitary adenomas 
and present with signs and symptoms of hyperthyroidism. The coexistance of autoimmune 
hypothyroidism and TSH-omas can cause a delay in the diagnosis of the latter with increasing TSH-omas 
diagnosed a the stage of invasive macroadenomas (1).   
 
Case presentation:  
A 22-year-old patient was referred to our endocrinology clinic after the diagnosis of a pituitary 
macroadenoma discovered in the context of visual field disorders (campimetric examination with 
bitemporal defect with involvement of the upper nasal quadrant in the left eye). The MRI showed an 
expansive lesion sized 14x19x22mm and impinging on the chiasma optic nerve. The patient was 
asymptomatic with no clinical signs of hyper- or hypothyroidism. The pre-operative laboratory evaluation 
showed an elevated TSH with low fT4 value (TSH 132 mU/l N: 0.270-4.200, fT4 3.4 pmol/l N: 12.0-22.0), 
a low IGF-1 (103 mcg/l N: 137-370) and a hyperprolattinemia (965 mU/l N: 86-324). The other pituitary 
axes were intact. Following the suspicious primary hypothyroidism, TPOAb were found to be elevated 
and the ultrasound was typical for chronic autoimmune thyroiditis. The patient underwent transnasal 
endoscopic removal of pituitary adenoma under hydrocortison and levothyroxine substitution. Histology 
showed the expression of PIT1 and TSH, allowing the diagnosis of TSH-secreting pituitary adenoma to 
be made. The course was characterised by complete normalisation of pituitary axes and prolactin. TSH 
value was normal under levothyroxine replacement. In view of patient's young age and presence already 
of a macroadenoma, a "Familial Isolated Pituitary Adenomas" (AIP/FIPA) was planned to be excluded. If 
AIP proves to be negative, searching for MEN 1 and CDKN1B genes is considered (2). 
 
Conclusion: 
The diagnosis of TSH production by the adenoma was invalidated pre-operarively by the presence of a 
chronic auto-immune thyroiditis (3). The co-existence of a TSH-secreting pituitary adenoma and an 
autoimmune thyroid disease is a rare constellation, but should be considered in the case of discordant 
thyroid function values and non-response to levothyroxine replacement therapy in the case of primary 
hypothyroidism. In the presence of a pituitary adenoma and an elevated TSH, despite the presence of 
chronic autoimmune thyroiditis, a TSH-omas have to be excluded (4). 
 
1. P. Beck-Peccoz, A update on TSH-secreting pituitary adenomas, Journal of Endocrinological 
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Introduction:  
White matter (WM) lesions are a frequent finding in Phenylketonuria (PKU). Not only late-treated 
but also early-treated patients with PKU display such WM abnormalities, which are mostly occurring 
in the posterior periventricular WM. However, due to heterogeneous studies and inconsistent 
findings, the relationship between WM lesion load and clinical features of patients with PKU is still 
unclear. Therefore, WM lesions were examined in a homogeneous sample of adult patients with 
early-treated PKU and the associations between WM lesion load, cognitive performance, and 
retrospective and concurrent metabolic control were explored. 
 
Methods:  
T1- and T2-weighted MRI scans were performed on 24 adults with PKU (median age=31.9 years, 
range= 19-48 years) and 52 controls (median age=29.0 years, range=18-53 years). Two 
experienced neuroradiologists blinded to participants’ medical history evaluated WM lesion load in 
consensus according to a previously described scoring system. This was done in all four cerebral 
lobes, cerebellum, and brain stem leading to a total score ranging from 0 (no lesions) to 12 (high 
lesion load with extension to subcortical WM). Furthermore, cognitive performance with respect to 
IQ, executive functions, and attention was assessed. In patients, concurrent plasma Phenylalanine, 
Tyrosine, and Tryptophan levels were measured before the MRI. In addition, retrospective Phe 
levels were collected to evaluate past metabolic control for the age spans of 0-5, 6-12, 13-17, and 
18+ years, as well as lifetime. 
 
Results:  
WM abnormalities were found in 23 out of 24 patients (95.8%) and in 2 out of 52 controls (3.8%, 
p<.001). The total WM lesion score in patients ranged from 0 to 7 (median=2.5, IQR=2.25). The 
parietal lobe was the most affected region (23/24, 95.8%), followed by the occipital (15/24, 62.5%) 
and frontal lobe (12/24, 50%). The temporal lobe, cerebellum, and brain stem were mostly 
unaffected in patients. The total WM lesion score was neither correlated with cognitive performance 
(|r|=.05 to .28, p>.05) nor concurrent (|r|=.07 to .28, p>.05) or retrospective metabolic control (|r|=.01 
to .30, p>.05). 
 
Conclusion:  
Our results suggest that neither retrospective nor concurrent metabolic characteristics are 
associated with the extent of WM lesions. Furthermore, our results on WM lesion load and cognitive 
performance imply that factors other than WM lesions are associated with the mild cognitive 
abnormalities in adult patients with PKU. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Post-bariatric hypoglycemia (PBH) is an increasingly recognized consequence of bariatric surgery, 
particularly Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). The clinical manifestations of PBH in terms of 
symptom patterns in daily life, however, remains largely unexplored. The aim of this work was to 
investigate symptoms patterns in post-RYGB patients with confirmed PBH who were followed 
using continuous glucose monitoring during several weeks of normal daily living. 

 
Methods: 
Post-RYGB patients with a documented history of PBH (defined as symptomatic postprandial 
plasma/sensor glucose <3.0mmol/L) used an eDiary (internet-connected) to record symptoms 
whilst wearing masked CGM (Dexcom G6) over a 50-day period. In the eDiary, perceived 
symptoms were recorded according to a modified Edinburgh Hypoglycemia Symptom Scale 
(autonomic, neuroglycopenic and gastrointestinal [GI] symptoms) and intensity was rated using a 
10-point Likert scale. Hypoglycemic events were defined as CGM readings 3.0-3.9 mmol/L (Level 
1) and <3.0 mmol/L (Level 2) for ≥15min, respectively and evaluated in terms of concomitant 
symptoms. The following outcomes were calculated: (1) number of hypoglycemic events, (2) 
percentage of asymptomatic events overall, (3) percentage of hypoglycemic events with ≥1 
symptom stratified by symptom category, (4) intensity of symptoms during hypoglycemic events 
stratified by category. 

 
Results: 
Data of 9 PBH patients were included in the analysis (8 female, median [IQR] age 48 [42, 52] 
years, BMI 30.2 [23.4, 35.8] kg/m2). Mean±SD number of Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic 
events during the 50 days was 68.9±32.1 and 22.0±17.7, respectively (corresponding to 1.4±0.6 
and 0.4±0.4 events per day). The proportion of asymptomatic Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic 
events was 92.5±7.5% and 87.5±12.5%, respectively. While the occurrence of GI symptoms was 
similar during both Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic events (3.0±4.2% vs 3.4±5.6%), autonomic 
and neuroglycopenic symptoms were more prevalent during the latter (2.6±3.1% vs 8.8±7.8% and 
4.2±6.8% vs 7.3±9.9%).The intensity of GI symptoms was higher during Level 1 than Level 2 
hypoglycemic events (4.9±1.1 vs 3.8±0.2) whereas the opposite was observed for autonomic and 
neuroglycopenic symptoms (4.5±1.5 vs 6.5±1.4 and 5.4±1.1 vs 6.0±1.4). 

 
Conclusion: 
Collected masked patient level longitudinal CGM data suggest that the majority of hypoglycemic 
episodes (88% of events with glucose <3.0mmol/L) in patients with diagnosed PBH are 
asymptomatic. When symptomatic, a mix of neuroglycopenic, autonomic and GI symptoms 
occured. We therefore conclude that the diagnostic value of perceived symptoms for PBH 
detection is limited and that more research is needed to understand the clinical relevance of the 
frequently occurring asymptomatic PBH events. 
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Background/Introduction:  
Differentiation between central diabetes insipidus (cDI) and primary polydipsia (PP) remains 
challenging in clinical practice. Although the hypertonic saline infusion test led to a high diagnostic 
accuracy, it is a laborious test requiring close monitoring of plasma sodium levels. As such we 
leverage Machine Learning (ML) to facilitate differential diagnosis of cDI. 
 
Methods:  
We analyzed data of 59 patients with cDI and 81 patients with PP from a prospective multi-center 
study evaluating the hypertonic saline test as new test approach to diagnose cDI. Our primary 
outcome was the diagnostic accuracy of the ML-based algorithm in differentiating cDI from PP 
patients. 
The data set used included 56 clinical, biochemical, and radiological covariates. We identified a 
set of 5 covariates which were crucial for differentiating cDI from PP patients utilizing standard 
ML methods. We developed ML-based algorithms on the data and validated them with an unseen 
test-dataset. 
 
Results: 
Urine osmolality, plasma sodium and glucose, known transphenoidal surgery or anterior pituitary 
deficiencies were selected as input parameters for the basic ML-based algorithm. Testing it on an 
unseen test-data set resulted in a high AUC score of 0.87. A further improvement of the ML-based 
algorithm was reached with the addition of MRI characteristics and the results of the hypertonic 
saline infusion test (AUC 0.93 and 0.98 respectively). 
 
Conclusion:  
The developed ML-based algorithm facilitated differentiation between cDI and PP patients with a 
high accuracy even if only clinical information and laboratory data were available, thereby possibly 
avoiding cumbersome clinical tests in the future. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Nerve conduction velocity (NCV) abnormalities are considered as early signs of peripheral 
neuropathy in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM); once their occur they are not 
reversible and clinical neuropathy will develop in future. With new diabetes technologies as pump 
and sensor time in range is increasingly recommended to assess the metabolic control instead of 
HbA1c. We investigated the correlation of different markers of metabolic control with the NCV.   
 
Methods: 
T1DM patients treated at the outpatient clinic were randomly assigned for a nerve conduction study 
(NCS) at the occasion of their annual check-up. During this check-up a whole clinical examination, 
measurement of HbA1c and analysis of the last 90 days glucose profile with the characteristics 
time in range (TIR), incidence of hyperglycaemia (>10 mmol/l) and serious hypoglycaemia (<3 
mmol/l), variation of the average blood glucose were done. Long term metabolic control was 
assessed by the mean HbA1c values of the last five annual check-ups. The associations of NCV 
with physical findings and markers for metabolic control were tested by the analysis of Kendal-Tau 
with a significance level of 5 %, which has to be expected lower because of multiple comparisons. 
 
Results: 
We analyzed 54 T1DM patients with a median age of 14.5 (5 - 22) years, 57% male sex. The 
peroneus nerve was the most sensitive nerve and its NCV was reduced in 73% of patients. We 
found significant correlations with HbA1c at the time of examination and at long-term, with diabetes 
duration and standard deviation of the mean glucose level as well as with height and age. A 
significant correlation with the TIR was only found in patients with a sensor wearing time of more 
than 70%.  
 
Conclusion: 
Peroneal NCV reflects the somatic effects of diabetes therapy and is already decreased in 
adolescents with T1DM. Higher HbA1c level and extreme glucose levels predict decreased NCV. 
Body height, pubertal age and frequency of glucose measurements bias the prediction of NCV by 
parameters of metabolic control and need to be considered in the evaluations. TIR in adolescents 
may be an inappropriate indicator of diabetes control because of their low adherence to glucose 
monitoring.   
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP), a novel GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist approved in the US for treatment of type 2 
diabetes (T2D). TZP 5mg, 10mg, and 15mg demonstrated superiority versus semaglutide 1mg 
(SEMA) and titrated insulin degludec (iDeg) in HbA1c change from baseline and proportion of 
patients reaching HbA1c <53mmol/mol (7%) and ≤48mmol/mol (6.5%) at 40-weeks (SURPASS-2) 
and 52-weeks (SURPASS-3), respectively. 

 
Methods: 
In SURPASS-2 and 3, TZP was initiated at 2.5mg once weekly and increased by 2.5mg every 4 
weeks until the assigned dose was reached and maintained for the duration of the study. SEMA 
was initiated at 0.25mg once weekly and the dose doubled every 4 weeks until 1mg was reached 
and maintained for the duration of the study. iDeg was initiated at 10U/day and titrated weekly to a 
fasting blood glucose of <5.0mmol/L following a treat-to-target algorithm. In an exploratory pre- 
planned analysis, time to achieve glycemic targets was estimated using Kaplan Meier method and 
cox proportional-hazards model was used to calculate hazard ratio between treatment. 

 
Results: 
TZP was faster than SEMA and iDeg in time to reach HbA1c <53mmol/mol (7%) and ≤48mmol/mol 
(6.5%). Median time to achieve HbA1c <53mmol/mol (7%) was 8.1 weeks for all TZP doses versus 
12.0 weeks for SEMA, and to reach ≤48mmol/mol (6.5%) was 12.1 weeks versus 15.7 weeks, 
respectively. TZP was faster than SEMA in time to lose 5% and 10% body weight. Consistently, 
median time to reach HbA1c <53mmol/mol (7%) was 8.1 weeks for all TZP doses versus 12.1 
weeks for iDeg, and to reach ≤48mmol/mol (6.5%) was 12.1 weeks versus 24.1 weeks, 
respectively. 

 
Conclusion: 
In conclusion, patients with T2D reached glycemic targets faster with TZP compared to SEMA 1 
mg and titrated iDeg. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Weight loss achieved by conventional approaches (e.g., moderate caloric restrictions to very low- 
calorie diets) may adversely affect bone health.Time-restricted eating (TRE) has emerged as a 
popular dietary intervention for weight loss and metabolic health benefits. It is uncertain whether 
the adverse effects of conventional weight loss approaches on bone health hold true for TRE. 

 
Methods: 
Adults with at least one component of the metabolic syndrome were randomly assigned to TRE 

(ad libitum self-selected 12-hour window) or standard dietary advice SDA (10-min nutritional 
councelling and provision of a brochure on the Swiss dietary guidelines for healthy eating) for 6 
months. Bone turnover markers (BTMs) (bone resorption marker: β-carboxyterminal telopeptide of 
type I collagen or CTX; bone formation marker: procollagen type I N-propeptide or P1NP) were 
assessed in serum samples, and total body bone mineral content/density (BMC/BMD) was 
evaluated by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) at baseline and after 6 months. Statistical 
analyses were conducted in the total cohort and according to weight loss response to TRE/SDA. 

 
Results: 
In the total population [n=42, 76% women, median age 47 years (IQR 31-52)], there were no 
between-group differences (TRE vs. SDA) in any bone parameter. Among weight loss responders 
(≥0.6 kg weight loss), CTX levels tended to decrease after TRE, but increase after SDA (between- 
group differences p=0.041), while changes in P1NP levels were not different by intervention group. 
Total body BMC decreased after SDA (p=0.028), but remained unchanged after TRE (p=0.31) in 
weight loss responders (between-group differences p=0.028). Among non-responders (<0.6 kg 
weight loss), there were no between-group differences in BTMs or total body BMC/BMD. 

 
Conclusion: 
TRE had no overall detrimental impact on bone health and when weight loss occurred, TRE was 
associated with some bone-sparing effects compared to SDA. Future studies of longer duration (>6 
months) assessing multiple bone phenotypes (e.g., BMD at clinically relevant sites, bone 
microstructure) are needed to confirm these findings and explore the effects of various TRE 
regimens (e.g., with different eating windows or at different timings), especially among individuals 
at risk for bone fragility. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Tirzepatide (TZP) is a novel GIP/GLP-1 receptor agonist approved in the US for glucose-lowering 
in type 2 diabetes (T2D). The open-label SURPASS-4 trial examined TZP vs. insulin glargine 
(iGlar) in adults with T2D inadequately controlled on oral medications. 

 
Methods: 
Participants (N=1989) with baseline HbA1c 7.5-10.5% and BMI ≥25 kg/m^2 were randomized 
1:1:1:3 to once weekly TZP (5mg, 10mg, 15 mg) or iGlar (100 U/mL) titrated to <100 mg/dL fasting 
glucose. This post hoc analysis evaluated the sustainability of glycemic control after the 52-week 
(wk) primary endpoint (last on-treatment visit post-52 wks, up to 1wk), (median=85 wks). 

 
Results: 
After achieving the 52-wk HbA1c targets of <7%, ≤6.5%, or <5.7%, a participant was considered to 
have sustained long-term HbA1c control if the final, post-52wk, on-treatment HbA1c measurement 
increased ≤0.2% from the 52-wk HbA1c target. More participants in all 3 TZP dose groups 
maintained each of the 3 HbA1c targets beyond 52 wks vs. iGlar (all TZP, p<0.05). Thus, even for 
the lowest TZP dose (5mg), 67% of participants achieved aHbA1c ≤6.5% at 52 wks, with 75% of 
these having ≤0.2% increase at their last visit. In contrast, for iGlar, 33% achieved an HbA1c 
≤6.5%, with 66% of these having ≤0.2% increase. 

 
Conclusion: 
TZP treatment results in improved long-term HbA1c control for a significantly greater percentage of 
adults with T2D compared to iGlar. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Differential diagnosis of hyponatremia is challenging, particularly for thiazide associated 
hyponatremia (TAH), as patients might have either volume depletion in need for fluid substitution or 
syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis (SIAD)-like presentation requiring fluid restriction. Urine 
indices are of little utility, because they are influenced by thiazide therapy. Chloride and potassium 
as previously described as part of apparent strong ion difference (aSID, sodium + potassium - 
chloride) in Stewart model for acid-base disorders could help in the differential diagnosis of TAH. A 
value >40mmol/l identifies patients with contraction alkalosis due to relative hypochloremia, and 
hypochloremic alkalosis is a well-known possible adverse effect of thiazide diuretics. 

 
Methods: 
This was a post-hoc analysis of prospectively collected data of hospitalized patients with hypotonic 
hyponatremia <125 mmol/l. TAH patients were divided according to treatment response in patients 
needing intravenous fluid substitution or fluid restriction. Treatment response was defined as a 
sodium increase of at least 4 mmol/l/die or >130 mmol/l based on chart review. aSID at baseline 
was calculated with the formula serum sodium plus potassium minus chloride and a value >40 was 
used to identify volume-depleted TAH patients. Descriptive analysis was carried out to find 
differences between volume-depleted and SIAD-like TAH patients, and patients with SIAD without 
thiazide use. Logistic regression and ROC curves were computed to investigate the role of 
aSID>40 for differential diagnosis of hyponatremia in TAH patients, in addition to known factors for 
identifying SIAD patients as body mass index (BMI) and fractioned uric acid excretion (FUA) with 
the previous described cut-off of 12%. 

 
Results: 
Out of 303 hyponatremia patients, 131 (43.2%) had a TAH and 75 (24.8%) SIAD without thiazide 
use. Among TAH patients, 81 (61.8%) were successfully treated with fluid substitution and 31 
(23.7%) with fluid restriction. 19 patients (14.5%) were excluded as they received no treatment, or 
needed to switch treatment during hospitalization. No differences in baseline characteristics were 
seen between patients with SIAD and SIAD-like TAH patients, except for BMI, lower in SIAD 
patients (mean(SD) 23.5(5.1) vs 27.0(5.7) kg/m2, p=0.003). BMI and FUA together had a 
sensitivity of 84% with a specificity of 60% in identifying volume-depleted TAH patients (AUC 75.6). 
Adding aSID>40 mmol/ improved the specificity to 74% maintaining a sensitivity to 82% (AUC 
81.6). 

 
Conclusion: 
In hospitalized patients with TAH, serum chloride and potassium may help differentiating patients 
with volume depletion in need of fluid substitution from SIAD-like manifestation requiring fluid 
restriction. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Post-bariatric hypoglycemia (PBH) is an increasingly recognized consequence of bariatric surgery, 
particularly Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). The clinical manifestations of PBH in terms of 
symptom patterns in daily life, however, remains largely unexplored. The aim of this work was to 
investigate symptoms patterns in post-RYGB patients with confirmed PBH who were followed 
using continuous glucose monitoring during several weeks of normal daily living. 

 
Methods: 
Post-RYGB patients with a documented history of PBH (defined as symptomatic postprandial 
plasma/sensor glucose <3.0mmol/L) used an eDiary (internet-connected) to record symptoms 
whilst wearing masked CGM (Dexcom G6) over a 50-day period. In the eDiary, perceived 
symptoms were recorded according to a modified Edinburgh Hypoglycemia Symptom Scale 
(autonomic, neuroglycopenic and gastrointestinal [GI] symptoms) and intensity was rated using a 
10-point Likert scale. Hypoglycemic events were defined as CGM readings 3.0-3.9 mmol/L (Level 
1) and <3.0 mmol/L (Level 2) for ≥15min, respectively and evaluated in terms of concomitant 
symptoms. The following outcomes were calculated: (1) number of hypoglycemic events, (2) 
percentage of asymptomatic events overall, (3) percentage of hypoglycemic events with ≥1 
symptom stratified by symptom category, (4) intensity of symptoms during hypoglycemic events 
stratified by category. 

 
Results: 
Data of 9 PBH patients were included in the analysis (8 female, median [IQR] age 48 [42, 52] 
years, BMI 30.2 [23.4, 35.8] kg/m2). Mean±SD number of Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic 
events during the 50 days was 68.9±32.1 and 22.0±17.7, respectively (corresponding to 1.4±0.6 
and 0.4±0.4 events per day). The proportion of asymptomatic Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic 
events was 92.5±7.5% and 87.5±12.5%, respectively. While the occurrence of GI symptoms was 
similar during both Level 1 and Level 2 hypoglycemic events (3.0±4.2% vs 3.4±5.6%), autonomic 
and neuroglycopenic symptoms were more prevalent during the latter (2.6±3.1% vs 8.8±7.8% and 
4.2±6.8% vs 7.3±9.9%).The intensity of GI symptoms was higher during Level 1 than Level 2 
hypoglycemic events (4.9±1.1 vs 3.8±0.2) whereas the opposite was observed for autonomic and 
neuroglycopenic symptoms (4.5±1.5 vs 6.5±1.4 and 5.4±1.1 vs 6.0±1.4). 

 
Conclusion: 
Collected masked patient level longitudinal CGM data suggest that the majority of hypoglycemic 
episodes (88% of events with glucose <3.0mmol/L) in patients with diagnosed PBH are 
asymptomatic. When symptomatic, a mix of neuroglycopenic, autonomic and GI symptoms 
occured. We therefore conclude that the diagnostic value of perceived symptoms for PBH 
detection is limited and that more research is needed to understand the clinical relevance of the 
frequently occurring asymptomatic PBH events. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Nerve conduction velocity (NCV) abnormalities are considered as early signs of peripheral 
neuropathy in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM); once their occur they are not 
reversible and clinical neuropathy will develop in future. With new diabetes technologies as pump 
and sensor time in range is increasingly recommended to assess the metabolic control instead of 
HbA1c. We investigated the correlation of different markers of metabolic control with the NCV.   
 
Methods: 
T1DM patients treated at the outpatient clinic were randomly assigned for a nerve conduction study 
(NCS) at the occasion of their annual check-up. During this check-up a whole clinical examination, 
measurement of HbA1c and analysis of the last 90 days glucose profile with the characteristics 
time in range (TIR), incidence of hyperglycaemia (>10 mmol/l) and serious hypoglycaemia (<3 
mmol/l), variation of the average blood glucose were done. Long term metabolic control was 
assessed by the mean HbA1c values of the last five annual check-ups. The associations of NCV 
with physical findings and markers for metabolic control were tested by the analysis of Kendal-Tau 
with a significance level of 5 %, which has to be expected lower because of multiple comparisons. 
 
Results: 
We analyzed 54 T1DM patients with a median age of 14.5 (5 - 22) years, 57% male sex. The 
peroneus nerve was the most sensitive nerve and its NCV was reduced in 73% of patients. We 
found significant correlations with HbA1c at the time of examination and at long-term, with diabetes 
duration and standard deviation of the mean glucose level as well as with height and age. A 
significant correlation with the TIR was only found in patients with a sensor wearing time of more 
than 70%.  
 
Conclusion: 
Peroneal NCV reflects the somatic effects of diabetes therapy and is already decreased in 
adolescents with T1DM. Higher HbA1c level and extreme glucose levels predict decreased NCV. 
Body height, pubertal age and frequency of glucose measurements bias the prediction of NCV by 
parameters of metabolic control and need to be considered in the evaluations. TIR in adolescents 
may be an inappropriate indicator of diabetes control because of their low adherence to glucose 
monitoring.   
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Background/Introduction: 
Alcohol use disorder causes high socio-economic costs and has a detrimental impact on health 
globally, being considered as one of four major factors contributing to non-communicable diseases. 
In Switzerland four substances are currently approved for treatment of alcohol use disorder with 
only limited to moderate effects. Thus, the need for new treatment targets in alcohol use disorder is 
evident. Recent research has shed light on a new potential target for treatment of addiction: a body 
of preclinical studies provide evidence for the attenuating effects of GLP-1 agonists on addictive 
behavior in rodents and non-human primates. A few studies have shown a link between GLP-1 
receptors and reward related processes in humans, however clinical data is scarce. 

 
Methods: 
This is a secondary analysis of the SKIP study, a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 
to evaluate treatment with the GLP-1 agonist dulagluitide (Trulicy®) as a new therapy for smoking 
cessation. Primary objective in the present analysis was to assess whether 12 weeks of treatment 
with dulaglutide compared to placebo leads to changes in consumption of alcohol in smokers 
willing to quit smoking. We selected patients out of the cohort (n=255) who reported to consume 
alcohol at baseline and completed 12 weeks of treatment. Changes in alcohol consumption were 
computed by subtracting the number of alcoholic drinks per week at week 12 from the number of 
drinks per week at baseline. The independent effect of dulaglutide on alcohol consumption was 
investigated by fitting a univariable and multivariable linear regression model with baseline alcohol 
consumption, age, sex, psychiatric disease and highest education level (e.g. secondary school, 
university) as additional covariables. 

 
Results: 
One hundred and fifty-one patients (placebo n=75, dulaglutide n=76) were included in the primary 
analysis. The median [IQR] age was 42 [33, 53] with 61% (n=92) females. Patients consumed 6.85 
(SD: 7.39) glasses per week on average in the placebo group and 4.86 (SD: 4.6) glasses in the 
dulaglutide group. At week 12, the mean change in glasses of alcohol per week was +1.61 in the 
placebo group and -0.47 in the dulaglutide group (95%-CI: -2.97, 0.34; p = 0.118). After adjustment 
for alcohol consumption at baseline, age, sex, psychiatric disease and education level, the mean 
change in glasses of alcohol per week was +1.25 attributed to placebo and -0.92 attributed to 
dulaglutide (95%-CI: -3.70, -0.64; p=0.006). 

 
Conclusion: 
These findings suggest that a 12-week treatment with dulaglutide is associated with a reduction of 
weekly alcohol consumption in smokers attempting to quit, while alcohol intake seems to increase 
in standard smoking cessation. This may be due to a shift of addictive behavior from nicotine to 
alcohol. The addition of dulaglutide to standard treatment for smoking cessation might potentially 
prevent this compensation of smoking reduction with increased alcohol consumption. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The COVID-19 pandemic has been associated with worsened metabolic and mental health in the 
general and perinatal population. The postpartum is a critical moment regarding these outcomes 
particularly in women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). We investigated for the first time 
the cardio-metabolic and mental health outcomes before and during the pandemic in this 
population. 

 
Methods: 
This cohort study followed-up 418 women with GDM, recruited during two distinct periods. This 
included 180 women exposed to the pandemic (E+) who attended their 6-8 weeks postpartum visit 
at least 2 months after the beginning ot the pandemic, i.e. between May 2020-April 2021. It also 
included 238 women non-exposed to the pandemic (attended their postpartum visit a year before 
(Januar to December 2019)=non-exposed (E-)). Among the E+, a nested-subcohort of 120 women 
were exposed both during pregnancy and postpartum. During the pandemic, we adopted a hybrid 
follow-up of women that consisted of in-person consultations, regular contact via phone calls 
(35%), sent recorded exercise guide to patients to follow at home and linked them up to our 
website. We specifically emphasized on maintaining motivation and keeping a strong focus on 
healthy lifestyle behaviors. Obstetric, neonatal, cardio-metabolic and mental health outcomes were 
assessed during pregnancy and at 6-8 weeks postpartum 

 
Results: 
The pandemic was not associated with worsened weight, weight retention, glucose tolerance, 
metabolic syndrome, well-being or depression in the postpartum with the exception of a minimally 
increased HbA1c, diastolic blood pressure and lower emotional eating scores in E+ women (all 
p≤0.046). In the nested subcohort, E+ women had a slightly increased HbA1c at the first GDM visit 
and a higher need for glucose-lowering medication (both p≤0.014), but HbA1c at the end of 
pregnancy and other cardio-metabolic, mental health, obstetric and neonatal outcomes during 
pregnancy were similar 

 
Conclusion: 
In contrast to other settings, the pandemic did not lead to any clinically relevant worsening of 
cardio-metabolic, mental health, obstetrical and neonatal outcomes in our GDM cohort. This was 
possibly due to a continued hybrid follow-up, and the partial lockdown situation in Switzerland. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Patient information booklets (PIBs) can be useful in improving patients’ health literacy and well- 
being. This study’s main objective was to perform a comprehensive evaluation of commonly used 
PIBs on thyroid cancer (TC). 

 
Methods: 
10 well-known PIBs on TC were selected in 2016 for assessment based on specific criteria. Each 
PIB was evaluated by 6 independent reviewers regarding 4 aspects: (i) the information content, 
using a custom system score based on 7 themes; (ii) the quality of information about treatments 
using the DISCERN instrument; (iii) the understandability and actionability using the Patient 
Education Materials Assessment Tool (PEMAT); and (iv) the readability. Readability scores of 
English language PIBs were calculated using 4 algorithms: the Flesch Reading Ease Score 
(FRES), the Flesch Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL), the Gunning Frequency of Gobbledygook 
(GFOG) and the Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (SMOG); readability scores of French language 
PIBs were calculated using Scolarius. PIBs were ranked according to their respective scores and 
correlations were performed between the aforementioned parameters.Versions of PIBs available in 
2022 were evaluated qualitatively to identify any relevant changes. 

 
Results: 
None of the PIBs excelled in all areas. Overall content scores across the 7 main items ranged from 
19 to 72%. Lowest scores were obtained for psychosocial concerns, coordination of care and 
complementary medicine. Mean DISCERN scores ranged from 56 to 83%. Mean PEMAT 
understandability scores ranged from 58 to 82%, with 6/10 PIBs deemed sufficiently 
understandable (scores >70%). Mean PEMAT actionability scores ranged from 26% to 82%. There 
were positive correlations between the overall content score and the DISCERN score, as well as 
between readability and understandability scores. Half of the PIBs were updated between 2016 
and 2022; in most cases, the content was revised to reflect updated staging and treatment 
standards. In contrast, there were few or no improvements regarding psychosocial concerns, 
coordination of care and complementary medicine. 

 
Conclusion: 
PIBs on TC cancer are variable in terms of content, quality of content about treatments, 
understandability, actionability and readability, and there is no “ideal” TC PIB. There are substantial 
gaps between patient information needs and the content of current TC PIBs, especially regarding 
psychosocial concerns, coordination of care and complementary medicine. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Weight retention and symptoms of depression increase the risk of diabetes and cardiovascular 
diseases in the postpartum, particularly in women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). 
Existing lifestyle interventions have shown no or very limited long-term efficacy. We developed and 
tested the effect of a complex interdisciplinary lifestyle and psychosocial continuous pre- and 
postpartum intervention up to 1-year postpartum on metabolic and mental health outcomes in 
women with GDM. 

 
Methods: 
The MySweetheart trial (NCT02890693), a monocentric single blinded randomized controlled trial 
performed at the Lausanne University Hospital, included women with GDM at 24-32 week 
gestational age (baseline). Of the 211 women included, 105 were randomly assigned (1:1) to the 
intervention and 106 to usual care using block randomization and opaque sealed envelopes. In 
addition to usual-care, the intervention consisted of five individual sessions during pregnancy and 
four interdisciplinary sessions in the postpartum, a peer support group workshop both in pregnancy 
and postpartum, and a bimonthly lifestyle coach support mostly through telemedicine. It focused on 
tailored behavioral and psychosocial strategies to improve diet, physical activity, mental health and 
social support, and to improve adherence to gestational weight gain and retention. The primary 
outcomes were decrease in weight and attenuation in maternal symptoms of depression scores 
between the baseline and 1-year postpartum. 

 
Results: 
Eighty-four women in the intervention and 95 women in the usual care groups completed the study. 
There were no between-group differences in the decrease in weight (β=-0.04 [95% CI:-0.02, 0.10]) 
or in the attenuation of depression scores (β=-0.09 [95% CI:-0.02-0.05]). The intervention led to a 
higher increase in fat-free mass at 1-year postpartum after adjusting for covariates (β=0.02 [95% 
CI:-0.05,-0.02]). Compared to usual care, the intervention decreased gestational weight gain 
(GWG) since baseline (1.89±2.9 vs 3.07±3.3kg; β=0.86 [95% CI: 0.76-0.97]), and the rate of 
weekly weight gain throughout pregnancy (0.17±0.32 vs 0.31±0.35kg; β=0.23 [95% CI: 0.07-0.74]). 
It also led to a higher proportion of women without weight retention at 1-year postpartum (34.1% vs 
20.8%, p=0.034). Outcomes of body composition, glycemic parameters, physical fitness and 
anxiety did not differ. There were no adverse events. 

 
Conclusion: 
Even though this complex interdisciplinary lifestyle and psychosocial intervention did not lead to 
differences in the decrease in weight and attenuation of depression symptoms at 1-year 
postpartum, it decreased GWG during pregnancy compared to usual care. The intervention also 
increased the proportion of women without weight retention at 1-year postpartum. 
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Background/Introduction:  
Cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase (POR) deficiency results in defective steroid production. Mutations in 
POR can cause ambiguous genitalia in both genders, and adrenal insufficiency with/without bone 
malformations. A novel G88S mutation in POR was identified in several 46, XY Argentinian patients 
with ambiguous genitalia. All patients had elevated basal ACTH, 17-OH prog & prog, and normal 
cortisol with no response to ACTH, and low androstenedione and testosterone. We aimed to perform 
molecular genetics and functional analysis of this novel G88S variant of POR to understand the 
molecular basis of DSD in these 46, XY patients. 
 
Methods:  
We analyzed the ability of POR wild-type (WT) and G88S to reduce resazurin, MTT, cytochrome c, and 
activity towards the drug and steroid metabolizing cytochrome P450. POR WT and Gly88Ser were 
expressed and produced as recombinant proteins in bacteria and combined with P450 proteins and 
other substrates for enzyme assays using UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy, analysis of steroids, 
and protein stability studies. 
 
Results:  
Severe loss of both steroid and drug metabolizing enzymes was observed due to G88S mutation in 
POR. Activities of CYP17A1 as well as CYP21A2 were severely impaired. The Gly88 residue is located 
in the a flavin cofactor binding region in POR, and loss of flavin was computationally predicted and 
confirmed by lower flavin content in POR-G88S. Therefore, an adverse effect on multiple P450 enzyme 
activities due to G88S mutation in POR was predicted and then confirmed by experiments.  
 
Conclusion:  
The severe impact on the 17,20 lyase activity of CYP17A1 by POR-G88S explains the patient 
phenotypes and confirms the diagnosis of POR deficiency. The existence of the same variant, not 
previously described, in 4 unrelated Argentine families raises the possibility of the existence of a 
founder effect and a diagnostic marker for newborn screening. 
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Background/Introduction:  
Hyponatremia is the most common electrolyte disorder and the syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis 
(SIAD) is one of its main causes. However, treatment options for chronic SIAD-induced hyponatremia 
are inadequate. This is problematic because hyponatremia has been associated with neurocognitive 
deficits, although there is little data on its reversibility. 
We previously showed that the sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 (SGLT2) inhibitor empagliflozin is a 
promising short-term treatment option for hospitalized patients with SIAD-induced hyponatremia, 
promoting osmotic diuresis via urinary glucose excretion. However, there are no data on long-term 
treatment in outpatients nor its effect on neurocognitive function. 
 
Methods:  
In this double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover trial we compared 4-week treatment 
with empagliflozin 25mg/day to placebo in outpatients with chronic SIAD-induced hyponatremia 
(serum sodium <135mmol/L). At baseline and after both treatment cycles, patients underwent 
neurocognitive testing (Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) test). There was a 2-week wash-out 
period between the two treatment cycles, and a follow-up visit was scheduled 30 days after completion 
of the treatment phase. 
The primary endpoint was the difference in serum sodium levels (mmol/L) after 4 weeks of treatment 
with empagliflozin or placebo, calculated using a linear mixed-effects model. 
 
Results: 
14 patients, 50% female, with a median (IQR) age of 72 years (65-77) completed the trial.  
Median (IQR) serum sodium level at baseline was 131mmol/L (130-132). Under treatment with 
empagliflozin, median (IQR) serum sodium level increased to 134mmol/L (132-136), while no notable 
change was seen under placebo (130mmol/L (128-132)). This resulted in a 4.1 mmol/L (95% CI 1.7-
6.5) higher serum sodium level after 4 weeks of empagliflozin treatment compared to placebo 
(p=0.004). This effect was independent of severity of SIAD. 
In addition, treatment with empagliflozin led to improved neurocognitive function, as shown by an 
increase of 1.2 points (SE 0.5) in the MoCA test (p=0.042).  
Treatment with empagliflozin was well tolerated, no serious adverse events occurred during the 
observation period. 
 
Conclusion:  
This trial shows that the SGLT-2 inhibitor empagliflozin is a promising new treatment option for 
outpatients with chronic SIAD-induced hyponatremia. Furthermore, hyponatremia treatment led to an 
improvement of neurocognitive function. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Inherited metabolic diseases (IMD) can lead to cardiac dysfunction and have been reported in the 
pediatric population as a potential source of major complications. Data on cardiac manifestations in 
adults are scarce, and little is known about their clinical and radiological characteristics. The aim of 
this study was to report the cardiac manifestations associated with IMD in a cohort of patients 
followed in a reference center for rare diseases (Lausanne University Hospital, CHUV), from 2017 
to 2020. 

 
Methods: 
Adult patients with a biochemical and/or genetic diagnosis of IMD followed at the Adult Metabolic 
Clinic and who underwent cardiac investigations were included in the study. Electronic patient 
records were reviewed for clinical features, echocardiograms, electrocardiograms, cardiac 
magnetic resonance and treatment. Patients were divided into three subgroups: complex 
molecules, small molecules and energy defect disorders. 

 
Results: 
Of the 126 patients seen in our clinic, 48 patients underwent cardiac testing as part of follow-up 
investigations (mean age 39 ±14,8 years). Cardiac abnormalities were reported in 25 patients 
(52%, 15 men). Seven (28%) were symptomatic including dyspnea, peripheral edema, palpitations, 
and chest pain. Eleven patients (44%) received a specific cardiac therapy. All except one patient 
remained stable under treatment. Fourteen patients (56%) had cardiomyopathy, 7 patients (28%) 
valvular heart disease and 6 patients (24%) arrhythmia. Valvular heart disease and 
cardiomyopathy were the main abnormalities in complex molecules and small molecules disorders 
(80% and 77.8%, respectively). Energy defect disorders presented with mixed involvement 
including cardiomyopathy (54,5%) and arrhythmia (54,5%). 

 
Conclusion: 
In this retrospective cohort study, the pattern and severity of cardiac involvement in adult IMD 
varied between disorders and included mainly structural heart defects and arrhythmia. The close 
collaboration between the metabolic physicians and the cardiologists was an asset for the timely 
implementation of follow-up investigations and appropriate treatment, which certainly contributed to 
the stability of the patients. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Excessive insulin exposure in response to fast-acting carbohydrates is a key pathophysiological 
feature of post-Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) hypoglycemia. Despite the growing awareness 
of this metabolic complication, there are currently no standards for nutritional hypoglycemia 
correction strategies in patients with post-bariatric hypoglycemia (PBH). Due to the distinct etiology 
of hypoglycemia, the typical diabetes-targeted recommendation of ingesting 15g of simple 
carbohydrates, preferably glucose, may not be appropriate or even counter-productive for the 
treatment of PBH. Thus, the objective of this work was to evaluate different nutritional strategies for 
sustainable hypoglycemia correction in PBH patients. 

 
Methods: 
In a randomized three-arm crossover trial, we recruited adults with confirmed PBH ≥1 year post- 
RYGB. Participants ingested a solid mixed meal (584kcal, 85g carbohydrates, 21g fat, and 12g 
protein) to induce postprandial hypoglycemia on three different days (separated by ≥48h). When 
glucose dropped <3.0mmol/L, we performed the following corrections (random order): dextrose 
15g tablets (G15), dextrose 5g tablets (G5) and a protein 10g bar (P). Repeated blood sampling 
was performed to quantify plasma glucose and insulin for up to 180 min after meal intake. 
Thereafter, participants’ glucose levels were followed using blinded continuous glucose monitors 
that were aligned to plasma glucose values during the experiment. The primary outcome was 
%time spent in glucose target range (3.9-10.0mmol/L) during 40 min after hypoglycemia correction. 
Data were analyzed using the Friedman test with Dunn’s post-hoc testing and are presented as 
mean±SD. 

 
Results: 
We included eight patients with PBH (age 47±13 years, 75% female, BMI 26.0±4.2kg/m2, 7.0±1.4 
years since RYGB). Post-correction peak glucose was significantly higher after G15 
(5.5±1.3mmol/L) than after G5 (3.7±0.9mmol/L, p=.04) and P (3.3±0.7mmol/L, p=.001). In line with 
these glycemic responses, insulin exposure was significantly higher after G15 (65.9±24.0mU/L) vs 
G5 (25.3±18.6mU/L, p=.008) and P (22.9±11.0mU/L, p=.008). In terms of %time in target, G15 was 
equally effective as G5 (29±20% vs 19±30, p=NS) but superior to P (8±18%, p=0.02). However, 
correction with G15 resulted in rebound hypoglycemia (<3.0mmol/L) in three cases (38%), while no 
rebound hypoglycemia occurred after correction with G5 and P. P was rated as the preferred 
hypoglycemia treatment by seven patients (88%) with the remaining patient (13%) opting for G5. 

 
Conclusion: 
Hypoglycemia correction with 15g of glucose according to diabetes guidelines should not be 
recommended to PBH patients. Instead, 5g of glucose turned out be optimal for sustained 
hypoglycemia correction. Although preferred by patients, protein bars as a hypoglycemia treatment 
method appear to require added, low amounts (e.g. 5g) of rapidly available carbohydrates. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The COVID-19 pandemic has been associated with worsened metabolic and mental health in the 
general and perinatal population. The postpartum is a critical moment regarding these outcomes 
particularly in women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). We investigated for the first time 
the cardio-metabolic and mental health outcomes before and during the pandemic in this 
population. 

 
Methods: 
This cohort study followed-up 418 women with GDM, recruited during two distinct periods. This 
included 180 women exposed to the pandemic (E+) who attended their 6-8 weeks postpartum visit 
at least 2 months after the beginning ot the pandemic, i.e. between May 2020-April 2021. It also 
included 238 women non-exposed to the pandemic (attended their postpartum visit a year before 
(Januar to December 2019)=non-exposed (E-)). Among the E+, a nested-subcohort of 120 women 
were exposed both during pregnancy and postpartum. During the pandemic, we adopted a hybrid 
follow-up of women that consisted of in-person consultations, regular contact via phone calls 
(35%), sent recorded exercise guide to patients to follow at home and linked them up to our 
website. We specifically emphasized on maintaining motivation and keeping a strong focus on 
healthy lifestyle behaviors. Obstetric, neonatal, cardio-metabolic and mental health outcomes were 
assessed during pregnancy and at 6-8 weeks postpartum 

 
Results: 
The pandemic was not associated with worsened weight, weight retention, glucose tolerance, 
metabolic syndrome, well-being or depression in the postpartum with the exception of a minimally 
increased HbA1c, diastolic blood pressure and lower emotional eating scores in E+ women (all 
p≤0.046). In the nested subcohort, E+ women had a slightly increased HbA1c at the first GDM visit 
and a higher need for glucose-lowering medication (both p≤0.014), but HbA1c at the end of 
pregnancy and other cardio-metabolic, mental health, obstetric and neonatal outcomes during 
pregnancy were similar 

 
Conclusion: 
In contrast to other settings, the pandemic did not lead to any clinically relevant worsening of 
cardio-metabolic, mental health, obstetrical and neonatal outcomes in our GDM cohort. This was 
possibly due to a continued hybrid follow-up, and the partial lockdown situation in Switzerland. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Patient information booklets (PIBs) can be useful in improving patients’ health literacy and well- 
being. This study’s main objective was to perform a comprehensive evaluation of commonly used 
PIBs on thyroid cancer (TC). 

 
Methods: 
10 well-known PIBs on TC were selected in 2016 for assessment based on specific criteria. Each 
PIB was evaluated by 6 independent reviewers regarding 4 aspects: (i) the information content, 
using a custom system score based on 7 themes; (ii) the quality of information about treatments 
using the DISCERN instrument; (iii) the understandability and actionability using the Patient 
Education Materials Assessment Tool (PEMAT); and (iv) the readability. Readability scores of 
English language PIBs were calculated using 4 algorithms: the Flesch Reading Ease Score 
(FRES), the Flesch Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL), the Gunning Frequency of Gobbledygook 
(GFOG) and the Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (SMOG); readability scores of French language 
PIBs were calculated using Scolarius. PIBs were ranked according to their respective scores and 
correlations were performed between the aforementioned parameters.Versions of PIBs available in 
2022 were evaluated qualitatively to identify any relevant changes. 

 
Results: 
None of the PIBs excelled in all areas. Overall content scores across the 7 main items ranged from 
19 to 72%. Lowest scores were obtained for psychosocial concerns, coordination of care and 
complementary medicine. Mean DISCERN scores ranged from 56 to 83%. Mean PEMAT 
understandability scores ranged from 58 to 82%, with 6/10 PIBs deemed sufficiently 
understandable (scores >70%). Mean PEMAT actionability scores ranged from 26% to 82%. There 
were positive correlations between the overall content score and the DISCERN score, as well as 
between readability and understandability scores. Half of the PIBs were updated between 2016 
and 2022; in most cases, the content was revised to reflect updated staging and treatment 
standards. In contrast, there were few or no improvements regarding psychosocial concerns, 
coordination of care and complementary medicine. 

 
Conclusion: 
PIBs on TC cancer are variable in terms of content, quality of content about treatments, 
understandability, actionability and readability, and there is no “ideal” TC PIB. There are substantial 
gaps between patient information needs and the content of current TC PIBs, especially regarding 
psychosocial concerns, coordination of care and complementary medicine. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Adequate dietary fiber intake is important for health and well-being. Ideally, dietary fiber 
requirements are covered with minimally or unprocessed foods rather than with ultra-processed 
foods (UPF). UPF usually have a high energy density, added consumption promoting substances, 
such as salt or sugar, and low satiating capacity. Recent studies have shown that UPF can 
promote obesity despite their high fiber content. We aimed to investigate the distribution of dietary 
fiber intake in the general population of Switzerland. Of particular interest was how the 
recommendations for dietary fiber intake are followed by subgroups of the population and the role 
of UPF regarding coverage of the dietary fiber requirements. 

 
Methods: 
Data were obtained from the cross-sectional Swiss National Nutrition Survey menuCH. Dietary 
intake was assessed with 24-hour dietary recalls and foods were classified according to their 
processing degree using the NOVA food classification system. Sociodemographic and lifestyle 
factors were obtained through a self-administered questionnaire. We summarized demographic, 
anthropometric, and dietary parameters for the whole population and subgroups according to 
absolute and relative fiber intake. We analyzed the association between fiber intake and quartiles 
of UPF consumption (in % food weight and % energy provided) by fitting multinomial logistic 
regression models. Data were weighted to achieve representation of the Swiss population by using 
the menuCH weighting strategy. 

 
Results: 
Data obtained from 2057 individuals were included in the analysis, of which 87% had a dietary fiber 
intake below 30 g/day. Median (interquartile range) absolute and relative fiber intake was 19 (15- 
25) g/day and 9 (7-12) g/1000 kcal/day, respectively. Participants with high UPF consumption had 
lower odds of being in the medium and high dietary fiber intake group (15-30 and ≥30 g/day, 10-14 
and ≥14 g/1000 kcal/day) compared to participants with low UPF intake (<15 g/day, <10 g/1000 
kcal/day). The odds of being in the medium or high dietary fiber intake groups decreased linearly 
across quartiles of UPF consumption (p for trend <.001). 

 
Conclusion: 
Dietary fiber intake is insufficient in all population groups in Switzerland. UPF consumption is 
inversely and dose-dependently associated with dietary fiber intake. To increase dietary fiber 
intake in the population, public health measures should be implemented aimed at discouraging 
UPF consumption and increasing dietary fiber intake via minimally or unprocessed foods. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Overweight/obesity appears to be a rising concern in patients with phenylketonuria (PKU). Excess 
weight is a common feature in children and adolescents with PKU; however, data on adults are 
rather controversial. This review aims to summarize available data on overweight/obesity in adult 
PKU individuals. 

 
Methods: 
We conducted a systematic literature search in English, from inception to October 2021, on 
PubMed and EMBASE in order to identify articles on overweight/obesity in adult PKU patients. 
Prevalence of overweight/obesity, body mass index (BMI) and gender differences were the 
outcomes of interest 

 
Results: 
Of 260 articles identified, 8 were included. The mean BMI of patients ranged from 26 ± 5.4 to 30.3 
± 1.8 kg/m2. When compared to matched controls, adult PKU patients have higher BMI and 
obesity prevalence than their counterparts. Nevertheless, results were inconsistent when 
compared PKU adults were compared to the general population. The median prevalence in the 
included studies is 17.94% but varies widely between 4.5% up to 72%. Obesity was more 2-3 
times more frequent in females. 

 
Conclusion: 
Excess weight is frequent in adult PKU patients, especially in females. The restricted low-protein 
diet and eventual underlying eating disorders may contribute to this problem. High intake of 
carbohydrates with high glycemic index may trigger insulin secretion and anabolism. Our study 
highlights the importance of early detection of at-risk patients and collaboration with obesity clinics 
for adapted nutritional counseling, promote health, and minimize cardiovascular risk. 
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Background/Introduction:  
Glucocorticoids are powerful anti-inflammatory drugs. However, metabolic side effects are common and 
limit their long-term use. Furthermore, the underlying mechanisms of adverse metabolic effects are not 
well known, and this lack of knowledge results in poor treatment. We have previously shown that the 
antidiabetic drug metformin prevents glucocorticoid-induced metabolic effects in older, sick patients. 
Here, we investigate metformin in a young and healthy population on high-dose glucocorticoids to 
establish the role of metformin and identify the mechanisms counteracting glucocorticoid-induced side 
effects.   
 
Methods:  
In a randomized, placebo-controlled, cross-over trial, we compared metformin to placebo during 
high-dose glucocorticoid treatment in 18 lean, healthy males. All participants received prednisone 
30mg/d for two 8-day periods separated by a 28-day washout period. During one period, participants 
additionally had metformin; during the other, they received a placebo. Metabolic assessments were 
performed before and after each study period, including a mixed meal tolerance test (MMTT) and heart 
rate variability analysis. In addition, subcutaneous adipose tissue samples were taken at the end of 
each study period. 
 
Results: 
18 male subjects (mean age 27 standard deviation [SD] ±5.2 years, BMI 22.9 ±1.8 kg/m2) completed 
the study. Glucose levels during the MMTT increased with placebo (glucose change in incremental area 
under the concentration-time curve [AUC] 1.18 ±1.12 mmol/l), but remained stable with metformin (0.02 
+±1.25 mmol/l, p=0.01). Insulin AUC increased with placebo (94 ±183 pmol/l), but not with metformin 
(-182 ±168 pmol/l, p<0.001). Accordingly, there was an increase in C-Peptide AUC with placebo (691 
±765 pmol/l), but not with metformin (-701 ±714 pmol/l, p<0.001).  
 
Conclusion:  
Metformin prevents the detrimental effects of glucocorticoids and preserves glucose homeostasis in a 
young and healthy population. Our findings confirm metformin's role in preventing and treating 
glucocorticoid-induced side effects. Next, we will use –omics techniques to identify underlying pathways 
and advance our understanding of the metabolic action of glucocorticoids. These findings may provide 
novel therapeutic strategies to improve the treatment of glucocorticoid-induced side effects.   
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Background/Introduction: 
Post-bariatric hypoglycaemia (PBH) is a metabolic disorder arising after bariatric surgery, 
particularly Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) is 
increasingly being used to observe glycaemic trends in this population. Cross-comparison with 
CGM profiles of healthy individuals and the investigation of the characteristics of hypoglycaemic 
episodes in the PBH population could help guiding clinical decision-making. In this work, we 
contrasted CGM glycaemic profiles of patients with PBH after RYGB and healthy controls and 
explored characteristics of hypoglycaemic episodes in PBH patients. 

 
Methods: 
Real-life Dexcom G6 CGM data of 39 PBH patients (45.3 ± 13.3 years, 90% female, BMI 27.7 ± 
5.4 kg/m2) and 32 healthy controls (34.5 ± 10.5 years, 78% female, BMI 23.6 ± 3.9 kg/m2) were 
analysed. CGM metrics such as peak and nadir sensor glucose (SG), standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation of SG, mean amplitude of SG excursion and percentage of time in different 
SG ranges were calculated in both groups. In the PBH group, hypoglycaemic episodes (defined as 
≥15 min with SG values <3.0 mmol/L) were further characterised in terms of timing and frequency 
of occurrence, duration, time-distance from preceding peak SG to hypoglycaemia onset, preceding 
peak and nadir SG, preceding mean positive and negative rate of SG change (ROC). Analyses 
were performed over 24h, during daytime (06:00-23:59) and nighttime (00:00-05:59). Differences 
between groups and time-periods were assessed using unpaired or paired two-tailed t-tests or 
Wilcoxon tests if data were not normally distributed. 

 
Results: 
Duration of CGM recordings was 10 [9.0-30.0] days for PBH patients and 9 [7.5-10.0] days for 
healthy controls. In all time-periods PBH patients demonstrated higher peak and lower nadir SG, 
higher glycaemic variability and more time spent with SG >10.0 mmol/L, <3.9 mmol/L and <3.0 
mmol/L compared to healthy controls (all p<0.001). A total of 542 hypoglycaemic episodes were 
identified in the PBH group (428 during daytime, 114 during nighttime) and 7 in the control group (3 
during daytime, 4 during nighttime). PBH patients experienced a median of 2 hypoglycaemic 
episodes per week. Over 24h hypoglycaemia duration was 25 [15-35] min and the time between 
the preceding peak SG and hypoglycaemia onset was 45 [30-65] min. Preceding peak SG and 
mean positive and negative ROC of the PBH episodes were significantly higher during daytime vs 
nighttime (all p<0.001), but nadir SG did not differ between daytime and nighttime (2.6 [2.4-2.7] 
mmol/L vs 2.6 [2.4-2.8] mmol/L, p=0.18). 

 
Conclusion: 
In this work, we report distinct CGM glycaemic profiles in PBH patients vs healthy controls. We 
found that PBH episodes also manifest during nighttime, but the preceding lower peak SG and 
slower glucose dynamics suggest insulin-independent underlying mechanisms in nocturnal 
hypoglycaemia in this population. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Post-bariatric hypoglycaemia (PBH) is a metabolic disorder arising months to years after bariatric 
surgery, particularly Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). Although the pathophysiology is 
incompletely understood, a pivotal role has been attributed to the insulinotropic effect of glucagon- 
like peptide (GLP-1). The anorexigenic peptide YY (PYY) is co-secreted with GLP-1 and has been 
inconsistently linked with PBH. Here, we explored the role of pancreatic polypeptide (PP) as an 
additional biomarker to discriminate patients with PBH. 

 
Methods: 
Ten post-RYGB PBH patients (age: 37.2 ± 15.3 years, 8 female, BMI: 27.2 ± 4.7 kg/m2, PBH 
previously diagnosed based on symptomatic postprandial sensor/plasma glucose <3.0mmol/L) and 
5 non-PBH RYGB controls (age: 55.2 ± 8.8, 4 female, BMI: 29.3 ± 4.3 kg/m2) underwent an oral 
glucose tolerance test (75 g of glucose in 200 mL water) with repeated blood sampling over 2 
hours. Peptides of interest included the active GLP-1 (7-36 and 7-37 fragment), PYY (1-36 and 3- 
36 fragment) as well as the PP (1-36 and 3-36 fragment). Hormone levels were quantified using 
immunoassays (GLP-1 7-36 and 7-37) or liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (PP- 
fold peptides). For each peptide, fasting levels and total hormone exposure (area under the curve 
over 2 hours) were compared between the groups using unpaired two-tailed t-tests. Results are 
presented as mean ± standard deviation. 

 
Results: 
As expected, nadir plasma glucose levels were significantly lower in post-RYGB PBH patients vs 
non-PBH RYGB controls (2.7 ± 0.8 mmol/L vs 4.2 ± 0.6 mmol/L, p=0.003). Whilst fasting levels 
were comparable, the postprandial GLP-1 response was significantly higher in post-RYGB PBH 
patients compared to non-PBH RYGB controls (mean postprandial levels: 63.6 ± 23.4 pmol/L vs 
31.8 ± 13.1 pmol/L, p=0.005). In terms of PYY, neither fasting values nor postprandial responses 
significantly differed between the groups. Conversely, PP was discriminatory with a trend towards 
significantly lower fasting levels (3.7 ± 2.0 pmol/L vs 15.0 ± 12.4 pmol/L, p=0.111) and significantly 
lower postprandial exposure in post-RYGB PBH vs. non-PBH RYGB controls (mean postprandial 
levels: 5.4 ± 4.6 pmol/L vs 14.0 ± 7.5 pmol/L, p=0.024). 

 
Conclusion: 
Higher postprandial GLP-1 and lower PP profiles discriminated post-RYGB PBH patients from non- 
PBH RYGB controls. Further research is warranted to determine whether PP is a biomarker that is 
rooted in the pathogenesis of PBH and/or suitable for screening and clinical decision-making. 
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Background: 
Immunoassays are in most cases highly sensitive and specific but can be vulnerable to 
interference by endogenous or exogenous substances, with a prevalence ranging from 0.05 to 6 
%. Heterophilic antibodies are endogenous antibodies that can bind to several components used in 
immunoassays and can cause significant interference, leading to falsely high or low results. 
Competitive immunoassays function by the analyte in the sample of unknown concentration 
competing with added labeled analyte of known concentration for the limited binding capacity of the 
assay antibodies (Figure 1). These assays work best for analysis of small peptides, such as 
estradiol and thyroid hormones. Falsely elevated estradiol measurements due to analytical 
interference appear to occur rarely. 
 
Case presentation:  

A 40-year-old man was evaluated for unilateral protuberance of the mamilla with subsequent 
documentation of elevated serum estradiol levels (975 pmol/l; reference range 0 - 192 pmol/l). 
All other laboratory parameters pertinent to putative gynecomastia, including gonadotropins, 
total testosterone, TSH and liver function tests, were within the normal ranges (Table 1). 
Ultrasound revealed no signs of gynecomastia and during the follow-up, swelling of the mamilla 
showed a regression. In contrast, an elevated serum estradiol was measured persistently and 
repeatedly. The medical history of the patient, a physical examination and further broad 
laboratory investigations, as well as imaging studies of abdomen and testes, yielded no signs of 
autonomous production of estradiol. An exogenous source was convincingly denied by the 
patient. Subsequently the patient was referred for endocrinological evaluation. The inconsistency 
between the elevated serum estradiol values and the normal gonadotropins, as well as the 
inconspicuous clinical presentation and medical history raised the possibility of assay 
interference. A simultaneously elevated fT3 (12.7 pmol/l; reference range 3.1 - 6.8 pmol/l) 
accompanied by normal TSH and fT4 served as a further clue. After pretreatment of the patient 
serum with a heterophilic blocking tube, an estradiol level within reference range was measured 
(Table 2), indicating false-high interference by heterophilic antibodies. This was also supported 
by a normal estradiol result, measured by immunoassay on a different platform in native serum.  
 
Conclusion: 
If there are discrepancies between laboratory findings and the clinical picture, the possibility of 
immunoassay interference should always be considered to avoid unnecessary investigations 
and treatments. If heterophilic antibodies are suspected, pretreatment with heterophilic blocking 
tubes may be used to discount suspicious results and to indicate the direction of the interference 
(false high or false low). If available, an alternative method utilising a different measuring 
principle, such as mass spectrometry, may be used for quantification. Also measuring the 
analyte on a different immunoassay platform may be helpful, as interference is usually assay 
specific. Here we present a heterophilic interference on the Roche platform, whereas the results 
of the Siemens assay were not affected.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Physical activity (PA) is recommended in all type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients to improve 
their glycemic control. Whereas PA levels are associated with T2DM control has never been 
assessed in Switzerland. 

 
Methods: 
Three cross-sectional analyses of a prospective cohort conducted in Lausanne, Switzerland. PA 
levels (sedentary, light, moderate and vigorous) were either self-reported via questionnaire (first 
and second wave) or objectively assessed using accelerometry (second and third wave). T2DM 
control was defined by a FPG <7.0 mmol/L. 

 
Results: 
Data from 195, 199 and 151 participants with T2DM were analysed in the first (2009-2012), second 
(2014-2017) and third (2018-2021) waves. Approximately half of the participants were not 
controlled. No differences were found regarding self-reported PA in the first (sedentary: 525±175 
vs. 545±172 min/day and moderate: 187±130 vs. 189±126 min/day for uncontrolled and controlled 
participants, respectively, p=0.914) and the second (sedentary: 525±201 vs 555±147min/day and 
moderate: 191±139 vs 174±102 min/day for uncontrolled and controlled participants, respectively, 
p=0.504) waves. Uncontrolled participants had higher levels of objectively assessed PA in the 
second wave (moderate: 125±84 vs. 101±66 min/day, p=0.028), but not in the third (moderate: 
118±82 vs. 125±86 min/day, p=0.609). The differences in the second wave disappeared after 
adjusting for age and smoking. 

 
Conclusion: 
In this population-based study, PA levels were not associated with a better control of T2DM. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Coronavirus disease 2019 does not only affect the respiratory system; a number of extra 
pulmonary manifestations have been described. SARS-CoV-2 attaches to the angiotensin- 
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)-receptor then undergoes a transition to enter the host. These 
receptors are expressed in many different tissues including endocrine glands. Autopsy studies on 
both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals seem to give evidence of reduced numbers 
of hormone producing cells in the anterior pituitary. SARS-CoV-2 expresses amino acid sequences 
that resemble host adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). In a mechanistic model antibodies 
produced against the virus also bind to host ACTH thus interfering with its action. Other reports 
suggest that SARS-CoV-2 causes reversible hypophysitis leading to secondary adrenal 
insufficiency, and lastly COVID-19 does not only affect the corticotrope system via the pituitary 
gland; it can also act directly on the adrenal gland itself. 

 
Methods: 
Case report 

 
Results: 
We introduce a 63 year old woman who presented with hypoosmolar hyponatremia following a mild 
Covid-19 Infection. Prior to SARS-CoV-2 in March 2020 the patient was in good general condition. 
She suffered from mild upper respiratory symptoms for about a week. Afterwards the patient 
described fatigue, effort intolerance and dizziness especially when getting up or moving the head. 
Laboratory analysis which led to hospital referral showed hyponatremia of unknown origin. Work 
up revealed severe secondary adrenal insufficiency with a minimal morning cortisol value of 43 
nmol/l and inadequately low ACTH. An MRI Scan of her pituitary gland did not show any 
abnormalities. After starting replacement therapy with hydrocortisone 15 mg per day (+/- stress 
dose) hyponatremia disappeared, all other symptoms were greatly improved. 

 
Conclusion: 
Among many other manifestions, SARS CoV-2 can cause pituitary disease. Several biological 
mechanisms leading to clinical condition are proposed. In our case we found isolated secondary 
hypocortiolism. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Overweight/obesity appears to be a rising concern in patients with phenylketonuria (PKU). Excess 
weight is a common feature in children and adolescents with PKU; however, data on adults are 
rather controversial. This review aims to summarize available data on overweight/obesity in adult 
PKU individuals. 

 
Methods: 
We conducted a systematic literature search in English, from inception to October 2021, on 
PubMed and EMBASE in order to identify articles on overweight/obesity in adult PKU patients. 
Prevalence of overweight/obesity, body mass index (BMI) and gender differences were the 
outcomes of interest 

 
Results: 
Of 260 articles identified, 8 were included. The mean BMI of patients ranged from 26 ± 5.4 to 30.3 
± 1.8 kg/m2. When compared to matched controls, adult PKU patients have higher BMI and 
obesity prevalence than their counterparts. Nevertheless, results were inconsistent when 
compared PKU adults were compared to the general population. The median prevalence in the 
included studies is 17.94% but varies widely between 4.5% up to 72%. Obesity was more 2-3 
times more frequent in females. 

 
Conclusion: 
Excess weight is frequent in adult PKU patients, especially in females. The restricted low-protein 
diet and eventual underlying eating disorders may contribute to this problem. High intake of 
carbohydrates with high glycemic index may trigger insulin secretion and anabolism. Our study 
highlights the importance of early detection of at-risk patients and collaboration with obesity clinics 
for adapted nutritional counseling, promote health, and minimize cardiovascular risk. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Post-bariatric hypoglycaemia (PBH) is a metabolic disorder arising after bariatric surgery, 
particularly Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) is 
increasingly being used to observe glycaemic trends in this population. Cross-comparison with 
CGM profiles of healthy individuals and the investigation of the characteristics of hypoglycaemic 
episodes in the PBH population could help guiding clinical decision-making. In this work, we 
contrasted CGM glycaemic profiles of patients with PBH after RYGB and healthy controls and 
explored characteristics of hypoglycaemic episodes in PBH patients. 

 
Methods: 
Real-life Dexcom G6 CGM data of 39 PBH patients (45.3 ± 13.3 years, 90% female, BMI 27.7 ± 
5.4 kg/m2) and 32 healthy controls (34.5 ± 10.5 years, 78% female, BMI 23.6 ± 3.9 kg/m2) were 
analysed. CGM metrics such as peak and nadir sensor glucose (SG), standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation of SG, mean amplitude of SG excursion and percentage of time in different 
SG ranges were calculated in both groups. In the PBH group, hypoglycaemic episodes (defined as 
≥15 min with SG values <3.0 mmol/L) were further characterised in terms of timing and frequency 
of occurrence, duration, time-distance from preceding peak SG to hypoglycaemia onset, preceding 
peak and nadir SG, preceding mean positive and negative rate of SG change (ROC). Analyses 
were performed over 24h, during daytime (06:00-23:59) and nighttime (00:00-05:59). Differences 
between groups and time-periods were assessed using unpaired or paired two-tailed t-tests or 
Wilcoxon tests if data were not normally distributed. 

 
Results: 
Duration of CGM recordings was 10 [9.0-30.0] days for PBH patients and 9 [7.5-10.0] days for 
healthy controls. In all time-periods PBH patients demonstrated higher peak and lower nadir SG, 
higher glycaemic variability and more time spent with SG >10.0 mmol/L, <3.9 mmol/L and <3.0 
mmol/L compared to healthy controls (all p<0.001). A total of 542 hypoglycaemic episodes were 
identified in the PBH group (428 during daytime, 114 during nighttime) and 7 in the control group (3 
during daytime, 4 during nighttime). PBH patients experienced a median of 2 hypoglycaemic 
episodes per week. Over 24h hypoglycaemia duration was 25 [15-35] min and the time between 
the preceding peak SG and hypoglycaemia onset was 45 [30-65] min. Preceding peak SG and 
mean positive and negative ROC of the PBH episodes were significantly higher during daytime vs 
nighttime (all p<0.001), but nadir SG did not differ between daytime and nighttime (2.6 [2.4-2.7] 
mmol/L vs 2.6 [2.4-2.8] mmol/L, p=0.18). 

 
Conclusion: 
In this work, we report distinct CGM glycaemic profiles in PBH patients vs healthy controls. We 
found that PBH episodes also manifest during nighttime, but the preceding lower peak SG and 
slower glucose dynamics suggest insulin-independent underlying mechanisms in nocturnal 
hypoglycaemia in this population. 
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Background/Introduction: 
While worldwide socioeconomic and hunger-related malnutrition is a major health problem, in 
Switzerland, disease-related malnutrition (DRM) is the most common entity of malnutrition. 
However, sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors may also contribute to the development 
and the course of DRM. Identification of these characteristics could be of interest for DRM 
prevention and improvements in DRM management. Therefore, our aim was to study the 
association of different demographic and socially relevant variables with the presence of low 
energy and protein intake. 

 
Methods: 
This is a cross-sectional cohort study using the national nutritional survey “MenuCH”, which is the 
first representative, detailed assessment of dietary habits in the adult Swiss population conducted 
in 2014/15. We calculated the mean protein and caloric intake from two different 24h recall 
nutritional assessments. After defining “adequate protein intake” according to the current 
guidelines (protein: >0.8kg per kg bodyweight for individuals <65 years and >1.0 per kg 
bodyweight if >65 years, using ideal weight for BMI>25kg/m2), we calculated weighted multivariate 
logistic regression models to investigate the association of the different demographic and 
socioeconomic factors and unreached nutritional goals. 

 
Results: 
1919 participants were finally included in our analysis. The median age was 47 years (ranging from 
18-75 years) and 54% were female. Overall, 17% of the participants did not reach protein goals, 
mean protein intake was 1.22g/kg body weight. Low protein intake was significantly more frequent 
in higher age categories (30-39 years: 13.3% vs >65 years: 30.5%, OR [3.63, 95% CI 2.36-5.58]). 
Females tended to have a higher risk for low protein intake (OR 1.32, 95% CI 0.97-1.79), and 
individuals with a monthly income <6000 showed a significant higher prevalence of low protein 
intake compared to >9000 Swiss francs per month (22.2% vs 13.3% , OR of 1.78 [95% CI 1.06- 
3.00]). We found no significant association between low protein intake and nationality (“Swiss” vs 
“non-Swiss”), educational status, language region, and civil status. In the multivariate model, only 
results for high age group remained significant in the overall population, but in women also low 
income. 

 
Conclusion: 
The risk for low protein intake was mainly driven by age, particularly with people ≥ 65 years being 
at high risk. Male sex and high income might be possible protective factors. Based on our results, 
further research for DRM screening, management and prevention could focus specifically on these 
subpopulations. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In the course of the development of type 2 diabetes, metabolism-secretion coupling of the beta- 
cells might evolve from higher activity during obesity-associated insulin resistance to altered 
activity upon beta-cell failure and the establishment of diabetes. These events cannot be captured 
by conventional assays, even on pancreatic lysate samples where enzymatic activities are mostly 
contributed by the vast majority (about 99%) of non beta-cells. Here, we applied an innovative 
redox-sensitive nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) assay on cryopreserved sections of human pancreatic 
samples to detect the in situ activities of various dehydrogenases being representative of the 
pathways required for proper glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. This allowed to navigate within 
the pancreatic sections and to evaluate metabolic pathways specifically in beta-cells. 

 
Methods: 
Human pancreatic cryostat samples, provided by the Paul Langerhans Institut Dresden, were 
collected from adult subjects presenting with either euglycemia (ND, n=5), impaired glucose 
tolerance (IGT, n=5), or type 2 diabetes syndrome (TD2, n=5). On these thin cryosections, we 
performed redox-sensitive NBT assay to assess the in situ activity of dehydrogenases. We 
measured the activities of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) for glycolysis, 
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) for anaerobic glycolysis, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) for 
mitochondrial TCA cycle activity, and glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) for the amplifying pathway. 
Activities were normalized to non-islet tissue. On subsequential sections we used DTZ staining to 
reveal insulin-containing beta-cells. 

 
Results: 
Activities of GAPDH, LDH, SDH, and GDH could be detected in islet cells using the NBT assay. 
Interestingly, in ND subjects LDH activity was lower in beta-cells compared with non-islet cells, 
while the difference was not observed in T2D samples; possibly reflecting dedifferentiation of their 
beta-cells. GAPDH activity was kept constant in IGT and T2D patients, indicating that glycolytic flux 
remained preserved. The essential mitochondrial activity witnessed by SDH was slightly higher in 
IGT, while being reduced in beta-cells of T2D samples. LDH tended to increase in T2D, suggesting 
a way out of the beta-cells for the glycolytic product in these patients. 

 
Conclusion: 
The study shows that human pancreatic cryosections can be used to assess the profile of 
enzymatic activities being relevant for glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Preliminary results 
indicate that in the pre-diabetic state, characterized by impaired glucose tolerance, mitochondrial 
activity is higher; while this key pathway is reduced in patients with established diabetes. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Obesity and associated diseases lead to enormous morbidity, mortality and health care cost in 
modern society. Brown adipose tissue (BAT) can actively dissipate chemical energy as heat and 
increase energy expenditure (EE). Active human BAT expends energy and is associated with 
reduced obesity and improved insulin sensitivity. Inosine is a naturally occurring nucleoside which 
is released in an autocrine fashion by brown adipocytes and activates BAT via the adenosine A2A 
receptor. Recently, it was demonstrated that inosine activates EE in mice and leads to reduced 
body weight. We therefore investigated the impact of inosine on the resting EE in humans. 

 
Methods: 
Eight healthy male volunteers took part in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized cross- 
over proof of concept trial. Participants completed two visits separated by a washout-period of one 
week. At each visit they ingested 1 gram of inosine or placebo, respectively, dissolved in 250 ml 
water. EE was measured by indirect calorimetry before and after intake of the study medication. At 
four different timepoints (-30, 0, 60 and 120 minutes) a blood sample was drawn to measure serum 
levels of inosine and uric acid, its main metabolite. 

 
Results: 
Participants had mean age of 25.6 (±5.1) years and mean BMI of 23.0 (±1.9) kg/m2. 
After intake of inosine, serum uric acid levels increased from 281±37 µM at 0 min to 366±35 µM 
and 372±32 µM after 60 and 120 min, respectively. Uric acid levels before intake of placebo were 
275±35 µM and remained virtually unchanged (60 min: 273±33 µM, 120 min: 273±32 µM). Two- 
way ANOVA p<0.0001 for time, p=0.0017 for intake of inosine vs. placebo and p<0.0001 for 
interaction of time/inosine. 
Mean EE was 1615±257 kcal/d before intake of inosine and 1632±275 kcal/d before intake of 
placebo. EE after intake of the study drug or placebo was 1555±253 kcal/d and 1551±257 kcal/d, 
respectively. Two-way ANOVA p=0.92 for effect of inosine vs. placebo. 

 
 
Conclusion: 
Oral intake of 1 gram inosine increased serum uric acid levels rapidly but did not lead to an acute 
increase in resting EE after one hour. The effect of inosine in mice cannot be directly extrapolated 
to humans. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The stress kinase apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) has been linked to obesity- 
associated metabolic disorders. ASK1 is involved in the cellular stress response and confers the 
signal to downstream mediators, which in turn generate an appropriate response to deal with 
stress stimuli. Since the role of hepatic ASK1 remains controversial, we aimed to investigate the 
impact of liver-specific ASK1 overexpression on the development of high fat diet (HFD)-induced 
obesity and impaired glucose metabolism. 

 
Methods: 
6 week-old male liver-specific ASK1 overexpressing (ASK1+hep) and control (ASK1F/F) mice were 
fed a regular chow or HFD for 20 weeks. Intraperitoneal insulin tolerance test was performed to 
assess insulin sensitivity and indirect calorimetry was used to measure energy expenditure. After 
20 weeks of diet intervention, organs and systemic blood were sampled and analyzed using 
Western blotting, qPCR, histology or ELISA. In cultured hepatocytes, ASK1 was knocked down 
and overexpressed using siRNA and adenovirus, respectively, and lysates were analyzed using 
Western blotting and qPCR. 

 
Results: 
After 20 weeks of diet feeding, insulin sensitivity was similar between the genotypes in chow-fed 
mice, while HFD-fed ASK1+hep mice displayed significantly improved insulin sensitivity compared 
to control mice . Moreover, HFD-fed ASK1+hep mice gained significantly less body weight in 
comparison to littermate control mice. There was no difference in bodyweight in chow-fed mice. In 
line with decreased body weight gain, energy expenditure was elevated in HFD-fed ASK1+hep 
mice. Of note, hepatic fibroblast growth factor 21 (Fgf21) mRNA expression as well as circulating 
FGF21 levels were significantly increased in ASK1+hep mice. Moreover, FGF21 plasma levels 
negatively correlated with body weight. In vitro, preliminary data from gain and loss of function 
studies suggest that ASK1 regulates FGF21 production in hepatocytes. 

 
Conclusion: 
We suggest a yet undescribed ASK1-mediated FGF21 induction in the liver, which positively 
affects body weight and metabolism. Given the prominent role of FGF21 in whole-body metabolism 
and body weight control, the identification of ASK1 as a potential cell-intrinsic Fgf21 enhancer may 
contribute to the development of new drugs counteracting obesity and associated diseases. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Human sex development relies on differentiation of the gonads, in which sertoli and granulosa cells 
play a key role for men and women respectively. Many variations of sex development (VSD) are 
due to alteration of these two cell types. The study of the mechanisms underlying these conditions 
is crucial for optimal clinical management of VSDs, as for more than 50% of all VSD patients, the 
molecular cause of their condition remains unknown. The collection of primary cells is invasive and 
cumbersome for the patients and their in vitro culture extremely difficult due to short lifespan and 
the loss of the unique characteristics. Additionally, the available cell models do not reproduce the 
patient-specific mechanisms of the disease. An attractive alternative are patients-derived cells 
which would allow a “personalized“ clarification of the pathophysiology of disease. Eventually, the 
analysis of several patients would identify common pathways and shed more light on the origin of 
these disorders 

 
Methods: 
In this study the focus lies on the generation and characterization of the UPCs and iPSCs, as it is 
crucial to know the sources before differentiating into sertoli or granulosa cells. The reprograming 
from UPCs to iPSCs was performed with either nucleofection or magnetofection, two viral vector- 
free methods. The characterization was done qualitative with antibody staining and quantitative 
with qPCR. For the analysis the following markers were chosen: CD73, CD44, CD146, OCT4, 
NANOG, SSEA-1, SOX2, and TRA 1-81. 

 
Results: 
UPCs expressed CD44, CD73, CD146 and stem cell markers such as OCT4 and NANOG, but not 
SOX2 and TRA-1-81. The iPSCs expressed all stem cell markers examined here. 

 
Conclusion: 
UPCs-derived iPSCs may become an alternative source for generating human cell models ideally 
directly from the patients and could be of great importance for basic research in sex development 
and reproductive medicine. 
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Background/Introduction:  
The commensal protozoa, Tritrichomonads, are unicellular, tri- flagellated and highly motile 
organisms of 5 – 10 μm in size. Although routinely screened for in mouse colony health 
surveillance programs, their presence is considered as non-pathogenic. However, in 
recent years, several studies have indicated a role of Tritrichomonads in the exacerbation 
of gut inflammation in mice. Previous studies in our group concluded that the pro- 
inflammatory shift of gut immune cells is a characteristic feature of metabolic disease and 
is associated with impaired glycemic control. Thus, we hypothesize that chronic 
colonization with Tritrichomonas spp. in wild-type mice leads to a persistent inflammatory 
gut microenvironment impacting glucose metabolism and insulin secretion. 
 
Research Design and Method:  
C57BL/6N male mice colonized with Tritrichomonas spp. from weaning were compared to 
age and weight-matched uncolonized controls. Mice were subsequently fed a normal chow 
diet or a 58 kcal% coconut-based high fat diet (HFD) for 3 months. The metabolic 
phenotype was monitored by glucose and insulin tolerance tests on a monthly basis. 
Colonization was confirmed by visual inspection under a light microscope and qPCR of 
cecum content. Immune cells of innate and adaptive immunity from different tissues were 
characterised by flow cytometry. Cytokine secretion within the gut was assessed by ex 
vivo proximal colonic explant culture. Gut microbiota community was evaluated by 16S 
rRNA amplicon sequencing of isolated fecal DNA from caeca. 
 
Results:  
Chronic colonization of wild-type C57BL/6N mice with Tritrichomonas spp. resulted in 
impaired glycemia, insulin resistance and elevated insulin secretion under chow and HFD 
conditions. Colonization precipitated in the pro-inflammatory shift of intestinal 
macrophages, decreased CD103+ DCs and activation of CD4+ T-cells. Furthermore, 
increased infiltration of adipose tissue macrophages was observed in Tritrichomonas-
colonised mice on HFD. Analysis of explant culture supernatant show enhanced IL-1b 
secretion in colonized mice, indicating the role of the NLRP3 inflammasome in mediating 
the inflammatory response. Evaluation of the gut microbiota reveal distinct shifts in various 
microbial populations upon colonization. 
 
Conclusion:  
Despite being considered non-pathogenic, colonization of wild-type mice with 
Tritichomonas spp. modulates the immunological landscape of the gastrointestinal tract, a 
major confounding factor in immunological and metabolic studies. This shift towards a pro- 
inflammatory tone of the gut was associated with impaired glucose tolerance and insulin 
resistance in colonized mice. The observed metabolic impairment was more pronounced 
under HFD conditions, a widely-used method for obesity-induced hyperglycemia in type 2 
diabetes models. It is therefore crucial to routinely screen rodents for the presence of this 
protist prior to their utilization in experimental models of metabolism and gut immunity 
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Background/Introduction: 
The Gly146Ala variant in the SF-1/NR5A1 gene is a common finding among individuals with 
disorders/differences of sex development (DSD). Gly146Ala has been considered a polymorphism 
due to its high allele frequency in control population and the absence of negative effect shown in 
cell-based studies. However, its function as a disease modifier cannot be discarded yet as oligenic 
inheritance has been described in patients with SF1/NR5A1 gene variants. We have performed a 
thorough genetic screening in DSD individuals with the SF-1/NR5A1 Gly146Ala polymorphism to 
detect disease-causing variants and elucidate the role of the polymorphism in the phenotype of 
these patients. 

 
Methods: 
We identified 11 DSD paediatric patients with the Gly146Ala polymorphism in the SF-1/NR5A1 
gene who are part of a large study performed at the Biocruces Bizkaia Health Research Institute. 
Clinical data were provided by the responsible clinicians. Patients were screened via whole-exome 
sequencing (WES) and we designed a specific data filtering algorithm to detect variants of interest 
in DSD-related genes. The study is ongoing. As a next step we will search for reported disease- 
causing variants in HGMD (Human Gene Mutation Database) and ClinVar databases and use 
several in silico tools to predict the impact of gene changes on the structure and function of the 
proteins. We will classify identified variants according to ACMG (American College of Medical 
Genetics and Genomics) guidelines for pathogenicity. 

 
Results: 
The phenotype of the individuals (7/11 46,XY, 4/11 46,XX) ranged from scrotal hypospadias and 
ambiguous genitalia in 46,XY DSD to typical male external genitalia and ovotestes in 46,XX DSD 
patients. Most of the patients were African (7/11), Spanish (3/11) and 1 had Chinese origin. All but 
4 patients were heterozygous for the Gly146Ala polymorphism. About 250 variants in each 
individual were filtered and DSD-related according to our algorithm. After using in silico tools, we 
expect to consider few potentially deleterious variants as responsible for the phenotype of these 
DSD patients. 

 
Conclusion: 
Some of the studied individuals had at least one other gene variant that explains the DSD 
phenotype. However, some patients presented disease-causing variants in SF-1/NR5A1- related 
genes. In the future, individuals who have the Gly146Ala polymorphism in the SF-1/NR5A1 gene 
may have to be re-evaluated with newer methods, e.g. WES/WGS. 
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Background/Introduction: 
A diabetic patient has an up to 25% lifetime risk of developing a foot ulcer condition with 85% of 
those amputated having had prior foot ulcers The direct costs of diabetes and its complications 
was estimated in 2009 for the canton Vaud to be CHF 250 million, of which approximately 50% is 
due to secondary complications. Diabetic foot syndromes (DFS) pose a high risk for amputations 
as due to the loss of protective sensation to injuries on their feet, patients are not aware of the 
emergency of getting timely and appropriate care. Consequently, QualiCCare formed a DFS 
working group (WG), comprising of experts from 12 medical and non-medical professions, lead by 
the SSED WGDF. Based on the IWGDF (International Working Group Diabetic Foot) Guidelines, 
the DFS WG developed a comprehensive practical guidance (PG) and four indication-specific 
guides (ISG), validated by all involved professional societies. To facilitate implementation, specific 
algorithms for decision-making were developed. 

 
Methods: 
In a participatory process, the PG and the ISGs were developed and validated by the DFS WG and 
their respective professional societies. To facilitate the implementation into practice, the primary 
care representatives of the DFS WG additionally prepared a triage decision algorithm for non- 
physician professionals, comprising of pharmacists, podiatrists, diabetes and woundcare nurses as 
well as a triage decision tree for primary care physicians. A checklist, elaborated together with the 
decision tree, complements the latter and is to accompany any referral note to the next care level. 
The development took several bilateral and multilateral meetings as well as written feedback and a 
final group discussion with consensus-finding. The validation is performed by the DFS WG and 
their respective professional societies. Finally, an implementation pilot in three regions comprising 
all three care levels is planned to test the practical feasibility and effectiveness of the 
recommendations. 

 
Results: 
We provide national, validated best practice recommendations for the triage and treatment of acute 
DFS, comprising of one generic practical guidance, four indication-specific guidances for 
specialists as well as two setting-specific decision algorithms and one complementing checklist for 
primary healthcare providers. The latter is proposed as a referral note to ensure the continuous 
care of DFS patients along the patient pathway from primary to tertiary on-site care. We propose 
the respective competences for each level as well as practical red flags for urgent referral. 

 
Conclusion: 
This multi-stakeholder initiative evolved from the motivation for action of one specialist society, 
namely the SSED WGDF, and QualiCCare to invite all concerned healthcare providers to identify 
best practice recommendations for the care of patients with DFS. Beside providing national best 
practice recommendations to treat DFS, this bottom-up development could be a model for other 
societies or initiatives aiming towards common quality standards for interprofessional coordinated 
patient care. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In the course of the development of type 2 diabetes, metabolism-secretion coupling of the beta- 
cells might evolve from higher activity during obesity-associated insulin resistance to altered 
activity upon beta-cell failure and the establishment of diabetes. These events cannot be captured 
by conventional assays, even on pancreatic lysate samples where enzymatic activities are mostly 
contributed by the vast majority (about 99%) of non beta-cells. Here, we applied an innovative 
redox-sensitive nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) assay on cryopreserved sections of human pancreatic 
samples to detect the in situ activities of various dehydrogenases being representative of the 
pathways required for proper glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. This allowed to navigate within 
the pancreatic sections and to evaluate metabolic pathways specifically in beta-cells. 

 
Methods: 
Human pancreatic cryostat samples, provided by the Paul Langerhans Institut Dresden, were 
collected from adult subjects presenting with either euglycemia (ND, n=5), impaired glucose 
tolerance (IGT, n=5), or type 2 diabetes syndrome (TD2, n=5). On these thin cryosections, we 
performed redox-sensitive NBT assay to assess the in situ activity of dehydrogenases. We 
measured the activities of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) for glycolysis, 
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) for anaerobic glycolysis, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) for 
mitochondrial TCA cycle activity, and glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) for the amplifying pathway. 
Activities were normalized to non-islet tissue. On subsequential sections we used DTZ staining to 
reveal insulin-containing beta-cells. 

 
Results: 
Activities of GAPDH, LDH, SDH, and GDH could be detected in islet cells using the NBT assay. 
Interestingly, in ND subjects LDH activity was lower in beta-cells compared with non-islet cells, 
while the difference was not observed in T2D samples; possibly reflecting dedifferentiation of their 
beta-cells. GAPDH activity was kept constant in IGT and T2D patients, indicating that glycolytic flux 
remained preserved. The essential mitochondrial activity witnessed by SDH was slightly higher in 
IGT, while being reduced in beta-cells of T2D samples. LDH tended to increase in T2D, suggesting 
a way out of the beta-cells for the glycolytic product in these patients. 

 
Conclusion: 
The study shows that human pancreatic cryosections can be used to assess the profile of 
enzymatic activities being relevant for glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Preliminary results 
indicate that in the pre-diabetic state, characterized by impaired glucose tolerance, mitochondrial 
activity is higher; while this key pathway is reduced in patients with established diabetes. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The stress kinase apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) has been linked to obesity- 
associated metabolic disorders. ASK1 is involved in the cellular stress response and confers the 
signal to downstream mediators, which in turn generate an appropriate response to deal with 
stress stimuli. Since the role of hepatic ASK1 remains controversial, we aimed to investigate the 
impact of liver-specific ASK1 overexpression on the development of high fat diet (HFD)-induced 
obesity and impaired glucose metabolism. 

 
Methods: 
6 week-old male liver-specific ASK1 overexpressing (ASK1+hep) and control (ASK1F/F) mice were 
fed a regular chow or HFD for 20 weeks. Intraperitoneal insulin tolerance test was performed to 
assess insulin sensitivity and indirect calorimetry was used to measure energy expenditure. After 
20 weeks of diet intervention, organs and systemic blood were sampled and analyzed using 
Western blotting, qPCR, histology or ELISA. In cultured hepatocytes, ASK1 was knocked down 
and overexpressed using siRNA and adenovirus, respectively, and lysates were analyzed using 
Western blotting and qPCR. 

 
Results: 
After 20 weeks of diet feeding, insulin sensitivity was similar between the genotypes in chow-fed 
mice, while HFD-fed ASK1+hep mice displayed significantly improved insulin sensitivity compared 
to control mice . Moreover, HFD-fed ASK1+hep mice gained significantly less body weight in 
comparison to littermate control mice. There was no difference in bodyweight in chow-fed mice. In 
line with decreased body weight gain, energy expenditure was elevated in HFD-fed ASK1+hep 
mice. Of note, hepatic fibroblast growth factor 21 (Fgf21) mRNA expression as well as circulating 
FGF21 levels were significantly increased in ASK1+hep mice. Moreover, FGF21 plasma levels 
negatively correlated with body weight. In vitro, preliminary data from gain and loss of function 
studies suggest that ASK1 regulates FGF21 production in hepatocytes. 

 
Conclusion: 
We suggest a yet undescribed ASK1-mediated FGF21 induction in the liver, which positively 
affects body weight and metabolism. Given the prominent role of FGF21 in whole-body metabolism 
and body weight control, the identification of ASK1 as a potential cell-intrinsic Fgf21 enhancer may 
contribute to the development of new drugs counteracting obesity and associated diseases. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Wearable biosensors and mobile applications can be used by individuals in free-living conditions to 
measure multiple physiological variables, including glucose levels, food consumption, physical and 
heart activity. In contrast to traditional lab measurements taken at a single time point, the time 
series data provided by wearables can reveal the dynamic changes of physiological variables in 
response to external perturbations and as a function of the time of day. The wearable signals have 
the potential to create a more dynamical systems view of health, but one of the major challenges of 
personalised medicine will be how to extract meaningful information from these complex time 
series data.      
 
Methods: 
For 25 participants from a healthy population we collected the following data over a two-week 
period: timestamps of food/drinks and text annotations collected with the smartphone application, 
continuous glucose monitoring using the FreeStyle Libre device and physical activity, heart rate 
(HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) using the CamNTech ActiHeart device. We used the variable 
RMSSD to quantify HRV, which is a proxy for parasympathetic nervous activity (the "rest and 
digest" branch of the autonomic nervous system). Our goal was to quantify for each individual the 
role of: 1) external perturbations such as meal consumption and physical activity; 2) circadian 
rhythms affecting the baseline of each variable; 3) random fluctuations. We built a simple dynamic 
model that incorporates these three components and inferred differences in individual circadian 
and dynamic parameters within a Bayesian inference framework. 
 
Results: 
Joint modelling of the smartphone meal data with the glucose time series revealed that slow 
glucose dynamics are associated with large postprandial glucose spikes, and we discovered that 
circadian rhythms in underlying glucose levels are present in only some individuals. We found that 
physical activity and circadian rhythms consistently explain between 40 and 65% of variance in 
HR, but the variance explained for HRV (a proxy for parasympathetic nervous activity) ranged 
between 20 and 80% and was hence more heterogeneous. Finally, adding activity, HR and HRV to 
the model of glucose levels and meals could explain up to 10% of glucose variability in some 
individuals, showing that the inclusion of additional physiological signals are helpful for a better 
understanding of glucose dynamics.  
 
Conclusion: 
Our results show the extreme diversity of physiological responses to external stimuli and circadian 
rhythms even within a healthy population. While our study assessed cross-sectional differences 
between individuals, future studies will be able to re-use the framework to describe subject-specific 
longitudinal changes over time or in response to an intervention. 
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Background:  
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a common complication of obesity and type 2 diabetes 
(T2D). NAFLD affects up to 90% of obese individuals and 60% of diabetic patients. NAFLD can 
progress to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) which can itself lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular 
carcinoma. Despite the high prevalence of the disease no pharmacologic treatments are presently 
approved. As GLP-1 receptor agonists (GLP-1 RAs) are now widely used in the treatment of T2D, our 
study aimed to assess their potential beneficial effects on NAFLD/NASH. 
 
Methods:  
Wild-type C57BL/6J male mice were fed a chow or a choline-deficient, L-amino acid-defined, high-fat 
diet (CDAHFD) to induce NAFLD/NASH. After 3 weeks on CDAHFD diet, mice were subcutaneously 
infused with either semaglutide (3.5 μg/d) or saline solution for 3 weeks using osmotic minipumps 
before post-mortem analysis. Liver tissues were studied using qPCR, RNA sequencing (RNAseq), 
histological stainings (oil red O/Sirius red) and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis. 
 
Results:  
CDAHFD consumption results in NAFLD/NASH onset in mice. Semaglutide-infused mice presented 
reduced body and liver weights compared to controls. Histological analysis revealed a significant 
decrease in hepatic steatosis and fibrosis in the semaglutide-infused mice. Semaglutide treatment was 
associated with a significant decrease in Alanine transaminase (ALT) and a significant increase in 
High-Density Lipoprotein (HDL) levels in blood compared to saline controls. A downexpression of 
genes involved in fibrogenesis (Tgfb1, Timp1, Col1a1), inflammatory status (Il1b, Il6, Il12, Tnfa) and 
recrutment of blood-derived macrophages (Ly6c, Ccr2) was also observed in the liver of semaglutide-
treated mice. Gene set enrichment analysis of hepatic transcriptomes confirm that the administration 
of semaglutide dampens the overexpression of pro-inflammatory, pro-fibrotic and oxidative stress 
markers associated with dietary NAFLD/NASH. In addition, analysis of liver cell composition by FACS 
revealed a decrease in Th1-type immune response in semaglutide-treated mice compared to controls. 
 
Conclusion:  
The long-acting GLP-1 RA semaglutide reduces liver steatosis, inflammation and fibrosis in a dietary 
mouse model of NAFLD/NASH. These results suggest additive beneficial actions of semaglutide 
regarding NAFLD/NASH progression, in addition to its well known glucose-lowering action. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Klotho (Kl), initially identified as an antiaging gene, plays a critical role in the regulation of renal and 
adrenal dependent fluid homeostasis. A previous study reported that haplodeficiency of Kl in mice 
resulted in increased aldosterone synthase (CYP11B2) expression, elevated plasma aldosterone 
and high blood pressure. This phenotype was presumed to result from diminished Kl expression in 
zona glomerulosa (zG) of the adrenal. 

 
Methods: 
To examine whether Kl expressed in zG is indeed a critical regulator of aldosterone synthesis, we 
generated a tamoxifen-inducible, zG-specific mouse model of KI deficiency by crossing Kl-flox 
mice with Cyp11b2-CreERT mice (zG-Kl). Tamoxifen-treated Cyp11b2-CreERT animals (zG-Cre) 
served as controls. Rosa26- mTmG reporter mice were used for Cre-dependent lineage-marking. 

 
Results: 
Two weeks after tamoxifen induction, the specificity of the zG-Cre line was verified using 
immunofluorescence analysis to show that GFP expression was restricted to the zG. RNAScope in 
situ hybridization revealed a 65% down-regulation of Kl mRNA expression in zG of zG-Kl mice at 
12-weeks of age compared to control mice. Despite this, zG-Kl mice exhibited no difference in 
adrenal Cyp11b2 expression or plasma aldosterone levels compared to control mice independent 
of sex at normal diet. 

 
Conclusion: 
These results suggest that zG-derived Kl per se does not significantly regulate aldosterone 
synthesis in young adult mice at normal diet. Further studies are required to investigate the role of 
adrenal Kl in aldosterone synthesis in aged mice. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The spike in insulin levels immediately following the beginning of a meal and prior to changes in blood 
glucose is known as the cephalic phase of insulin release, and is a neural-physiological reflex. 
Recently, IL-1β derived from microglia was shown to mediate cephalic phase insulin secretion by 
modulating neuronal transmission. While parasympathetic innervation of the pancreatic islets is well 
known, the mechanism behind neuronally-mediated insulin stimulation at low glucose, as seen in 
cephalic phase, remains to be further understood.  
 
Methods:  
We assessed the role of GLP-1 in cephalic phase insulin release in vivo by administering GLP-1 
agonist in cephalic phase experiments. Mice were either treated with exendin-4 or the DPP-4 inhibitor 
sitagliptin prior to cephalic stimulation, and insulin levels were evaluated. We studied the contribution of 
glucagon in cephalic phase insulin secretion using a transgenic mouse model in which alpha cells are 
selectively ablated after injecting diphtheria toxin (GluDTR mouse model). We isolated pancreatic islets 
of wild-type mice, as well as alpha-cell ablated mice, and assessed insulin and glucagon secretion at 
low glucose after stimulation of IL-1beta, a muscarinic agonist (carbachol) and both combined.  
 
Results:  
We found that enhancing GLP-1 agonist signaling significantly inhibited cephalic phase insulin secretion 
in vivo. We observed that mice which lack glucagon-producing alpha cells no longer exhibit a cephalic 
phase insulin secretion. In vitro, we found that at low glucose carbachol stimulated glucagon secretion, 
but not insulin secretion. Co-stimulating islets with the muscarinic agonist and IL-1beta stimulated 
insulin secretion at low glucose.  
 
Conclusion:  
These finding indicate that GLP-1 is an inhibitor of cephalic phase insulin secretion, yet how these 
widely-used GLP-1 agonists interfere with it cephalic phase remains to be elucidated. Ablating 
alpha-cells diminished cephalic phase insulin release indicating that glucagon is a facilitator of cephalic 
phase insulin secretion. How mechanistically glucagon enables insulin secretion at low glucose in vivo 
remains to be studied and may provide novel pathways in which glucagon modulates pancreatic 
beta-cells to parasympathetic cues.  
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Background/Introduction: 
The majority of patients with Variations of Sex Development (VSD) lack a genetic diagnosis. 
Patients that are born with atypical chromosomal, gonadal, or phenotypical sex, present a wide 
spectrum of phenotypes. Many different genetic causes of VSD have been reported, but for more 
than 50% of all VSD patients, the molecular cause of their condition remains unknown. Recently, 
next-generation sequencing (NGS) enhanced clinical diagnosis but the value of NGS relies on the 
ability to analyze the gigantic amount of data in a reasonable and time-efficient manner. By using 
RNA single-cell sequencing (scRNA-seq) data of the developing human gonads and deep learning 
algorithms, we designed and trained the network to understand the fundamental bases of human 
gonadal development in silico. We used the trained network to predict novel VSD genes based on 
patient variants discovered in WES. 

 
Methods: 
We designed a neural network using resNet architecture, as feature selection layers and exploit 
transfer learning to pre-train the network. As input for the network, we created 2D images out of the 
scRNA data per gene and retrained the machine to predict novel genes involved in sex 
development. To evaluate the performance of the trained model, we used 3-fold cross-validation 
and measured the overall area under the precision-recall curve. After training, we validated the 
accuracy of the prediction of known VSD genes. 

 
Results: 
Applying our trained model to the variants in VSD patients, we predicted genes containing variants 
from “highly” to “less likely” being involved in sex development and its disorders. By selecting the 
top 10 genes, we were able to identify several genes that are tightly involved in sex development 
and potentially new VSD candidate genes. 

 
Conclusion: 
Here we show that the combination of deep learning and next-generation sequencing significantly 
will improve the rate of etiologic diagnosis in VSD patients. Benefiting from novel computational 
models and patient sequencing data will advance our knowledge of human sex development and 
will give deeper insight into the underlying molecular mechanisms. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Browning of white adipose tissue (WAT) is characterized by increased expression of uncoupling 
protein 1 (UCP1), leading to energy dissipation via heat production. Accordingly, promoting WAT 
browning may be an attractive strategy to combat obesity and associated diseases. Herein, we 
hypothesised that obesity-induced increase in Fas (CD95) protein levels inhibits WAT browning via 
upregulation of the UCP-1 repressor p53, thereby contributing to further weight gain and 
associated dysregulation of glucose metabolism. 

 
Methods: 
6-week-old adipocyte-specific Fas knockout (FasΔadipo) and control (FasF/F) littermates were fed 
a regular chow or HFD (~60% kcal fat) for 20 weeks. Glucose metabolism was assessed by 
intraperitoneal glucose and insulin tolerance tests and energy expenditure was assessed in 
metabolic cages. After 20 weeks, liver and fat depots were analyzed using Western blotting, qPCR 
and histological staining. In vitro, p53 was knocked down in subcutaneous adipocytes using 
CRISPR-Cas9 and lysates were analyzed using Western blotting. Moreover, FAS expression was 
determined in human subcutaneous adipose tissue and correlated to p53 and UCP1. 

 
Results: 
HFD-fed FasΔadipo mice displayed improved glucose and insulin tolerance, reduced adipose 
tissue inflammation as well as decreased hepatic lipid content compared to control littermates. 
Importantly, energy expenditure as well as body temperature was increased and HFD-induced 
weight gain was significantly reduced in FasΔadipo mice. The latter was associated with increased 
expression of browning markers such as UCP1 in subcutaneous adipose tissue as well as highly 
reduced protein levels of p53 in isolated adipocytes. In cultured subcutaneous adipocytes, Fas 
ligand (FasL) stimulation decreased isoproterenol-induced UCP1 protein levels in control but not in 
p53-depleted cells, indicating that Fas activation reduces browning of white adipocytes in a p53- 
dependent manner. In agreement, FAS (CD95) expression correlated positively with p53 but 
negatively with UCP1 in human subcutaneous adipose tissue. 

 
Conclusion: 
Fas activation in adipocytes contributes to HFD-associated adiposity through inhibition of adipose 
tissue browning. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Prohormone-convertase 1/3 (PC1/3) is expressed in neuroendocrine tissues and processes and 
thereby activates various prohormones and proptpeptides, including proopiomelanocortin (POMC) 
to ACTH. PC1/3 null mice have enlarged spleens, hyperactive circulating immune cells and are 
hypersensitive to lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced sepsis. Further, PC1/3 is also expressed in 
immune cells, raising the possibility that PC1/3 activates an anti-inflammatory propeptide in immue 
cells. 

 
Methods: 
We generated whole-body and tissue-specific PC1/3 knockout mice (immune compartment, 
POMC-expressing tissues) and used pharmacological approaches to identifiy the mechanisms of 
hyperactive immue cells. 

 
Results: 
Rather surprisingly, and in strong contrast to whole-body PC1/3 knockout mice, myeloid- and 
hematopoietic-specific PC1/3 knockout mice did not show any phenotype at all. However, POMC- 
specific PC1/3 knockout mice had enlarged spleens, increased circulating proinflammatory 
cytokines and high moartality in response to normally sublethal doses of LPS. Further, they 
suffered from adrenal-insufficiency. Accordingly, steroid pretretament prevented this immunological 
phenotype while pharmacologial blockade of glucocorticoid receptors in wild-type mice 
phenocopied the POMC-specific PC1/3 knockout mouse model. Noteworthy, ablation of PC1/3 in 
POMC-expressing tissues in adulthood only induced a very mild phenotype in response to LPS. 

 
Conclusion: 
Lack of PC1/3 mediates hypersensitivity to LPS-induced sepsis by reduced anti-inflammatory 
action of the hypthalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis while PC1/3 targets in immune cells are less 
relevant. Reduced ACTH levels during development but not acute lack in adulthood induces 
overactive immune cells and hypersensitivity to LPS. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Lifestyle determinants are known to have a strong influence on diet. Considering the high prevalence 
and burden of disease-related malnutrition (DRM) in Swiss hospitals, predictors of low protein- and 
energy intake before the onset of disease could contribute to further improvements of prevention, 
screening and management of DRM. Therefore, our aim was to investigate, whether certain lifestyle 
factors are associated with increased risk for insufficient protein and energy intake in the healthy 
Swiss population. 
  
Methods: 
This is a cross-sectional cohort study using the national nutrition survey menuCH (2014–2015, n = 
1919). Nutritional intake was assessed in two different 24-hour recall interviews. We investigated the 
following six lifestyle factors: consumption of meat/fish, body mass index (BMI) category, 
consumption of alcohol, physical activity, smoking status and regular meal intake out of home (more 
than 4 meals per week). Low protein intake was defined according to the current Swiss 
recommendation of >0.8g per kg body weight for individuals <65 years and >1.0g per kg body weight 
for ≥ 65 years, using ideal weight for BMI≥25kg/m2. We applied logistic regression to identify 
predictive lifestyle factors for low protein intake and adjusted for age, sex, income, education and 
language region.      
 
Results: 
The study population included people aged from 18 to 76 years, and 53.1% were female. The 
strongest association was found for meat/fish consumption, which reduced the risk for low protein 
intake by more than 70% (Odds ratio [95% confidence interval]: 0.27 [0.1-0.64]). Additionally, 
overweight and obesity was associated with higher risk for low protein intake compared to normal 
weight (overweight: 13.3% vs 23.3% (1.76 [1.25-2.46]), obesity: 13.3% vs 21.3% (1.56 [1.02-2.42]). 
Further, regular meal intake out of home and smoking was associated with a decreased risk for low 
protein intake (0.57 [0.40-0.80], and 0.55 [0.36-0.84] respectively). No significant association was 
found between low protein intake and physical activity as well as alcohol consumption. After 
adjustment, only results for meat/fish consumption remained robust (Odds ratio [95% confidence 
interval]: 0.18 [0.05-0.68]).  
 
Conclusion: 
Our findings showed an association between a meat/fish-less diet and not reaching daily protein 
requirements. Interestingly, individuals with higher BMI reached their protein less often, even though 
it was calculated with the optimal weight. Regarding the high prevalence of overweight and obesity 
as well as the increasing number of people on vegetarian/vegan diet in western populations, these 
subgroups might be of further interest in DRM research. Further investigations should address, 
whether these identified lifestyle determinants could improve prevention, prediction and outpatient 
management of DRM. 
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Background:  
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a common complication of obesity and type 2 diabetes 
(T2D). NAFLD affects up to 90% of obese individuals and 60% of diabetic patients. NAFLD can 
progress to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) which can itself lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular 
carcinoma. Despite the high prevalence of the disease no pharmacologic treatments are presently 
approved. As GLP-1 receptor agonists (GLP-1 RAs) are now widely used in the treatment of T2D, our 
study aimed to assess their potential beneficial effects on NAFLD/NASH. 
 
Methods:  
Wild-type C57BL/6J male mice were fed a chow or a choline-deficient, L-amino acid-defined, high-fat 
diet (CDAHFD) to induce NAFLD/NASH. After 3 weeks on CDAHFD diet, mice were subcutaneously 
infused with either semaglutide (3.5 μg/d) or saline solution for 3 weeks using osmotic minipumps 
before post-mortem analysis. Liver tissues were studied using qPCR, RNA sequencing (RNAseq), 
histological stainings (oil red O/Sirius red) and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis. 
 
Results:  
CDAHFD consumption results in NAFLD/NASH onset in mice. Semaglutide-infused mice presented 
reduced body and liver weights compared to controls. Histological analysis revealed a significant 
decrease in hepatic steatosis and fibrosis in the semaglutide-infused mice. Semaglutide treatment was 
associated with a significant decrease in Alanine transaminase (ALT) and a significant increase in 
High-Density Lipoprotein (HDL) levels in blood compared to saline controls. A downexpression of 
genes involved in fibrogenesis (Tgfb1, Timp1, Col1a1), inflammatory status (Il1b, Il6, Il12, Tnfa) and 
recrutment of blood-derived macrophages (Ly6c, Ccr2) was also observed in the liver of semaglutide-
treated mice. Gene set enrichment analysis of hepatic transcriptomes confirm that the administration 
of semaglutide dampens the overexpression of pro-inflammatory, pro-fibrotic and oxidative stress 
markers associated with dietary NAFLD/NASH. In addition, analysis of liver cell composition by FACS 
revealed a decrease in Th1-type immune response in semaglutide-treated mice compared to controls. 
 
Conclusion:  
The long-acting GLP-1 RA semaglutide reduces liver steatosis, inflammation and fibrosis in a dietary 
mouse model of NAFLD/NASH. These results suggest additive beneficial actions of semaglutide 
regarding NAFLD/NASH progression, in addition to its well known glucose-lowering action. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The spike in insulin levels immediately following the beginning of a meal and prior to changes in blood 
glucose is known as the cephalic phase of insulin release, and is a neural-physiological reflex. 
Recently, IL-1β derived from microglia was shown to mediate cephalic phase insulin secretion by 
modulating neuronal transmission. While parasympathetic innervation of the pancreatic islets is well 
known, the mechanism behind neuronally-mediated insulin stimulation at low glucose, as seen in 
cephalic phase, remains to be further understood.  
 
Methods:  
We assessed the role of GLP-1 in cephalic phase insulin release in vivo by administering GLP-1 
agonist in cephalic phase experiments. Mice were either treated with exendin-4 or the DPP-4 inhibitor 
sitagliptin prior to cephalic stimulation, and insulin levels were evaluated. We studied the contribution of 
glucagon in cephalic phase insulin secretion using a transgenic mouse model in which alpha cells are 
selectively ablated after injecting diphtheria toxin (GluDTR mouse model). We isolated pancreatic islets 
of wild-type mice, as well as alpha-cell ablated mice, and assessed insulin and glucagon secretion at 
low glucose after stimulation of IL-1beta, a muscarinic agonist (carbachol) and both combined.  
 
Results:  
We found that enhancing GLP-1 agonist signaling significantly inhibited cephalic phase insulin secretion 
in vivo. We observed that mice which lack glucagon-producing alpha cells no longer exhibit a cephalic 
phase insulin secretion. In vitro, we found that at low glucose carbachol stimulated glucagon secretion, 
but not insulin secretion. Co-stimulating islets with the muscarinic agonist and IL-1beta stimulated 
insulin secretion at low glucose.  
 
Conclusion:  
These finding indicate that GLP-1 is an inhibitor of cephalic phase insulin secretion, yet how these 
widely-used GLP-1 agonists interfere with it cephalic phase remains to be elucidated. Ablating 
alpha-cells diminished cephalic phase insulin release indicating that glucagon is a facilitator of cephalic 
phase insulin secretion. How mechanistically glucagon enables insulin secretion at low glucose in vivo 
remains to be studied and may provide novel pathways in which glucagon modulates pancreatic 
beta-cells to parasympathetic cues.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Late dumping syndrome is a well-known complication after gastric surgery. It occurs about 1-3 
hours after meal ingestion and is caused by an increased insulin release due to a fast rise in 
plasma glucose that finally leads to hypoglycemia. It is triggered by the consumption of 
carbohydrates. Symptoms are typical for hypoglycemia and include palpitations, perspiration, 
tremor, fatigue, weakness, hunger and even syncopes. 
Treatment always begins with dietary modification, avoiding rapidly absorbed carbohydrates, which 
leads to symptom relief in most patients. Further treatment options include pharmacological 
intervention starting with acarbose or diazoxid, which are both used off-label. If these measures 
are not successful, GLP-1 agonists, SGLT-2 inhibitors and pasireotide as a long-acting 
somatostatin analogon represent further options. 

 
Methods: 
We studied a single case of difficult-to-treat dumping syndrome at our center (obesity center 
Zurich). After different failed attempts to treat the symptoms, the patient was hospitalized at our 
center for further evaluation and treatment initiation with pasireotide. Continuous glucose 
measurements (freestyle libre 2) as well as oral glucose tolerance tests were conducted before 
and after treatment to assess the treatment effects. 

 
Results: 
We report the case of a 23-year-old female patient suffering from Bardet-Biddle-Moon Syndrome 
who underwent gastric Roux-en-Y Bypass in 2016 (BMI of 38.9 kg/m2). In 2020, the patient 
suffered from a severe hypoglycemia grade III due to late dumping. Dietary modifications have 
been unsuccessful (partly because of the mental retardation associated with the Bardet-Biddle- 
Moon Syndrome), as well as the use of acarbose (flatulence) and GLP-1 agonist. 
Besides using a glucose sensor which sets off an alarm in the case of hypoglycemia, we discussed 
a trial with pasireotide. During a stay at our ward, we startet with 60mg pasireotide s.c. before 
every meal. We increased the dosage after 3 days because of persistent hypoglycemia after the 
meals to 90 mg and finally to 150 mg s.c. before every meal. This dosage was not well tolerated 
due to diarrhoe, therefore we started with the intermediate long-term dosage of 20mg i.m. every 4 
weeks after the discharge of the patient. By having a continuos glucose measurement it was 
possible to demonstrate a much more stable glucose curve througout the day. The time during the 
day at hypoglycemic levels (< 3.9 mmol/l) was decreased from 7% to 2%. Furthermore, 
provocation with an oral glucose tolerance test also resulted in an improved glucose response. 

 
Conclusion: 
Late dumping is frequent after gastric bypass surgery and sometimes difficult to treat. In such 
cases, pharmacological treatment options have to be evaluated in addition to dietary measures. 
In our case, the treatment with pasireotide showed a significant decrease of hypoglycemia rates, 
and the medication was still well tolerated after 6 months. 
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Background: 
Obesity and obesity related co-morbidities are rising worldwide. The most effective 
treatment for morbid obesity and its long-term complications is bariatric surgery. As 
immune cells are involved in obesity-related tissue inflammation, the aim of the current 
study was to assess immune cells upon different weight loss strategies. 
 
Research Design and Method:  
4 weeks old, male C57B6/J mice were fed high fat diet (HFD). After 8 weeks, mice received 
an One-Anastomosis Gastric Bypass (OAGB) with either a long biliopancreatic limb (BPL, 
35% of total bowel length) or a short BPL (25%) or sham surgery. The sham surgery group 
was food restricted (0.5-1g HFD/day) to achieve similar body weights as OAGB-operated 
mice. Besides weight loss surgery, food restriction (0.5-1g HFD/day) without surgery was 
compared to an ad libitum HFD fed group. Metabolic parameters were assessed after 2 
and 5 weeks and immune cells of the adipose tissue and colon analyzed by flow cytometry 
at sacrifice.  
 
Results:  
OAGB with a short and long BPL as well as sham surgery (with food restriction) resulted 
in weight loss, which was most pronounced in the long BPL group. There was no difference 
in glucose tolerance between both BPL groups. OAGB-operated mice had reduced 
eosinophils in adipose tissue, while eosinophils, innate lymphoid cells and CD4+ T cells 
were increased in the colon, and B cells reduced.  
Food restriction without surgery led to improved glucose tolerance and weight loss 
compared to ad libitum fed mice. Immune cell phenotyping in adipose tissue showed 
reduced macrophages, while eosinophils were unchanged in food restricted mice. Similar 
to surgery, food restriction led to a trend towards less B cells in the colon.  
 
Conclusion:  
OAGB is an effective weight loss surgery, that leads to improved glucose tolerance and 
changes in tissue immune cells, that are more pronounced compared to weight loss 
induced by food restriction. The limb length seems to be important for weight loss, but less 
so for glucose tolerance and immunological changes.  
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Background:  
Smoking is linked with an increased diabetes risk, central adiposity, dyslipidemia and 
hepatic steatosis. However, the mechanism how cigarette smoke particles impact on 
metabolic health remains elusive. So far, the lung has been considered as the main target 
organ of cigarette smoke. However, since smoking correlates with the presence of many 
gastrointestinal tract diseases, we hypothesized that cigarette smoke may influence 
metabolic health via gut exposure.  
 
Research Design and Method:  
Male C57B6/N, were exposed to cigarette smoke condensate (CSC) by oral gavage (5 
days/week; 0.5mg/day) for up to 8 months. Glycemia was monitored by glucose tolerance 
tests and insulin sensitivity assessed by insulin tolerance tests. Immune cells of different 
organs were characterized by flow cytometry at the end of the experiment.  
 
Results:  
After 5 months of oral CSC treatment, mice showed impaired glucose tolerance, in 
combination with increased insulin secretion. Supporting CSC-induced insulin resistance, 
CSC treated mice displayed impaired insulin sensitivity when compared to PBS treated 
mice. In addition, colon immune cells of CSC treated mice showed an increase in 
eosinophils and macrophages, in particular inflammatory CCR2+ macrophages. In the 
adipose tissue, an increase in Th2 and regulatory T cells was observed, while 
macrophages and eosinophils were not affected. Monocytes and macrophages of the liver 
were increased upon CSC treatment, while T cells, in particular CD4+ T cells showed a 
reduction when compared to PBS treated mice.   
 
Conclusion:  
Gut exposure to cigarette smoke condensate leads to impaired metabolic health, such as 
glucose intolerance and insulin resistance. In terms of immunological changes, oral CSC 
exposure results in gut and liver inflammation. Further studies are required to elucidate 
how gut and liver inflammation mediate metabolic health in the context of smoking to better 
understand the underlying pathways. This will help in the development of new treatment 
and prevention strategies.   
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Background/Introduction: 
Some magazines focusing on health reach very large audiences. For instance, Women’s Health 
magazine (WH) claims over 8 million readers worldwide, while Men’s Health magazine (MH) claims 
9 million readers. A study focused on health advice in Men’s Health magazine and found that 
nutrition advice was mostly oriented towards muscularity and leanness, and less towards body 
weight control.To our knowledge, no study assessed nutritional claims in magazines from different 
countries and compared women’s and men’s magazines. Hence, we assessed the nutrition topics 
in the cover pages of Men's and Women's health magazines from different countries. 

 
Methods: 
We sampled Men’s health and Women’s health magazines from five countries (Portugal, South 
Africa, Spain, the UK and the USA). The sampling was done over a period of three years, with 163 
MH issues and 138 WH issues. We extracted the titles from the front pages and further coded 
them into four categories : weight loss, weight gain, micronutrients and other. 
We assessed the seasonality of topics and their distribution according to gender or country. 

 
Results: 
The most frequent topics were "Other" (44%) and "weight loss" (41%), while "micronutrients" 
represented only 4%. Topics differed by gender : "weight gain" being most frequent in MH (19% vs. 
2%), while the prevalence of "weight loss" was comparable (44% in MH vs. 37% in WH). Topics 
also differed by country, "weight loss" being completely absent in WH from the US, and present in 
two thirds of the Portuguese WH ; conversely, "weight gain" was evenly present between countries 
in the MH and in the WH from the UK. 
We found a seasonality in the "weight loss" topic, being less frequent in March (15% vs. 54% in 
January, p<0.01 by logistic regression) and to a lesser degree in June (35%) and July (35%). No 
seasonality was found for the "weight gain" topic. 
Multivariate analysis showed that the topic "weight gain" had a higher likelihood, Odds ratio and 
(95% confidence interval): 8.3 (2.2-90.9), p=0.002 of being present in MH, while no such difference 
was found for the topic "weight loss": odds ratio 1.1 (0.6-2.0), p=0.80). 

 
 
Conclusion: 
In popular men's and women's magazines, the nutrition topics that are covered differ. Weight loss 
is a common issue in several countries and for both genders, with a slight seasonality. Weight loss 
is underrepresented in the USA. Weight gain is a predominantly male topic but is appearing in the 
WH from the UK. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Nutrition is a popular topic among health magazines. Messages for food and nutrition target mostly 
women, proposing guilt-free consumption, promising a combination of esthetics and health and in 
several cases "miracle" diets. A Brazilian study concluded that diet plans for weight loss in 
women’s magazines were of low quality, but no information regarding European magazines is 
available. Hence, we analyzed the titles of the cover pages of a French health magazine, and 
assessed the dietary quality of the proposed diet plans. 

 
Methods: 
We sampled a popular French magazine focusing on health and reporting over 2 millions readers, 
71% of whom women. The sampling was done over a period of 6 years, from 2016 to 2022. 
We extracted the titles from the front pages and further coded them into four categories : weight 
loss, weight gain, micronutrients and other. We also assessed the seasonality of topics and the 
macronutrient content of the proposed diet plans, comparing them with the Swiss diet guidelines. 

 
Results: 
Data from 57 issues was collected. Almost all had information on nutrition with at least 15 pages, 
representing over 10% of the total number of pages. Weight loss represented 67% of all titles, 
followed by "other" (28%) and "micronutrients" (5%); no title on weight gain was identified. The 
topic of weight loss was evenly distributed throughout the year, and the weight loss promised 
ranged between 2 and 3 kg or 2 sizes less in 15 days. Many titles indicated the possibility of 
slimming without stress, difficulty, or even without reducing food intake "sans se priver" 
All proposed diet plans had a duration of 15 days. Preliminary analysis of 18 days of different diet 
plans revealed an average±standard deviation of total energy intake of 1270±290 kcal/day 
(recommended: 1700 kcal/day for sedentary women), of which 35±10% as fat (rec: 30-40%), 
38±8% as carbohydrates (rec: 45-55%), 20±6% as sugar (rec: <10%), 29±14 gr/day of fibre (rec: 
30 gr/day) and 83±14 gr/day of protein (rec: 0.8 gr/kg/day). 

 
 
Conclusion: 
The nutritional titles of this French health magazine focused mainly on weight loss regimens, 
promising fast results with little difficulty. The dietary plans are extremely short, favouring weight 
fluctuation or "yo-yo". Without exception, all dietary plans evaluated were hypocaloric, low in 
carbohydrates and provided excessive amounts of sugar and protein. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Nutrition is a popular topic among health magazines. Further, when the information is provided by 
magazines available in health-related locations such as pharmacies, people will be more likely to 
adhere to them. As such magazines also publicize dietary supplements, we aimed to assess if the 
nutrition information provided collided or not with the advertisements present in the issue. 

 
Methods: 
We assessed the articles related to nutrition present in a free magazine publishing 10 issues per 
year and available in 700 Swiss pharmacies (as per website content) from January 2016 to May 
2021. We extracted the topics related to nutrition and further coded them into four categories : 
weight loss, children's nutrition, micronutrients and other. The seasonality of the topics was 
assessed. We also checked if there was any advertisement related to the same topic (i.e. vitamin 
supplements if the topic was vitamins or milk formulas if the topic was children's nutrition) in the 
same issue. 

 
Results: 
Data from 87 articles was collected, of which 50 (57%) were written by pharmacists. Micronutrients 
was the most frequent topic (38% of all articles), followed by weight loss (26%), children's nutrition 
(18%) and other (17%). The topics displayed a seasonality, weight loss being more frequent in 
January (67% of topics covered in this month) and December (50%), and absent in June and 
September to November. Micronutrients was more comment in November (80%) and October 
(75%), low in January (22%) and absent in December. Children's nutrition was more frequent in 
September (78%) and much lower in the other months. 
Of the 87 articles, 60 (69%) were followed by at least one advertisement on the same topic. Most 
advertisements contradicted the message provided by the article (i.e. slimming pills ad after an 
article focusing on healthy eating to loose weight; vitamin supplements ad after an article on how to 
obtain vitamins from food, or infant formula ad after an article favouring breastfeeding). 

 
Conclusion: 
In a health magazine freely available in Swiss pharmacies, we found a manifest contradiction 
between the nutritional messages provided in the articles and the advertisements immediately 
following them. This coincidence suggests that the articles were written as an incitation to buy the 
supplements advertised. 
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Background/Introduction: 
A physiological role for IL-1beta in glucose metabolism was described. Feeding induces IL-1beta 
which in turn contributes to insulin secretion. IL-1b enhances glucose uptake in macrophages, 
epididymal adipose tissue, and epididymal adipocytes. In adipose tissue macrophages, the IL-1 
pathway was identified as an early sensor of metabolic changes upon food intake. In adipose 
tissue, IL-1 pathway was identified as an early sensor of metabolic changes. Upon food intake, 
adipose tissue macrophages upregulated mRNA of Il1b and other inflammatory genes. To study 
the biological role of the L-1 signaling in adipocytes, we generated a transgenic mouse model with 
genetic ablation of IL-1 Receptor-1 (IL-1R1), specifically in adipocytes. 

 
Methods: 
• ARILKO: Adipocytes specific IL1R1 KO mice 
• Whole-body IL1R1 KO 

 
Results: 
Chow-fed ARILKO mice and littermate controls showed similar metabolic phenotype. High-fat diet 
(HFD)-fed ARILKO mice showed improved insulin sensitivity at 21 weeks of age, and a trend 
towards increased insulin secretion at 35 weeks of age. HFD-fed ARILKO mice showed increased 
basal glucose uptake and impaired IL-1b-stimulated glucose uptake in eWAT. HFD-fed Whole- 
body IL1R1 KO mice showed impared insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in iWAT. 

 
Conclusion: 
Collectively, these results indicate that activation of the IL-1 pathway affects glucose homeostasis 
in adipocytes of HFD-fed mice. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Obesity is a chronic, complex, progressive and relapsing disease that requires long-term 
management. The ‘Awareness, Care and Treatment In Obesity maNagement’ (ACTION) 
Switzerland study aimed to identify perceptions, attitudes, behaviours and barriers to effective 
obesity care among people with obesity (PwO) and healthcare professionals (HCPs) in 
Switzerland. 

 
Methods: 
ACTION Switzerland (NCT05232786) was a cross-sectional, quantitative survey-based study. 
PwO (adults with body mass index ≥30 kg/m2, based on self-reported height and weight) and 
HCPs (physicians [primary care providers and specialists] or certified dietitians whose patients 
included PwO) were recruited via online panels in March/April 2022. The online surveys were 
modified versions of the ACTION IO surveys and could be completed in English, French, German 
or Italian. This abstract will report findings for PwO and physicians only. 

 
Results: 
Overall, 1002 PwO and 125 physicians completed the survey. On average, physicians reported 
informing 79% of their patients about the diagnosis of obesity; however, only 61% of PwO who had 
discussed weight with their HCP were aware of their diagnosis, and 54% of all PwO believed they 
have overweight, rather than obesity. While 57% of PwO agreed that obesity is a chronic disease, 
76% felt that weight loss is completely their responsibility. By comparison, 97% of physicians 
agreed that obesity is a chronic disease, but 28% felt that weight loss is entirely their patients’ 
responsibility. Most PwO believed that obesity has an extreme impact on a person’s overall health 
(81%) and many were motivated to lose weight (51%), but fewer physicians felt that their patients 
were motivated (37%); a perceived lack of motivation was the top reason for physicians not 
discussing obesity with patients (reported by 76%). Most PwO would rather lose weight themselves 
than rely on prescribed medication (70%) or surgery (77%); however, physicians considered these 
to be two of the most helpful forms of weight loss support (top three: prescription medications, 
reported by 58%; exercise programmes, 53%; surgery, 52%). 

 
Conclusion: 
A substantial proportion of PwO surveyed in Switzerland were not informed about their obesity 
diagnosis, and although more than half viewed obesity as a chronic disease, most assumed 
complete responsibility for weight loss. This highlights a need to reduce stigma by educating PwO 
and physicians that obesity is a disease requiring a collaborative treatment approach. There is also 
a need for improved communication between physicians and PwO, which could be achieved by 
motivational interviewing. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Some magazines focusing on health reach very large audiences. For instance, Women’s Health 
magazine (WH) claims over 8 million readers worldwide, while Men’s Health magazine (MH) claims 
9 million readers. A study focused on health advice in Men’s Health magazine and found that 
nutrition advice was mostly oriented towards muscularity and leanness, and less towards body 
weight control.To our knowledge, no study assessed nutritional claims in magazines from different 
countries and compared women’s and men’s magazines. Hence, we assessed the nutrition topics 
in the cover pages of Men's and Women's health magazines from different countries. 

 
Methods: 
We sampled Men’s health and Women’s health magazines from five countries (Portugal, South 
Africa, Spain, the UK and the USA). The sampling was done over a period of three years, with 163 
MH issues and 138 WH issues. We extracted the titles from the front pages and further coded 
them into four categories : weight loss, weight gain, micronutrients and other. 
We assessed the seasonality of topics and their distribution according to gender or country. 

 
Results: 
The most frequent topics were "Other" (44%) and "weight loss" (41%), while "micronutrients" 
represented only 4%. Topics differed by gender : "weight gain" being most frequent in MH (19% vs. 
2%), while the prevalence of "weight loss" was comparable (44% in MH vs. 37% in WH). Topics 
also differed by country, "weight loss" being completely absent in WH from the US, and present in 
two thirds of the Portuguese WH ; conversely, "weight gain" was evenly present between countries 
in the MH and in the WH from the UK. 
We found a seasonality in the "weight loss" topic, being less frequent in March (15% vs. 54% in 
January, p<0.01 by logistic regression) and to a lesser degree in June (35%) and July (35%). No 
seasonality was found for the "weight gain" topic. 
Multivariate analysis showed that the topic "weight gain" had a higher likelihood, Odds ratio and 
(95% confidence interval): 8.3 (2.2-90.9), p=0.002 of being present in MH, while no such difference 
was found for the topic "weight loss": odds ratio 1.1 (0.6-2.0), p=0.80). 

 
 
Conclusion: 
In popular men's and women's magazines, the nutrition topics that are covered differ. Weight loss 
is a common issue in several countries and for both genders, with a slight seasonality. Weight loss 
is underrepresented in the USA. Weight gain is a predominantly male topic but is appearing in the 
WH from the UK. 
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Background: Steroidogenic factor 1 (SF-1/NR5A1) is a nuclear receptor that regulates 
reproductive development and steroidogenesis. Genetic changes in SF-1/NR5A1 are common 
among disorders/differences of sex development (DSD) and associate with a wide range of 
phenotypes, but their pathogenic effects remain unclear. We aimed to characterize novel 
missense SF-1/NR5A1 disease-causing variants in a large cohort of individuals with SF-1/NR5A1 
variants using cell-based methods. 
 
Methods: Within the framework of the SF1next study, we identified novel SF-1/NR5A1 variants 
using the databases ClinVar and HGMD. We used different in silico tools to predict the impact of 
SF-1/NR5A1 variants on protein function and classified them according to ACMG (American 
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics) guidelines for pathogenicity. We searched the 
literature for the best functional study to investigate the pathogenic effect of the novel variants. 
We generated SF-1/NR5A1 expression vectors containing the novel missense variants by site-
directed mutagenesis using specific primers. The study is ongoing. As a next step, we will 
perform functional assays with promoter luciferase reporter vector CYP11A1_pGL3 in non-
steroidogenic HEK293 cells. In these cells, we will also localize the wild type (wt) and mutant SF-
1/NR5A1 proteins by Western blot of nuclear and cytoplasmic lysates with the corresponding 
antibodies. 
 
Results: In total, the SF1next cohort included 115 individuals with SF-1/NR5A1 variants. We 
identified 84 different SF-1/NR5A1 variants, of which 28 were novel. Literature review showed 
that SF-1/NR5A1 variants located in the DNA binding domain (DBD) had the most significant 
pathogenic effect, based on gene reporter transactivation assays in different cell lines, and 
Western blot analyses showed impaired nuclear localization. Variants located elsewhere showed 
inconsistent results. From our 28 novel SF-1/NR5A1 variants, we only selected missense 
variants (n=20), of which 12 are located in the DBD and another eight are located in the ligand 
binding domain or at the C-terminus. In cell-based luciferase promoter studies and localization 
assays, we expect to observe that SF-1/NR5A1 variants in the DBD reduce transactivation 
activity of the regulated gene and show impaired nuclear localization, while wt and the SF-
1/NR5A1 variants in the other locations will have similar activity. 
 
Conclusions: Novel variants in the SF-1/NR5A1 gene are still found. Previous functional studies 
used different cell-based classic methods to test SF-1/NR5A1 variants in locations other than the 
DBD, which led to incongruent results.  A thorough literature research should precede future 
functional testing to find more consistent results and improve our understanding of the 
mechanisms around SF-1/NR5A1. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Lifestyle intervention is a crucial aspect of type 2 diabetes therapy and if implemented early 
enough, may suffice to control blood glucose level without additional therapy. However, it is often 
difficult to implement due to patients’ malcompliance and lack of trust in its efficacy. Consequently, 
untreated type 2 diabetics, especially the ones with a higher HbA1c, too often receive medication 
as first-line treatment and miss the opportunity to benefit from lifestyle treatment. This study aims 
to investigate the effect of lifestyle intervention as first-line treatment for newly diagnosed type 2 
diabetics compared to standard of care, independently from HbA1c. 

 
Methods: 
Adult patients with a type 2 diabetes diagnosis in the last 2 years and an HbA1c ≥ 7.5% were 
included in the study if they were clinically stable and had not received any prior anti-diabetic 
medication. After inclusion, patients were randomized to either the intervention group or the control 
group. Patients in the control group received standard-of-care. Patients in the intervention group 
were asked to perform a 30-minute bicycle exercise. Clinical parameters were collected and blood 
analysis was performed throughout the exercise. Afterwards, patients underwent an exercise 
program along with regular motivational coaching, nutritional and diabetes counseling. Over the 
following 3 months, subjects had regular appointments to discuss progress. HbA1c and glucose 
were measured after 3 months, to determine whether the intervention was successful. Regular 
follow-up visits were conducted, with patients being allowed to start diabetes medication. 

 
Results: 
This is an interim analysis of the 16 patients included in the study until 15.02.2021. To date, 22 
patients have been included in the study. Primary endpoint was attainment of metabolic control 
after 3 months. Metabolic control was defined as HbA1c below a certain value depending on the 
subject's baseline value. In the intervention group, 75 % (n = 8) of patients reached metabolic 
control after 3 months, compared to 50 % (n = 8) in the control group (p = 0.6084). Both groups 
showed a significant reduction in median HbA1c levels from baseline over 3 months, with a 34.5 % 
reduction from 10.15 % to 6.65 % in the intervention group (p = 0.0078) and a 25.9 % reduction 
from 9.85 % to 7.30 % in the control group (p = 0.0234). There was no significant difference in 
median HbA1c levels between the two groups after 3 months (p = 0.2665). The 30-minute bicycle 
exercise also managed to lower median blood glucose from 12.2 mmol/l to 10.05 mmol/l after 30 
minutes. Median glucose 2 hours after the end of exercise was 10.85 mmol/l (p = 0.037). 

 
Conclusion: 
This interim analysis suggests that intensified lifestyle intervention without anti-diabetic medication 
is safe and as efficient at reducing HbA1c as conventional treatment in patients with new-onset 
type 2 diabetes. This was observed even in patients with severe metabolic decompensation with 
an HbA1c higher than 10%. It is expected that the intervention will enhance motivation to lifestyle 
intervention. Confirmation of these preliminary results in a larger patient population is warranted. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Compared to healthy pregnant women, women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) have higher 
symptoms of depression in the perinatal period. It is unclear if maternal depression symptoms relates to  
infant sleep difficulties in women with GDM, This is important as depression symptoms are higher in 
women with GDM, their children are at higher risk for obesity and the infant’s sleep disturbances increase 
the risk for childhood obesity. This study aims to 1) assess associations between maternal depression at 
the first GDM visit, at 6-8 weeks postpartum, and at one year postpartum and infant sleep outcomes at 
one year postpartum. 2) assess the association between maternal sleep perception and infant sleep 
above or below the mean recommended night-time sleep duration in Switzerland. 
    
Methods: 
The population consisted of 95 women with GDM enrolled as a control group in the MySweetheart trial 
(NCT02890693) and their infants. The predictor consisted of maternal symptoms of depression that were 
assessed using the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale at the first GDM visit during pregnancy, at 6-8 
weeks, and at one year postpartum. The outcomes were infant sleep variables assessed through the Brief 
Infant Sleep Questionnaire at one year postpartum. Covariates, such as socio-demographic and medical 
information were also collected and integrated in the regression analyses.     
 
Results: 
Maternal depression scores at the first GDM visit were inversely associated with infant nocturnal sleep 
duration at one year postpartum (β=-5.9, p=.046). Higher maternal depression scores at 6-8 weeks 
postpartum were prospectively associated with lower infant nocturnal sleep duration (β=-9.35, p=.016). 
Higher maternal depression scores at one year postpartum were also inversely associated with the 
perception that their infant’s sleep was “not a problem at all” (β=-0.05, p=.006). The secondary analysis 
demonstrated that even when mothers considered their infant’s sleep as “not a problem at all”, 34.7% of 
their infants slept less than the Swiss recommended mean for nocturnal sleep duration.    
 
Conclusion: 
As depression has an impact on infant sleep in the GDM population, an emphasis should be placed 
on providing interventions to reduce depression in these women and on informing mothers on the 
importance of sleep duration in their infants. This is especially important in view of the known link 
between GDM and depression, GDM and childhood obesity and infant sleep and childhood obesity.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Obesity, resulting from a dysregulated balance between calorie intake and energy expenditure 
represents a global socioeconomic health burden with growing epidemic dimensions worldwide. 
Recent studies in mice highlight an important role of the olfactory system in systemic metabolism 
control and the development of obesity. Several animal studies indicated a potential therapeutic 
role of olfactory stimulation with D-Limonene, a natural flavour and main component citrus fruit peel 
oil, in metabolism control. Thereby, olfactory stimulation with D-Limonene acutely improved 
glucose and lipid metabolism, and upon repetitive exposure, reduced food intake and body weight, 
via increased sympathetic nervous activity in obese rodents, while olfactory stimulation with the 
scent of lavender oil induced opposite effects. 
The aim of this study was to investigate the metabolic effects of olfactory stimulation with D- 
Limonene in obese humans. 

 
Methods: 
Single-center, randomized cross-over study with n= 38 participants of both genders, age 18-60 
years, with a body mass index (BMI) ≥ 35 kg/m2. Participants without co-morbidities and 
normosmia (as defined by Sniffin Sticks Test TDI) were included. In the acute study part, 10 h 
overnigh-fasted participants were exposed to the scent of D-Limonene, lavander oil, or placebo for 
15 min via a nasal clip in a randomized order followed by a high-calorie, carbohydrate-rich mixed 
meal test. Blood parameters and vital sings were assessed before and during the test. There was a 
wash-out period of 1 week inbetween the study days. In the chronic study part, participants were 
exposed to scent of D-Limonene or placebo twice per day for 15 min over 6 weeks in a cross-over 
fashion with a wash-out period of 1 week inbetween the treatments and body weight as well as 
metabolic blood paremeters were assessed. 

 
Results: 
12 men and 26 women with a median age of 37.5 (27.5-48.25) years, a body mass index (BMI) of 
38.2 (36.24-48.67) kg/m2 and normosmia as reflected by a TDI score of 35.5 (33.1-36.8) were 
enrolled. Baseline metabolic blood parameters were not statistically different between the 
treatment groups. While baseline or postprandial glucose levels did not difer between the treatment 
groups, preprandial insulin levels significantly dopped upon D-Limonene exposure from 20.15 
(13.2-29.05) mIU/L to 17.1 (12.38-25.43) mIU/L (p=0.05) while no change was observed upon 
lavander oil or placebo. Moreover, preprandial cortisol levels significantly decreased after olfactory 
D-Limonene stimulation from 273.0 (181.75-388.25) to 229.0 (137.75-340.25) nmol/L (p=0.001) 
and differed from stimulation with lavander oil and placebo (p=0.03). Completion of the chronic 
study part is awaited for October 2022. 

 
Conclusion: 
While olfactory D-Limonene exposure for only 15 min seems to slighly decrease fasting insulin and 
cortisol levels, no effect was seen upon lavender oil or placebo exposure. Moreover, there was no 
effect on pre- or postprandial glycemia upon the diferent olfactory treatments. 
Follow up studies with prolonged D-Limonene exposure and a broader BMI range, including lean 
participants, are needed to explore potential effects of olfactory D-Limonene on systemic 
metabolism in humans. 
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Background/Introduction: 
The prevalence of overweight and obesity is rising rapidly, currently affecting 1.9 billion adults and 
more than 124 million children worldwide. Obesity is not only a chronic disease in itself, but also a 
major risk factor for the world’s leading causes of poor health and early death including 
cardiovascular disease, several common cancers, diabetes, and osteoarthritis. Prebiotic dietary 
fibre supplementation could be a promising approach to improve weight loss and reduce metabolic 
complications in overweight and obese children, adolescents, and adults due to modifications of 
the microbiota composition and function. Previous systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
addressing similar questions revealed discordant evidence, exclusively addressed adults, and/or 
are outdated. 

 
Methods: 
We searched MEDLINE, Embase, and Google Scholar for randomised controlled trials (RCTs) with 
isolated soluble dietary fibre supplementation for at least 12 weeks in overweight and obese 
patients measuring body weight, published through April 2022. We expressed the results as mean 
differences (MDs) using the random effects model of the metafor package in R and assessed the 
risk of bias using the Cochrane RoB2 tool. We conducted the study according to the PRISMA 
guidelines and registered the protocol for the systematic review and meta-analysis of adult patients 
on PROSPERO (CRD42022295246). 

 
Results: 
In total, we identified 22 RCTs in adults and 3 RCTs in children and adolescents with an 
intervention duration ranging from 12 to 52 weeks with supplemented dietary fibre doses from 2.6 g 
to 29 g per day. The adults with dietary fibre supplementation showed a significantly higher 
reduction in body weight (MD -1.25 kg, 95% CI -2.24, -0.25; 27 RCTs; 1’428 participants) 
accompanied by a significant decrease in BMI, waist circumference, fasting blood insulin, and 
HOMA IR compared to the control group. There was no significant effect on the percentage of 
body fat, fasting blood glucose, HbA1c, and C-reactive protein. The 3 RCTs in children and 
adolescents could not be summarized in a meta-analysis due to the low number of studies and 
differences in assessed parameters. However, one study showed an MD decrease of 0.7 in body 
weight z-score and two studies showed a BMI z-score MD change of -0.1 and 0.0 after isolated 
soluble dietary fibre supplementation compared to control. 

 
Conclusion: 
Certainty of evidence in adults was high, paving the way for the implementation of isolated soluble 
dietary fibre supplementation into clinical practice. Further research in children and adolescents is 
warranted. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Over-production of androgens is linked to prostate cancer (PCa) in men and polycystic ovary 
syndrome (PCOS) in women. CYP17A1 produces dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), the precursor 
for androgens, via its 17,20 lyase activity. CYP17A1 lyase activity is regulated by the amount of 
P450 reductase for electron transfer; the presence of cytochrome b5; and protein phosphorylation 
st Serine/Threonine residues. Increased CYP17A1 lyase activity is found to be linked to the 
phosphorylation of CYP17A1 protein through an unknown signaling pathway. Regulation of 
CYP17A1 activity via post-translational mechanisms can be used to specifically inhibit its lyase 
activity. 

 
Methods: 
We analyzed transcriptomic databases to identify differentially expressed genes in PCa and 
PCOS. Then, a pathway analysis was performed to outline the links between genes differentially 
expressed in hyperandrogenic states. Human adenocarcinoma, NCI H295R cells were transfected 
with a selected number of cDNA for kinases and phosphatases. CYP17A1 lyase activity was 
determined using a tritiated water release assay. Functional assays were also performed in cells 
treated with kinase and phosphatase inhibitors to determine their impact on CYP17A1 activities. 
Alamar blue assay was performed to determine the effect of small molecule inhibitors on the cell 
viability of PCa cell line, LNCaP. IC50 values were calculated using dose response analysis of 
Prism 3.0 software. 

 
Results: 
A significant decrease in DHEA production was observed in cells overexpressing protein 
phosphatase (PPP) 2CA, glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3), and dual-specificity phosphatase 6 
and 10 (DUSP6/10). However, there was no change in the activity with PPP1CB. An inhibitor of 
polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) specifically altered the lyase activity of CYP17A1. Protein-protein 
interaction database (STRING) search revealed that PPP2CA indirectly interacts with ROCK1 and 
PLK1 which are predicted to be involved in the signaling pathway leading to phosphorylation of 
CYP17A1. In addition, PLK1 inhibitor showed dose dependency on the cell viability of LNCaP cells. 

 
Conclusion: 
The dynamics between phosphorylated and dephosphorylated states of proteins vary in the cell. 
Signaling events can regulate CYP17A1 lyase activity either directly or indirectly through protein- 
protein interactions. Selective inhibition of DHEA production by CYP17A1 via targeting 
phosphorylation mechanisms can be used for the development of drugs against PCa and PCOS 
with better efficacy and lesser side effects. 
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Background: 
Feeding mice 1 week of a high-fat diet (HFD) leads to increased pro-inflammatory colonic 
macrophages -  an increase that is also evident in obese humans. Pharmacological or genetic 
depletion of macrophages was shown to improve glycemic control, highlighting a potential causal 
role of innate mucosal immune cells in regulating glucose homeostasis. The aim of this study was, 
therefore, to elucidate gene expression of intestinal immune cells in mice fed a HFD or standard 
diet (Chow) for 1 week or 3 months to gain insights into intercellular and time-dependent 
interactions of gut immune cells in obesity and how this translates to glucose hemeostasis. 
 
Methods: 
Male C57BL/6N mice were fed a HFD or Chow diet for 1 week or 3 months. The metabolic state 
was assessed by glucose tolerance tests (GTT). At sacrifice, colon macrophages were 
characterized by flow cytometry. For single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq), CD45+ leukocytes 
were isolated from colon and cell suspensions loaded onto wells of a 10X Genomics Chromium 
Single Cell Controller. Sequencing was performed with an Illumina NexSeq 500 machine flow and 
data were analyzed by the Bioinformatics Core Facility.  
 
Results: 
Mice fed a HFD for 1 week had a slightly impaired GTT and displayed a shift in the pro-
inflammatory macrophage subpopulation “P2” compared to Chow fed mice. 3 months of HFD, 
however, resulted in a strongly impaired GTT but no shift towards "P2" macrophages. Hierarchical 
clustering analysis of the RNA-seq data identified macrophage subpopulations "P1–P5" along the 
previously described "monocyte waterfall" trajectory for both short- and long-term HFD feeding. 
Enrichment analysis (MSigDB hallmark pathways) confirmed an increased interferon-gamma (IFN-
γ) and alpha (IFN-α) response in the pro-inflammatory macrophage subpopulations ("P1-P3") after 
1 week of HFD. In contrast, the most differentially regulated pathways after 3 months of HFD 
involved upregulated Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF alpha) signaling and downregulated 
oxidative phosphorylation. Other immune cell clusters such as B and T lymphocytes were also 
profoundly altered after 3 months of HFD (differential gene expression pending). 
 
Conclusion: 
1 week of HFD resulted in profound changes in the immune cell landscape of the gut with a 
dynamic and adaptive response thereafter upon long-term HFD feeding. An integrated view of 
initiation and development of the low-grade chronic inflammation in obesity, which potentially starts 
in the gut, will help us to better understand the disease pathogenesis of obesity-related 
comorbidities such as glucose dysregulation. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists (GLP1-RAs) are effective and safe for weight loss in patients 
with obesity. However, few studies have investigated the role of GLP1-RAs in patients with secondary 
weight gain following bariatric surgery, a complication that occurs in up to one in four patients. The aim 
of this study was to determine the efficacy and safety of 12 months treatment with GLP1-RAs in 
patients with secondary weight gain following bariatric surgery based on data from a real-world clinical 
setting.  
 
Methods:  
This single-center retrospective observational study was conducted at the obesity outpatient clinic at 
the Cantonal Hospital of St. Gallen. We identified patients prescribed GLP1-RAs in response to 
secondary weight gain following bariatric surgery in the period of November 2016 - April 2022. 
Secondary weight gain was defined as any weight gain after having reached weight nadir, at least 15 
months after bariatric surgery. Patients who maintained GLP1-RA treatment for ≥ 12 months were 
eligible for the study. General clinical characteristics were collected before and after 12 months of 
GLP1-RA treatment, and changes in body weight parameters were determined. Data are presented as 
median (interquartile ranges) or frequencies (%) and Wilcoxon signed rank and Mann-Whitney U test 
were used for paired and non-paired group comparisons, respectively. A P-value <0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. All patients provided written informed consent.   
 
Results:  
Of 49 identified eligible adult patients, 45 were included in the analysis, of which 80% were females. 
Treatment with GLP1-RA was initiated 72 (46, 101) months after bariatric surgery (baseline). BMI at 
baseline was 32.7 (30.4, 38.8) kg/m2, following a secondary weight gain of 13.9 (11.5, 18.9)%. After 12 
months of GLP1-RA treatment, a BMI reduction of 3.7 (2.5, 5.2) kg/m2 was observed, corresponding to 
a loss of 98.7 (60.3, 133.8)% of the secondary weight gain (P-value <0.0001). Adverse events were 
reported in 13 (28.9%) patients, all of which were mild and transient. A significant difference in the 
magnitude of weight loss was observed between semaglutide (n=18, BMI -4.7 [-6.0, -3.7] kg/m2) and 
liraglutide (n=23, BMI -2.9 [-4.6, -2.0] kg/m2) after 12 months of treatment (P-value = 0.0323,). Four 
patients switched GLP1-RA agent during the 12 months period and were excluded from the analysis.  
 
Conclusion:  
These results indicate that GLP1-RAs are efficient and safe for the treatment of secondary weight gain 
following bariatric surgery, with a near complete loss of the secondary weight gained observed after 12 
months of treatment. The results also emphasize the need for prospective randomized clinical trials to 
prove these results and to establish guidelines for the treatment of secondary weight gain following 
bariatric surgery to help ensure that the best possible care is provided and made available to all.      
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Background/Introduction: 
Lifestyle intervention is a crucial aspect of type 2 diabetes therapy and if implemented early 
enough, may suffice to control blood glucose level without additional therapy. However, it is often 
difficult to implement due to patients’ malcompliance and lack of trust in its efficacy. Consequently, 
untreated type 2 diabetics, especially the ones with a higher HbA1c, too often receive medication 
as first-line treatment and miss the opportunity to benefit from lifestyle treatment. This study aims 
to investigate the effect of lifestyle intervention as first-line treatment for newly diagnosed type 2 
diabetics compared to standard of care, independently from HbA1c. 

 
Methods: 
Adult patients with a type 2 diabetes diagnosis in the last 2 years and an HbA1c ≥ 7.5% were 
included in the study if they were clinically stable and had not received any prior anti-diabetic 
medication. After inclusion, patients were randomized to either the intervention group or the control 
group. Patients in the control group received standard-of-care. Patients in the intervention group 
were asked to perform a 30-minute bicycle exercise. Clinical parameters were collected and blood 
analysis was performed throughout the exercise. Afterwards, patients underwent an exercise 
program along with regular motivational coaching, nutritional and diabetes counseling. Over the 
following 3 months, subjects had regular appointments to discuss progress. HbA1c and glucose 
were measured after 3 months, to determine whether the intervention was successful. Regular 
follow-up visits were conducted, with patients being allowed to start diabetes medication. 

 
Results: 
This is an interim analysis of the 16 patients included in the study until 15.02.2021. To date, 22 
patients have been included in the study. Primary endpoint was attainment of metabolic control 
after 3 months. Metabolic control was defined as HbA1c below a certain value depending on the 
subject's baseline value. In the intervention group, 75 % (n = 8) of patients reached metabolic 
control after 3 months, compared to 50 % (n = 8) in the control group (p = 0.6084). Both groups 
showed a significant reduction in median HbA1c levels from baseline over 3 months, with a 34.5 % 
reduction from 10.15 % to 6.65 % in the intervention group (p = 0.0078) and a 25.9 % reduction 
from 9.85 % to 7.30 % in the control group (p = 0.0234). There was no significant difference in 
median HbA1c levels between the two groups after 3 months (p = 0.2665). The 30-minute bicycle 
exercise also managed to lower median blood glucose from 12.2 mmol/l to 10.05 mmol/l after 30 
minutes. Median glucose 2 hours after the end of exercise was 10.85 mmol/l (p = 0.037). 

 
Conclusion: 
This interim analysis suggests that intensified lifestyle intervention without anti-diabetic medication 
is safe and as efficient at reducing HbA1c as conventional treatment in patients with new-onset 
type 2 diabetes. This was observed even in patients with severe metabolic decompensation with 
an HbA1c higher than 10%. It is expected that the intervention will enhance motivation to lifestyle 
intervention. Confirmation of these preliminary results in a larger patient population is warranted. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Obesity, resulting from a dysregulated balance between calorie intake and energy expenditure 
represents a global socioeconomic health burden with growing epidemic dimensions worldwide. 
Recent studies in mice highlight an important role of the olfactory system in systemic metabolism 
control and the development of obesity. Several animal studies indicated a potential therapeutic 
role of olfactory stimulation with D-Limonene, a natural flavour and main component citrus fruit peel 
oil, in metabolism control. Thereby, olfactory stimulation with D-Limonene acutely improved 
glucose and lipid metabolism, and upon repetitive exposure, reduced food intake and body weight, 
via increased sympathetic nervous activity in obese rodents, while olfactory stimulation with the 
scent of lavender oil induced opposite effects. 
The aim of this study was to investigate the metabolic effects of olfactory stimulation with D- 
Limonene in obese humans. 

 
Methods: 
Single-center, randomized cross-over study with n= 38 participants of both genders, age 18-60 
years, with a body mass index (BMI) ≥ 35 kg/m2. Participants without co-morbidities and 
normosmia (as defined by Sniffin Sticks Test TDI) were included. In the acute study part, 10 h 
overnigh-fasted participants were exposed to the scent of D-Limonene, lavander oil, or placebo for 
15 min via a nasal clip in a randomized order followed by a high-calorie, carbohydrate-rich mixed 
meal test. Blood parameters and vital sings were assessed before and during the test. There was a 
wash-out period of 1 week inbetween the study days. In the chronic study part, participants were 
exposed to scent of D-Limonene or placebo twice per day for 15 min over 6 weeks in a cross-over 
fashion with a wash-out period of 1 week inbetween the treatments and body weight as well as 
metabolic blood paremeters were assessed. 

 
Results: 
12 men and 26 women with a median age of 37.5 (27.5-48.25) years, a body mass index (BMI) of 
38.2 (36.24-48.67) kg/m2 and normosmia as reflected by a TDI score of 35.5 (33.1-36.8) were 
enrolled. Baseline metabolic blood parameters were not statistically different between the 
treatment groups. While baseline or postprandial glucose levels did not difer between the treatment 
groups, preprandial insulin levels significantly dopped upon D-Limonene exposure from 20.15 
(13.2-29.05) mIU/L to 17.1 (12.38-25.43) mIU/L (p=0.05) while no change was observed upon 
lavander oil or placebo. Moreover, preprandial cortisol levels significantly decreased after olfactory 
D-Limonene stimulation from 273.0 (181.75-388.25) to 229.0 (137.75-340.25) nmol/L (p=0.001) 
and differed from stimulation with lavander oil and placebo (p=0.03). Completion of the chronic 
study part is awaited for October 2022. 

 
Conclusion: 
While olfactory D-Limonene exposure for only 15 min seems to slighly decrease fasting insulin and 
cortisol levels, no effect was seen upon lavender oil or placebo exposure. Moreover, there was no 
effect on pre- or postprandial glycemia upon the diferent olfactory treatments. 
Follow up studies with prolonged D-Limonene exposure and a broader BMI range, including lean 
participants, are needed to explore potential effects of olfactory D-Limonene on systemic 
metabolism in humans. 
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Background: 
Diabetes in youth classically falls into three categories: type 1 (T1D) and type 2 (T2D) or 
monogenic diabetes (MD). Here we aim to elucidate the origin of an atypical diabetes form. 

Methods: 
We performed genetic analysis by exome sequencing of diabetes genes and examined the 
T1D genetic risk score (GRS). 

Case Presentation 
An adolescent girl of African descent on immunomodulating therapy for systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) got admitted with diabetic ketoacidosis. She had positive anti-insulin 
antibodies, and we diagnosed T1D. We started insulin therapy, and added Metformin due to 
obesity and insulin resistance. After discharge, the family discontinued insulin because of 
cultural beliefs. Five months later, despite glucocorticoid therapy and weight gain, HbA1c and 
glycemia had normalized without anti-diabetic treatment. Exome analysis did not reveal 
variants involved in MD. The GRS was below the 1st centile. 

Conclusion 
Here is a complex form of reversible diabetes. Anti-insulin antibodies and SLE suggest an 
autoimmune origin supported by overlapping HLA risk haplotypes. We hypothesize that a 
decrease in SLE activity, supported by the drop of SLE antibodies, could have influenced the 
remission of diabetes and that SLE treatment helped to abort the developing T1D. GRS 
doesn’t support this hypothesis but doesn’t rule out T1D as it was only developed for 
Caucasians. We excluded T2D because remission should not have occurred with weight gain 
and glucocorticoid therapy. In the future, the recently developed ancestry-tailored GRS will 
improve the prediction of T1D and lead to a better understanding of the different underlying 
disease mechanisms. 
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Transient hyperglycemia during induction treatment of acute 
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Background/Introduction: 
The study aimed to determine the prevalence and risk factors of hyperglycemia during induction 
treatment for LLA in children and the short and long-term oncologic and endocrinologic outcomes. 
Treatment modalities were also reviewed.        
 
Methods: 
We performed a literature review using the PubMed database, using “acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia” “hyperglycemia” and “children” terms. Inclusion criteria were original articles, prospective 
or retrospective studies in English. 17 studies were included.       
 
Results: 
Transient hyperglycemia was defined as two or more glycemia values measured > 11.1 mmol/L 
during chemotherapy, with resolution after treatment cessation. The physiopathologic mechanism 
was described as a synergic action of glucocorticoids and asparaginase, diminishing insulin 
sensitivity, as well as insulin synthesis and secretion by beta cells. The mean onset of 
hyperglycemia was 3 days after administration of asparaginase and resolved within 9 days after 
administration of treatment.  
Hyperglycemia occurred in 5 to 36% of children, with an incidence of ketoacidosis in 0-1.5%. The 
main risk factors were age > 10 years and obesity (BMI > P95). Other potential risk factors included 
Down syndrome, familial history of diabetes mellitus and female sex. Oncologic characteristics 
such as leukocytosis, high-risk stratification, and T immunophenotype were also identified as risk 
factors. Glycemia higher than 5.5 mmol/L before initiation of treatment was correlated with the risk 
of developing hyperglycemia.  
Transient hyperglycemia was associated with more prolonged hospitalizations and an increased 
rate of ICU admission. Bacteriemia, fungemia, febrile neutropenia, catheter infections and sepsis 
were more frequent. Large multivariate studies showed no difference in remission, relapse, and 
survival rates. Follow-up studies showed a prevalence of 29.6% of impaired glucose tolerance and 
a trend towards metabolic syndrome in survivors with a history of hyperglycemia.  
Insulin treatment was used in half of the patients with hyperglycemia, with a bolus or basal-bolus 
regimen. Patients with ketoacidosis had intravenous insulin therapy, with a 66% proportion of 
hypoglycemic episodes during treatment. One study reported treatment with metformin with good 
efficacy in monotherapy and low toxicity.  
 
Conclusion: 
Transient hyperglycemia is a frequent complication during LLA induction treatment. It is associated 
with a worse outcome, and risk of long-term impaired glucose tolerance and metabolic syndrome. 
Further studies are needed to evaluate metabolic predispositions to transient hyperglycemia. There 
are no treatment recommendations, and future studies are required to determine treatment 
indications and efficacy.  
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Fine-needle aspiration of thyroid nodules: experience of 725 nodules from a 
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Background/Introduction: 
Ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) is the best diagnostic tool for assessing 
malignancy of thyroid nodules. Nevertheless, correlation of cytology results with final 
histopathology is not perfect which results in repeated procedures as well as unecessary surgery. 
The aim of our study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of FNA of thyroid nodules in our 
institution and identify factors associated with discordance with histologic results. 

 
Methods: 
We retrospectively analyzed 725 nodules having had FNA in our institution between January 2017 
and December 2021. We documented patient characteristics (age, gender, number of nodules, 
referal origin), nodule characteristics (size and EU-TIRADS classification score) as well as the 
number of FNAs performed per nodule, and cytologic results (Bethesda system classification). We 
compared FNA-results with final histopathology in those nodules who were treated with surgery. 

 
Results: 
Nodules which were adressed for FNA respect sonographic criteria suggested by current 
guidelines. Accuracy rates of FNA of thyroid nodules performed in the endocrine outpatient clinic of 
Geneva University Hospital are similar to literature. The fact that our unit is a training center and 
FNA is performed by fellow physicians does not seem to impact accuracy. 

 
Conclusion: 
FNA is a safe and accurate diagnostic tool and accuracy rates in our institution were similar to 
literature. Evaluation of intra-center outcomes is an important procedure in order to improve 
quality. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Intuitive eating (IE) emphasizes that internal cues like hunger, satiety, and food choices can be 
related to both diet quality and diet adherence to recommendations. Diet quality and adherence 
can influence morbidity and mortality and have long-lasting beneficial metabolic effects. However, 
longitudinal data during the perinatal period are lacking. This is especially important for women 
with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), due to their increased risks of weight retention, diabetes, 
and cardiovascular disease. We investigated the associations between IE with diet quality and 
metabolic health and its relationship with adherence to Swiss Society of Nutrition (SSN) dietary 
recommendations at 1-year postpartum in women with GDM. 

 
Methods: 
This study is part of the MySweetheart trial (NCT02890693), a randomized controlled trial that 
included 211 women with GDM at 24-32 week gestational age. Predictors and outcomes used in 
this analysis were similar in the intervention and usual care groups and thus were pooled. 
Analyses were adjusted for group allocation. We assessed IE with the "eating for physical rather 
than emotional reasons" (EPR) and "reliance on hunger and satiety cues" (RHSC) subscales of the 
validated French Intuitive Eating Scale-2 (IES-2). Metabolic health outcomes included weight, 
(central) body fat, and insulin resistance measured at the first GDM visit and at 1-year postpartum. 
Dietary intakes were assessed with a validated food-frequency questionnaire. We calculated the 
Alternative Health Eating Index (AHEI) as a measure of diet quality and computed compliance with 
the SSN recommendations. 

 
Results: 
In cross-sectional analyses, both EPR and RHSC subscales were associated with lower BMI and 
fat mass (BIA) at 1-year postpartum (all p≤0.034). The EPR subscale was further associated with 
lower fat mass (DXA) and visceral adipose tissue (both p≤0.028), whereas the RHSC correlated 
with higher insulin sensitivity (MATSUDA index, p=0.034). In the longitudinal analyses, the RHSC 
subscale at baseline predicted an increased AHEI score (p=0.043) at 1-year postpartum. The EPR 
subscale predicted lower fat mass (DXA) and insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) (all p≤0.04). Both 
subscales at the first GDM visit were associated with adherence to dairy (both p≤0.023) and fiber 
(p≤0.024) intake recommendations. The RHSC subscale was further associated with adherence to 
fruit intake recommendations (p=0.031) at 1-year pp. 

 
Conclusion: 
We found cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between IE with improved diet quality and 
healthier metabolic outcomes in women after GDM. A tailored IE intervention that starts during 
pregnancy and continues in the postpartum may potentially help improve dietary quality, 
adherence to dietary recommendations, and reduce adverse metabolic outcomes in the 
postpartum. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Glycemic control in hospitalized patients with diabetes mellitus remains challenging. 
Hypoglycemia has been associated with an increased risk of mortality, whereas hyperglycemia 
has been linked to cardiovascular complications, highlighting the importance of optimal glycemic 
control. Current inpatient glucose control relies significantly on expert knowledge, which results 
in significant variability and often suboptimal blood glucose levels in practice. We aimed to assess 
real-world inpatient data on blood glucose targets retrospectively.  
 
Methods: 
We conducted a retrospective cohort study. Patients that received insulin therapy and were 
hospitalized between 2019-2021 at the University Hospital Zurich were eligible for the study 
(number of patients = 4828; number of cases = 7212). This is a preliminary descriptive analysis 
of the patient cohort with data presented as percentage and median (IQR).  
 
Results: 
The median (IQR) age of all participants was 67.2 (13.3; 99.9) years. 34.5% of the patients were 
female. 60.2% had confirmed diabetes type 2 (DM2), whereas 3.9% had diabetes type 1 (DM1). 
The median hospital stay was 6 (1; 270) days. 32.9% of patients had chronic kidney disease, 
58.8% had hypertensive disease, and 20.1 % had a cancer diagnosis.  
On the first day of blood glucose measurement, 37.3% of cases had on average hyperglycemic 
blood glucose values (> 10 mmol/l). 44.4% of DM1 patients and 40.7% of DM2 patients had 
hyperglycemic blood glucose values on the first day. Furthermore, 38.3% of DM1 and 36.1% of 
DM2 patients were still hyperglycemic on the fourth day.  
DM1 patients had a median blood glucose value of 8.7 (3.0; 24.9) mmol/l, and DM2 patients had 
a median blood glucose value of 8.9 (2.1; 51.0) mmol/l.  
At times of hyperglycemia (ranging from 10 – 51 mmol/l), patients received 0 – 180 units of short-
acting insulin. DM1 and DM2 patients received similar management strategies.  
  
Conclusion: 
Inpatient blood glucose control remains suboptimal with more than 35% of patients not reaching 
glucose targets during the first four days of hospitalizations. Approaches to tailor insulin treatment 
to individual needs are necessary to achieve better glucose control in an inpatient setting.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Food insecurity is defined as "limited access to food, at the level of individuals or households, due 
to lack of money or orther resources". Since 2014, the global prevalence of moderate or severe 
food insecurity has been slowly on the rise. It is a leading cause for nutrition risk globally, and it is 
associated poor health, increased risk for the development of chronic diseases, poor psychological 
and cognitive functioning, and substandard academic achievement. Even though on a much 
smaller scale compared to developing countries, food insecurity is also present in industrialized 
countries. However, data from Switzerland are lacking. Therefore, our aim was to first assess 
prevalence and second investigate possible predictors and associated adverse health outcomes. 

 
Methods: 
This is a cross-sectional analysis of data from a systemic survey in an elderly population of 
Switzerland. The data was assessed between June and August 2021 in the course of a 7-year 
phone call follow-up from the EFFORT trial, which included medical inpatients at nutritional risk in 
2014-2018. We used a validated tool, the U.S. Household Food Security Survey Module (Six-Item 
Short Form), the classify participants into “food secure” (0-1 points) and “food insecure” (≥ 2 
points). Uni- and multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to investigate possible 
predictive factors for food insecurity. For the analysis of associated adverse health outcomes, we 
used linear and logistic regression and adjusting for age. 

 
Results: 
Of the 433 included patients, 30 (7.4%) were food insecure. In the unadjusted logistic regression 
analysis, a significant association between food insecurity and age (OR 0.95 95%CI 0.93 to 0.97), 
governmental financial support (OR 5.34, 95%CI 2.49 to 11.49) and self-reported loneliness (OR 
3.34 95%CI 1.54 to 7.26) was found. There was no significant association between food insecurity 
and number of hospitalization (OR 0.43, 95%CI -0.01 to 0.96). Regarding the nutrition status, there 
were no difference in the prevalence of malnutrition defined by the MUST score (OR 1.08, 95%CI 
0.45 to 2.72) and neither in weight change during the last two years (OR 0.23, 95%CI -2.07 to 
2.53). However, “food insecure” participants showed more extreme weight changes in both 
directions. When compared with the food secure group, there was a significant lower quality of life 
measured by the EQ-5D VAS (OR -11.12, 95%CI -18.78- to -3.47). 

 
Conclusion: 
In this selected older population, prevalence of food insecurity was not neglectable. Mostly younger 
patients with financial support, and self-reported loneliness were at high risk. Food insecurity was 
associated with a significantly lower quality of life. No impact on health or nutrition status could be 
shown. Large, population-based assessment would be helpful to assess the prevalence and 
burden of food insecurity in Switzerland. 
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Background/Introduction: 
After bariatric surgery, prealbumine is currently measured along patients follow-up in order to 
detect protein malnutrition, leading to lean mass (LM) loss. The clinical reliability of prealbumin as 
nutritional marker is nowadays controversial. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship 
between prealbumin and LM changes after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). 

 
Methods: 
Cross-sectional and prospective study. A DXA scan for body composition assessement and blood 
test to evaluate prealbumin levels were performed at least 6 months after RYGB. A subgroup 
prospective analysis was done in patients who had biological and body composition assessment 
prior to RYGB, and 6 months, 1 and 3 years after RYGB. Exclusion criteria included estimated 
glomerular rate <30 ml/min and C-reactive protein > 30 mg/dl. 

 
Results: 
Mean age of the entire cohort (n=243) was 46.2(±8.1) years, mean BMI was 31.8(4.9) kg/m2, 
median follow-up was 3 years (6 months–17 years) and mean total weight loss (TWL%) was 
28.5(±7.5) %. No correlation was found between prealbumin levels and appendicular lean mass 
index (ALMI) nor lean mass index (LMI) in the cross-sectional cohort (R=0.09, p= 0.17 and R= 0.1, 
p= 0.16, respectively), at 6 months post-RYGB (n=128; R=0.07, p= 0.4 and R=0.14, p= 0.1), at 1 
year (n=128, R= 0.13 p=0.15 and R =0.13 p=0.15) and at 3 years (n=30, R= 0.12 p=0.5 and R 
=0.06 p=0.7). No difference in terms of ALMI, LMI and fat mass index was found in patients with 
prealbumin levels <0.20 mg/dl after surgery compared to those with prealbumin >0.20 mg/dl, in the 
entire cohort nor in the perspective subgroup. Patients who lost >25% of LM after RYGB had 
similar prealbumin values compared to those who had <25% of LM loss, at each time point. 

 
Conclusion: 
Prealbumin levels does not reflect low LM nor significant LM loss. Prealbumin does not seem to be 
a useful marker in detecting protein malnutrition after RYGB. 
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Background:  
Glycogen storage disease type 1b (GSD 1b), an autosomal recessive disorder of 
carbohydrate metabolism, is associated with hypoglycemia, neutropenia and neutrophil 
dysfunction causing serious bacterial infections, mucosal lesions and inflammatory bowel 
disease. Recently, accumulation of 1.5-anhydroglucitol-6-phosphate (1.5 AG6P), a structural 
analogue of glucose 6 phosphate, within neutrophils was identified as a potential cause for 
neutrophil dysfunction and apoptosis in GSD 1b. SGLT-2 inhibitors reduce plasma levels of 
1.5 anhydroglucitol thereby representing an interesting new treatment option for GSD Ib.  

Methods:  
We report our experience of empagliflozine treatment in two GSD 1b patients, a 43-year-old 
female (patient 1) with frequent skin infections and inflammatory bowel disease and an 8-
year-old girl (patient 2) with recurrent mucosal aphthous lesions both on regular granulocyte 
–colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) treatment for neutropenia.  

Results:  
In patient 1 treatment with empagliflozine over 334 days, using a starting dose of 2x5mg/d 
with careful titration to 2x10mg/d (0.24mg/kg per day) under continuous glucose monitoring 
resulted in stabilization of neutrophil count. We were able to reduce G-CSF treatment from 
30 M Units twice per week to 15 M Units once weekly; finally, G-CSF application could be 
stopped after 6 months. During treatment with empagliflozine no further episodes of 
inflammatory bowel disease or skin infections occurred. No significant hypoglycemic events 
or other adverse effects were observed. 

In patient 2, empagliflozine was started with 0.3 mg/kg and resulted in an immediate, 
sustained increase of neutrophils without affecting blood glucose values. G-CSF could be 
stopped within a month of empagliflozine treatment without recurrence of the aphthous 
lesions over 18 months. The patient never had symptoms of inflammatory bowel disease. No 
adverse events occurred. 

Conclusion.  
These cases suggest that empagliflozine is a promising new therapy in adults and children 
with GSD 1b. It was well tolerated without causing significant side effects allowing successful 
tapering of treatment with G-CSF.  
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Background/Introduction: 
Intuitive eating (IE) emphasizes that internal cues like hunger, satiety, and food choices can be 
related to both diet quality and diet adherence to recommendations. Diet quality and adherence 
can influence morbidity and mortality and have long-lasting beneficial metabolic effects. However, 
longitudinal data during the perinatal period are lacking. This is especially important for women 
with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), due to their increased risks of weight retention, diabetes, 
and cardiovascular disease. We investigated the associations between IE with diet quality and 
metabolic health and its relationship with adherence to Swiss Society of Nutrition (SSN) dietary 
recommendations at 1-year postpartum in women with GDM. 

 
Methods: 
This study is part of the MySweetheart trial (NCT02890693), a randomized controlled trial that 
included 211 women with GDM at 24-32 week gestational age. Predictors and outcomes used in 
this analysis were similar in the intervention and usual care groups and thus were pooled. 
Analyses were adjusted for group allocation. We assessed IE with the "eating for physical rather 
than emotional reasons" (EPR) and "reliance on hunger and satiety cues" (RHSC) subscales of the 
validated French Intuitive Eating Scale-2 (IES-2). Metabolic health outcomes included weight, 
(central) body fat, and insulin resistance measured at the first GDM visit and at 1-year postpartum. 
Dietary intakes were assessed with a validated food-frequency questionnaire. We calculated the 
Alternative Health Eating Index (AHEI) as a measure of diet quality and computed compliance with 
the SSN recommendations. 

 
Results: 
In cross-sectional analyses, both EPR and RHSC subscales were associated with lower BMI and 
fat mass (BIA) at 1-year postpartum (all p≤0.034). The EPR subscale was further associated with 
lower fat mass (DXA) and visceral adipose tissue (both p≤0.028), whereas the RHSC correlated 
with higher insulin sensitivity (MATSUDA index, p=0.034). In the longitudinal analyses, the RHSC 
subscale at baseline predicted an increased AHEI score (p=0.043) at 1-year postpartum. The EPR 
subscale predicted lower fat mass (DXA) and insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) (all p≤0.04). Both 
subscales at the first GDM visit were associated with adherence to dairy (both p≤0.023) and fiber 
(p≤0.024) intake recommendations. The RHSC subscale was further associated with adherence to 
fruit intake recommendations (p=0.031) at 1-year pp. 

 
Conclusion: 
We found cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between IE with improved diet quality and 
healthier metabolic outcomes in women after GDM. A tailored IE intervention that starts during 
pregnancy and continues in the postpartum may potentially help improve dietary quality, 
adherence to dietary recommendations, and reduce adverse metabolic outcomes in the 
postpartum. 
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Background/Introduction: 
In type 2 diabetes increasing evidence points towards pathological changes not only in the 
endocrine but also in the exocrine pancreas. It was observed that in patients with type 2 diabetes 
the number of immune cells is increased not only in endocrine islets but also in the exocrine 
pancreas. Furthermore, patients with chronic pancreatitis, which is characterized by inflammation 
in the exocrine pancreas, have an increased risk to develop diabetes. However, the causal 
relationship between exocrine immune cell infiltration and impaired insulin secretion has not been 
investigated. 
 
Methods: 
We established a caerulein-induced pancreatitis mouse model. High fat diet was used to mimic 
human diabetes pathology. Caerulein, a cholecystokinin receptor agonist, repetitively injected 
induces chronic pancreatitis. Saline was used as control. After injections every second day for 3 
weeks, we evaluated insulin secretion and glucose metabolism by a glucose tolerance test (GTT). 
Two days after the GTT, pancreatic islets were isolated and insulin secretion in responses to low 
(2.8 mM) and high (16.7 mM) glucose were measured to assess islet secretory function. In 
addition, pancreata were immunohistochemically stained with the pan immune cell marker CD45 to 
quantify immune cell infiltration. 
      
Results: 
Decreased insulin secretion in caerulein-treated mice was observed after glucose bolus in the 
GTT, whereas the circulating glucose level was not changed compared to the saline-treated mice. 
Islets isolated from caerulein-treated mice showed decreased insulin secretion in response to high 
glucose. Caerulein-treated mice displayed an increased number of CD45+ immune cells in both 
intra-islet and peri-islet area.  
 
Conclusion: 
We therefore conclude that inflammation in the exocrine pancreas leads to impaired islet function. 
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Background/Introduction: 
Barakat syndrome also known as Hypoparathyroidism-sensorineural Deafness-Renal disease 
syndrome (HDR syndrome) is a rare, clinically heterogeneous genetic disorder. The prevalence is 
unknown but estimated to be very rare. About 180 patients from different age, ethnic and racial 
groups have been reported in the literature. 

 
Methods: 
A 61- years old female was referred to our endocrinological clinic for a switch in treatment (AT-10 
to Rocaltrol). Idiopathic hypoparathyroidism was diagnosed at the age of 36, and progressive 
deafness started at the age of 18. Past medical history was positive for osteoporosis with rip and 
spine fractures. Familiy history was positive for hypoparathyroidism, hearing loss, and renal 
defects. 

 
Results: 
The odd combination of rare findings triggered us to do a Google search which led to the Orphanet 
page for Barakat syndrome. Informed consent was obtained for genetic analysis. Direct sequencing 
identified a heterozygous nonsense-variant GATA3:c.916C>T p.(Arg306*) in Exon 4 of the GATA3 
gene. This variant has not been described before (HGMD, ClinVar, and PubMed) but nonsense 
variants in GATA3 have been identified in patients with Barakat syndrome. Therefore, the variant 
was classified as a likely pathogen and as the cause of the symptoms of our patients. 

 
Conclusion: 
It is impossible to know all rare diseases. We encourage physicians to keep an open and unbiased 
stance at every consultation helping to identify rare and odd combinations of signs and symptoms 
even after decades of their initial manifestations. Although a diagnosis might not always change 
management, it helps patients to come to terms with their ailment. 
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Society's Dinner with Award Ceremony

When: 
Thursday, 18th  November 2022

Where: 
Restaurant Schwellenmätteli - Event Lounge
Damalziquai 11
3011 Bern
Phone +41 31 320 45 45
info@schwellenmaetteli.ch
www.schwellenmaetteli.ch

Apritif from 19.30 h
Dinner from 20.30 h 
Award ceremony at 21.00 h

on foot from Bahnhofplatz: 
  on Bahnhofplatz,  on Bubenbergplatz/Spitalgasse,  on Christoffelgasse,  towards Tauben strasse, pedestrian underpass,  
on Taubenstrasse,  continue on Bundesrain,  on Weihergasse,  

 on Gasstrasse,  in the traffic circle third exit (Dalmazibrücke),  on Dalmaziquai.

by streetcar fromthe train station: 
to stop Helvetiaplatz. streetcar 6 direction Worb Dorf, streetcar 7 direction Bern Ostring,  
streetcar 8 direction Bern Saali. 

by bus from train station: 
to stop Helvetiaplatz. Bus 19 direction Bern Elfenau

On foot from Helvetiaplatz:
Then on foot  Marienstrasse,  continue on Marienstrasse,  Englische Anlagen,  

 direction Dalmaziquai,  continue on Dalmaziquai.

Download map

How to get there

106 
Listen to your patient and Google the symptoms. A case of Barakat 
Syndrome. 

Author/Address of institution: 
Umberto Spennato, Jennifer Siegwart, Britta Hartmann, Elisabeth Fischer, Cecilia Bracco, Beat 
Mueller, Philipp Schuetz, Tristan Struja. 
Medical University, Kantonsspital Aarau Tellstrasse CH-5001 Aarau, Switzerland 
umberto.spennato@ksa.ch (E-Mail) 

 
Background/Introduction: 
Barakat syndrome also known as Hypoparathyroidism-sensorineural Deafness-Renal disease 
syndrome (HDR syndrome) is a rare, clinically heterogeneous genetic disorder. The prevalence is 
unknown but estimated to be very rare. About 180 patients from different age, ethnic and racial 
groups have been reported in the literature. 

 
Methods: 
A 61- years old female was referred to our endocrinological clinic for a switch in treatment (AT-10 
to Rocaltrol). Idiopathic hypoparathyroidism was diagnosed at the age of 36, and progressive 
deafness started at the age of 18. Past medical history was positive for osteoporosis with rip and 
spine fractures. Familiy history was positive for hypoparathyroidism, hearing loss, and renal 
defects. 

 
Results: 
The odd combination of rare findings triggered us to do a Google search which led to the Orphanet 
page for Barakat syndrome. Informed consent was obtained for genetic analysis. Direct sequencing 
identified a heterozygous nonsense-variant GATA3:c.916C>T p.(Arg306*) in Exon 4 of the GATA3 
gene. This variant has not been described before (HGMD, ClinVar, and PubMed) but nonsense 
variants in GATA3 have been identified in patients with Barakat syndrome. Therefore, the variant 
was classified as a likely pathogen and as the cause of the symptoms of our patients. 

 
Conclusion: 
It is impossible to know all rare diseases. We encourage physicians to keep an open and unbiased 
stance at every consultation helping to identify rare and odd combinations of signs and symptoms 
even after decades of their initial manifestations. Although a diagnosis might not always change 
management, it helps patients to come to terms with their ailment. 

 
 

https://kongresse.sgedssed.ch/uploads/4185/gallery/width_1920/Plan-Schwellenm%C3%A4tteli.png
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With Thanks to our Sponsoring Partners for their Support

Gold Partners:

Amryt Pharma Plc | HRA Pharma | Ipsen Pharma GmbH | IBSA SA I Kyowa Kirin Sàrl | Medtronic (Schweiz) AG 
| MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG | Recordati AG I Roche Diabetes Care (Schweiz) AG | Pfizer AG | UCB-Pharma 
AG | Ypsomed AG

Sponsors Annual Meeting SMOB

https://www.lilly.ch/
https://www.bayer.com/de/ch/schweiz-startseite
https://www.ch.abbott
https://www.sanofi.ch/de
https://www.astrazeneca.ch/de/
https://www.boehringer-ingelheim.ch/de
https://www.novonordisk.ch/
https://www.novonordisk.ch/
https://www.jnjmedtech.com/en-US/companies/ethiconhttp://
https://www.plusmedica.ch/http://
https://fitforme.com/chde/
https://www.appliedmedical.eu/
https://celebratevitamins.com/
https://lexington-med.com/
http://
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Stand Plan Sponsoring Partners SGED-SSED

Platinum Partners
Abbott AG | Astra Zeneca AG | Bayer (Schweiz) AG | Boehringer Ingelheim (Schweiz) GmbH | Eli Lilly (Suisse) 
AG | Novo Nordisk Pharma AG | Sanofi-Aventis (Suisse) SA

Gold Partners
Amryt Pharma Plc | HRA Pharma | Ipsen Pharma GmbH | IBSA SA I Kyowa Kirin Sàrl | Medtronic (Schweiz) AG 
| MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG | Bu Recordati Rare Disease I Roche Diabetes Care (Schweiz) AG | Pfizer AG | 
UCB-Pharma AG | Ypsomed AG

Die gelb markierte Fläche ist zur Aufrechterhaltung des 
Spitalbetriebes und als Fluchtweg frei zu halten
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Auditorium Rossi 
17./18.11.2022

  1: Lilly
  2: Abbott   
  3: Boehringer   
  4: Novo Nordisk 
  5: Kyowa Kirin    
  6: Medtronic
  7: Sanofi
  8: Ypsomed       
  9: IBSA
10: Bayer
11: Astra Zeneca 
12: Pfizer
13: HRA 
14: Roche
15: Ipsen
16: UCB
17: Amryt
18: Recordati 
19: MSD
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Schweizerische Gesellschaft für 
Endokrinologie und Diabetologie - SGED

Société Suisse d‘Endocrinologie
et de Diabétologie - SSED

Thank You for Your Visit!

SAVE THE DATE !!
We are looking forward to 
welcome you at BernEXPO, 

16th and 17th Novemver 2023
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